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“Greening Golf” explores how and why many golfers and tourists have come to see Pinehurst,
and thousands of courses like it, as naturally-occurring landscapes and to what degree they
should. It examines the tightly bound environmental and cultural history of the Sandhills to
explain both the rise of the resort within a very particular environmental context in the post-Civil
War rural South, and the surprising ways that golf came to have intense influence over it. Rather
than viewing the growth of the sport as the result of cultural and environmental changes in
American history, this dissertation treats golf as a historical force of its own. It has shaped
individuals like golfers, caddies, and tourists, groups like country clubs, labor organizations, and
political parties, and broad entities like economies, agriculture, and ecology. Golf as a force
molded every input needed to create the physical space where it was played. Golf not only
shaped the golf course but those who constructed it, maintained it, and enjoyed it. It
simultaneously normalized and mystified the environment, especially at Pinehurst. Golf imposed
new ideas about how landscapes should look, yet, obscured their making. Golf insisted that a
course should be wherever its owner decided to build it and disassociated the intensive
agricultural practices needed to maintain it. This process of shaping, imposing, and obscuring

transformed the Sandhills landscape and its occupants. In the process, golf naturalized grass, the
golf course, and Pinehurst in the North Carolina Sandhills.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Depending on where you stand, the golf courses at the Pinehurst Resort and Country Club look
like either a natural utopia or an unnatural scar across the North Carolina Sandhills. Pinehurst’s
own boosters suggest that since its founding in 1895, its architects have used “Mother Nature as
the best guide” for designing its golf courses. Bobby Jones, the golf icon and co-designer of
Augusta National’s legendary golf course, once said “There’s something about Pinehurst that
tops even the position which it naturally occupies as the St. Andrews of American Golf.”
Pinehurst’s nine eighteen-hole courses, one par three course, and miniature golf course blanket
nearly one thousand acres of the Sandhills. To play a round of golf at Pinehurst, you need to
book your tee-time ten months in advance and you need $495.1 Many do. Golfers from across the
world swarm the North Carolina resort to play the links. The No. 2 course, the most famous of
Pinehurst’s nine, has hosted the biggest competitive golf events in the world, including United
States Opens, the Ryder Cup, and the Professional Golfers Championship. To most in the golfing
community, Pinehurst represents the “Cradle of American golf.”2 Environmental critics,
however, see a drastically different picture.

1

This rate is for a round of golf during peak season on Pinehurst No. 2, the most popular and famous of the resort’s
courses. “Plan Your Stay: Discover your perfect Pinehurst experience. Or let us create one for you,”
https://www.pinehurst.com/golf/.
2
Bobby Jones quoted in “Legendary Golf: Nine courses will challenge your skill and test your imagination,”
Pinehurst: 1895, https://www.pinehurst.com/golf/.
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In 2008, Jay Feldman, founder of Beyond Pesticides and a member of the Golf and
Environment Initiative, argued in Golf Digest that course superintendents and greenskeepers rely
too heavily on synthetic chemical fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides to create the “Augustalike look” that players and spectators expect. In particular, Feldman worried about the millions of
tons of pesticides spread across America’s 16,693 courses that create significant health hazards
for those playing the links and living near them. Historian Ted Steinberg attacked the golf and
lawn care industry for applying too much of unneeded toxic chemicals into lawns and fairways
and the Environmental Protection Agency for not preventing it. According to Feldman and
Steinberg, participating in golf in its current state, or trying to make your lawn resemble a golf
course, puts Americans at significant risk. They argue that the chemical inputs needed to
maintain Pinehurst’s lush, emerald image far outweigh any benefit.3
Despite the potential risks, resorts like Pinehurst and thousands of facilities across the
country continue to attract millions to their manicured, seemingly natural fairways and putting
greens. In 2018, 24.2 million people played golf in the United States. The National Golf
Foundation estimated that for the same year one out of every three Americans, or 107 million,
“played (on-course or off-course), watched the sport on television or read about it.” Golfers
played 434 million rounds on courses that covered a greater area than the state of Rhode Island.
Facilities spent $3.5 billion in course renovations alone. Despite the environmental critiques it
seems clear that the sport is not going away anytime soon.4

3

John Barton, “The Activist: Jay Feldman,” Golf Digest (March 23, 2008),
https://www.golfdigest.com/story/environment_feldman; “Golf Industry Facts, 2018” National Golf Fountain, 2019,
https://www.ngf.org/golf-industry-research/; Ted Steinberg, American Green: The Obsessive Quest for the Perfect
Lawn (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2007), 104, 128-129, 211.
4
“Golf Industry Facts, 2018,” National Golf Fountain, 2019, https://www.ngf.org/golf-industry-research/; Orin
Starn, “Caddying for the Dalai Lama: Golf, Heritage Tourism, and the Pinehurst Resort,” South Atlantic Quarterly
Vol. 105, No. 2 (spring 2006), 448).
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“Greening Golf” explores how and why many golfers and tourists have come to see
Pinehurst, and thousands of courses like it, as naturally-occurring landscapes and to what degree
they should. It examines the tightly bound environmental and cultural history of the Sandhills to
explain both the rise of the resort within a very particular environmental context in the post-Civil
War rural South, and the surprising ways that golf came to have intense influence over it. Rather
than viewing the growth of the sport as the result of cultural and environmental changes in
American history, this dissertation treats golf as a historical force of its own. It has shaped
individuals like golfers, caddies, and tourists, groups like country clubs, labor organizations, and
political parties, and broad entities like economies, agriculture, and ecology. Golf as a force
molded every input needed to create the physical space where it was played. Golf not only
shaped the golf course but those who constructed it, maintained it, and enjoyed it. It
simultaneously normalized and mystified the environment, especially at Pinehurst. Golf imposed
new ideas about how landscapes should look, yet, obscured their making. Golf insisted that a
course should be wherever its owner decided to build it and disassociated the intensive
agricultural practices needed to maintain it. This process of shaping, imposing, and obscuring
transformed the Sandhills landscape and its occupants. In the process, golf naturalized grass, the
golf course, and Pinehurst in the North Carolina Sandhills.
For many observers outside the golf universe, this transformation has been seen as
negative, degrading, and even tragic. Wealthy suburbanites, the story goes, used pesticides,
herbicides, and too much water to drain a landscape of its ecological diversity all in the service
of rich people playing a game on a field restricted from public use. They lined the fairways with
their homes, as a shield between whatever sprawling urban center and their recreational haven.
To environmental historians like Steinberg, golf has consumed good, valuable land and
3

destroyed it. In the process, it made its inhabitants sick. What he calls the “Augusta Syndrome”
overwhelmed the American home owner by creating the “quest for perfection—whether realized
or not— [that] affects everything from the kind of lawn-maintenance services and products sold
by TruGreen and Scotts to the profusion of automated sprinklers and grooming technologies now
on the market.” In American Green, he points to the misconception that a well-maintained lawn
resembling a golf course enriched the air and environment. Instead, Steinberg argues, the
chemically altered spaces on and off the golf course drastically affected those applying the
chemicals and enjoying the green space. Chemical runoff expediated by regularly cut grasses,
which cannot absorb chemicals as efficiently, threatened water supplies.5
Though Steinberg’s strident argument about golf rings true for the post-WWII history of
the sport, this dissertation demonstrates how in the formative period for Pinehurst—the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, making the Sandhills grow golf meant using little to no
chemical fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides, even though agricultural scientists in the first half
of the twentieth-century suggested them. Unlike the suburban lawns planted in post-war
Levittown, the environmental changes around the turn of the twentieth century better
contextualize the rise of Pinehurst and golf itself. Indeed, the historiographical context for golf’s
rise is better situated among the histories of how poor farming practices, extensive lumbering,
and market-capitalism reduced bountiful landscapes full of potential to commercialized,
compromised, and denuded environments. Classic works such as Donald Worster’s Dust Bowl
and Wendell Berry’s The Unsettling of America have exposed how industrial agriculture and
market-capitalism caused extreme environmental destruction. However, as the field of

5

Steinberg, American Green, 86, 128-29, 213; see also Virginia Jenkins, The Lawn: A History of an American
Obsession (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1994); Paul Robbins, Lawn People: How Grass, Weeds,
and Chemicals Make Us Who We Are (Philadelphia: temple University Press, 2007).
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environmental history matured, historians have demonstrated the nuances of land use practices
and their effect on people and places. In Mart Stewart’s groundbreaking work on coastal
Georgia, he explains that “[c]olonists, settlers, hunters, farmers, masters and mistresses, slaves
and free people, lumberman, tourists, gardeners, and botanists used the land differently, and
differently at different times and places.” Along the Georgia Coast, Stewart reveals how humans
and the environment transformed together to create a unique landscape derived from British
colonialism, rice production, and a persistent plantation economy. The interaction between
changes in culture, agriculture, and the environment resulted in a layered landscape.6
I approach the changing land use practices in the North Carolina Sandhills in a similar
way. The layers of history set down by the Catawba, Scottish-Highlanders, naval stores industry,
lumber barons, and resort builders formed a distinct landscape in the Sandhills that resisted both
change and, by the late nineteenth century, serious cultivation. But then, as “Greening Golf”
demonstrates, James Tufts, a retired New England soda fountain manufacturer purchased 6,000
acres of land in 1895 to build a resort for weary New Englanders to reinvigorate themselves
during the winter. The development of the Sandhills landscape up to that point significantly
conditioned and often hindered the establishment of guests’ favorite recreation, golf. The new
sport required an enormous tract of land, which Tufts easily provided, and broad swaths of grass,
which he could not provide. The naval stores and lumbering industries had clear cut most of the
Sandhills, including Tufts’ purchase. This meant the land was easy to find and inexpensive.
However, the region’s geologic foundation, Alpin and Candor sands, and decimated longleaf

6

Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s, Twenty-fifth Anniversary Edition (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2004); Wendell Berry, The Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture (Berkeley:
Counertpoint Press, 1977). Mart A. Stewart, “What Nature Suffers to Groe:” Life, Labor, and Landscape on the
Georgia Coast, 1690-1920 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2002), 8.
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ecosystem curtailed the cultivation of Bermuda, Rye, or Bluegrass. For decades, James Tufts,
followed by his son and grandson, worked to transform the denuded, barren land into a tourist
retreat. Golf, more than any other historical force, transformed the landscape into a golfer’s
paradise. In 1936, Pinehurst debuted turf putting greens for the Professional Golfers
Championship, a feat more resource and labor intensive than the Tufts expected.
To understand how golf organized people, capital, and resources, we need to understand
the Sandhills’ substrata, topography, and soils. Paul Sutter justified “begin[ing] with the soils of
the South” by “tread[ing] carefully” and reminding readers that “[b]y invoking the environment
as a field of causal force, I do not mean to imply that the ‘nature’ of the region determined the
course of the South’s agricultural history.”7 Similarly, focusing on Pinehurst’s environment
allows us to see how humans and nature affected each other, not simply how one determined the
actions of another. Beginning in this way also allows for a qualification of the effect on the
landscape. Sutter’s “ecology of erasure” broadens the field of environmental history to explore
more ambiguous landscapes that were simultaneously the result of destructive human actions,
products of their own ecologies, and sites of conservation. He began Let Us Now Praise Famous
Gullies by describing Georgia’s Providence Canyon as a state park that “could be the nation’s
most ironic conservation area.” The irony lies in the canyon’s recent creation due to farming
induced erosion and its preservation as a state park. To fully understand the meaning of such a
place, Sutter urges, future environmental historians should “reject the facile moralism of the
documentary impulse by simultaneously descending to a local level of detail and critically
assessing the assumptions and narratives we bring to the place.” This combines nature and

7

Paul Sutter, Let Us Now Praise Famous Gullies: Providence Canyon and the Soils of the South (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 2015), 158.
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history and views them as two forces working in tandem opposed to against one another.
“Greening Golf” does that in the Sandhills.8
Michael G. Winslow, who has written a dissertation and a journal article about Pinehurst
and the Sandhills, discusses the region and the tourist economy that developed there mostly in
terms of industrialization and the broader changes of the New South. He sees the Sandhills
transformed by an invasive recreational culture dependent on industrial agriculture and marketcapitalism. In his dissertation “Cultivating Leisure,” Winslow argues that “the New South
arrived in the Sandhills in the form of a tourist trade facilitated by agricultural science and a
culture of consumption among wealthy urban dweller.” He positions the Sandhills and Pinehurst
as an increasingly interconnected New South region reliant on the broadening industrial market
and quick access to it. For Winslow, Sandhills history is “the story of the industrialization of the
Southern landscape after Reconstruction.” This framing highlights how sprawling cultural and
economic networks transformed the region. However, the approach remains silent on the
consequences of the transformation brought by what he calls “a new industrial world.” Without
it, he suggests, “the cultivation of leisure” would not have been possible.9
Winslow’s article in the winter 2020 issue of Agricultural History also treats the
Sandhills as one component of a wider South transformed by industrialization, but he emphasizes
agricultural science and “convertible husbandry” as the foundational part of that industrial
change. He defines the term as “mixed farming whereby animals generated manure for

8

Sutter, Let Us Now Praise Famous Gullies, 158, 1, 184.
Michael G. Winslow, “Cultivating Leisure: Agriculture, Tourism, and Industrial Modernity in the North Carolina
Sandhills, 1870-1930,” PhD diss., (University of Iowa, 2016), 245, 248. For more on Pinehurst as part of an
expanding tourist economy, see Larry Youngs, “Winter Resorts in the South Atlantic States, 1870-1930,” PhD diss.,
(Georgia State University, 2001); See also Orin Starn, “Caddying for the Dalai Lama: Golf, Heritage Tourism, and
the Pinehurst Resort,” South Atlantic Quarterly Vol. 105, No. 5 (spring 2006), 447-63; William Bryan, The Price of
Permanence: Nature and Business in the New South (Athens: University of North Georgia, 2018), 148-49, 152-53.
9
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fertilizer.” He argues that the “nutrients added to the local sands were orchestrated according to
the knowledge produced by soil scientists at state universities and the US Department of
Agriculture.” Within this larger New South framing, Winslow asserts that “By the 1920s,
Pinehurst’s experiments were not unique but were part of a larger culture of experimentation and
improvement that linked recreation and tourism to agricultural reform.” Winslow and I largely
agree on this point and analyze many of the same sources to demonstrate a shared network of
circulating knowledge about scientific agriculture in the first half of the twentieth-century.
However, my closer focus on the local human and environmental story creates some important
differences in interpretation. As readers will see, my closer reading of the Sandhills’ ecology
exposes how prescribed knowledge did not always apply to specific conditions that managers
and workers confronted. For instance, Winslow ignores the ways that Pinehurst’s managers such
as Frank Maples filtered and applied this scientific knowledge to the Sandhills’ unique ecology.10
The Sandhills’ environmental qualities and changes to them, as a result, are lost in Winslow’s
larger New South framing that favors agricultural scientists in Arlington, Virginia over the
greenskeeper and laborers at Pinehurst.
In “Greening Golf,” I privilege the local over the national and the environmental over the
economic. The golf courses that Pinehurst greenskeeper Frank Maples developed, maintained,
and improved were not the most ecologically healthy spaces, but they overshadowed its
contemporary landscapes across the American South. As Maples and his ever-expanding

10

Winslow’s limited understanding of the Sandhills environment is demonstrated when, on page 71, he assumes that
the shifting cultivation across the South, including the Sandhills, that involved fires led to ashes “neutralizing the
acidic soils.” The Sandhills’ Alpin and Candor sands are basic soils needing heavy liming. This ecological fact is
one example of how the USDA’s recommendations often counteracted Frank Maples’ efforts to cultivate turf
grasses in the Sandhills. Michael G. Winslow, “Cultivating Leisure: Tourism, Progressive Agriculture, and
Technologies of Landscape at Pinehurst, North Carolina, 1895-1935,” Agricultural History Vol. 94, No. 1 (winter
2020), 62, 71, 76, 78.
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groundcrew learned how to grow turf grass in an environment hostile to growing nearly
everything, American farmers struggled with gullying fields, denuded soils, and dust storms.
Mining operations moved whole mountains. Lumbering companies clear cut entire forests,
including the land Tufts used to build Pinehurst. Farmers, miners, and lumber barons decimated
productive, useful, and beautiful landscapes. With little left to offer, thousands of these acres
across America were turned into national and state parks, forests, and reserves. In effect,
mismanaged agriculture and commodity capitalism turned bountiful environments into desolate
landscapes.11 In 1895, James Tufts found the Sandhills in such a state.
How golf’s effect on the Sandhills is discussed matters. In 2013, Linda Nash, in a
response to Paul Sutter’s Journal of American History round table, urged that “scholars
must…look more critically at where and why environmental considerations remain absent or
underdeveloped.” Tufts’ Pinehurst Resort has received limited academic attention, with Winslow
as the prominent example. However, the sport of golf is chalked with opportunity to apply an
environmental history approach to the game’s development and establishment.12

11

Environmental histories on the South’s agricultural challenges in the late nineteenth- and early twentiethcenturies include James C. Giesen, Boll Weevil Blues: Cotton, Myth, and Power in the American South (Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 2011); Mark D. Hersey, My Work Is That of Conservation: An Environmental
Biography of George Washington Carver (Athens, University of Georgia Press, 2011); Christine Keiner, The Oyster
Question: Scientists, Watermen, and the Maryland Chesapeake Bay since 1880 (Athens, University of Georgia
Press, 2009); Erin Stewart Mauldin, Unredeemed Land: An Environmental History of Civil War and Emancipation
in the Cotton South (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018); Stewart, “What Nature Suffers to Groe”; Sutter,
Let Us Now Praise Famous Gullies; Albert G. Way, Conserving Southern Longleaf: Herbert Stoddard and the Rise
of Ecological Land Management (Athens, University of Georgia Press, 2011)
12
Linda Nash, “Furthering the Environmental Turn,” Journal of American History (June 2013), 134; Paul S. Sutter,
“The World with Us: The State of American Environmental History,” Journal of American History (June 2013).
Notable sport histories of golf include Lane Demas, Game of Privilege: An African American History of Golf
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2017); Elizabeth Liane Jewett, “Behind the Greens: Understanding
Golf Course Landscapes in Canada, 1873-1945,” PhD diss., (University of Toronto, 2015) George B. Kirsch, Golf in
America (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009); Richard J. Moss, Golf and the American Country Club
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2001); Richard J. Moss, The Kingdom of Golf in America (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 2013).
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Historian Elizabeth Jewett has recently approached the history of golf and the
environment. She created the term “golfscape” to describe “a playing field (golf) and an
experience or manifestation of nature (scape).” For her, the “human/human and
human/nonhuman interactions” created the golfscape in Canada. She primarily focuses on the
tension that Canadians faced as they constructed golfscapes in North America that fit their
“particular aesthetic design principles” and “ecological conditions.” The golfscape term, she
contends, allows her to designate these “physical environments a dynamic place in Canada’s
social history and to involve more human actors in its environmental history.” The approach
goes a long way to explain how social values were imbedded in the physical environment as a
cultural construction. However, she also argues that “the history of golfscapes was unique but
also not related to wider trends in environmental history.” 13 In this dissertation, the historical
force of golf is inherently intertwined with the environment. Greenskeepers and golfers’
decisions to alter the material world necessarily spurred a change in the environment that was
intimately connected to the landscape’s previous environmental history. The interaction between
golf, its directed use of labor, resources, and unique land created a distinct, new environment.
The tract of land Maples cultivated in the Sandhills made Pinehurst synonymous with
golf. His and many others’ work on the denuded soils promoted a form of sustainable agriculture
not associated with the Sandhills before or golf now. It resembled the late eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century conservationists and georgic reformers in the upper South that promoted
mixed husbandry and soil conservation. Maples conducted experiments that spanned more than
thirty years and reflected the georgic ideal. Benjamin Cohen described the late eighteenthcentury’s ideal as an “admittedly malleable [one] of ‘improvement’; its premise was to refine
13

Jewett, “Behind the Greens,” 2, 5.

10

that generic ideal and to suggest that improving the future possibilities and current productivity
of the countryside required an intimate knowledge of that place.” Maples and his ever-expanding
crew of workmen knew the land they worked, and that, according to the georgics made all the
difference. Cohen finds that “knowledge best gained by direct experience on the land” led to
improvement. According to Steven Stoll, “It is not sufficient to treat improvement as capitalist
ambition in agricultural form, nor to dismiss it as just another facet of the market revolution.”
The work that Maples did for Tufts certainly contributed to Pinehurst’s growth and financial
profit, but his intention mattered. For Stoll, “Those who took up this ‘good system’ of land use
no matter what they grew or where they grew it expressed a desire to endure, to persist, to
cultivate as an expression of their stake in a local society.”14 Maples grew up in the Sandhills.
His desire to cultivate the fairways of Pinehurst reflected a hope to improve the Sandhills as a
whole. Golf provided him the tools to do that. By 1936, golf had enabled Maples and his crew to
transform what was for generations considered barren Sandhills into improved, useful, even good
land.

14

Benjamin R. Cohen, Notes From the Ground: Science, Soil, and Society in the American Countryside (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), 25; Steven Stoll, Larding the Lean Earth: Soil and Society in NineteenthCentury America (New York: Hill and Wang, 2003), 30.
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CHAPTER II
A PATH TO PINEHURST: JAMES TUFTS, LEISURE, AND HEALING LANDSCAPES
“There are different kinds of rich men. Some are rich in good works while others
who have better means of doing good do little or nothing for the good of others.
The true use of riches is not to minister to self-indulgence, not to widen the space
between you and the less prosperous nor to look down on those who are poor as
an inferior race but to administer to there [sic] necessaries and provide
employment for them. This I think is the best use a rich man make of his money.”
James Tufts, at age fourteen, 184915
At the end of the nineteenth-century, North Carolina’s State Board of Agriculture took stock of
its resources. It published a book with chapters on commodities such as cotton, tobacco, and rice.
Duke, Rockwell, and Biltmore Farms received special attention. The state’s waterways,
“economic minerals,” and forests also received full descriptions. And a significant portion of the
report illuminated the many resorts along the seashore, in the mountains, and two towns among
the “piney-woods” or Sandhills. The isolated piney woods in the middle of the state’s Sandhills
region attracted physicians, health seekers, and philanthropists.16
Southern Pines, the older of the two Sandhills towns, offered residents and visitors alike
“the dryest (sic) section in the whole long leaf pine belt” and an exemption “from the rigors of

15

Richard Tufts, “The First Seventy-Five Years: A History of the Village of Pinehurst,” unpublished manuscript,
housed in Tufts Archives. Richard Tufts quoted his grandfather in the opening pages. The Tufts Archive, associated
with the Given-Tufts Memorial Library in Pinehurst, North Carolina houses the Tufts Papers and an assortment of
collections related to the Village of Pinehurst and Pinehurst Resort while the under Tufts family control from 18951969. From here on Tufts Archive abbreviated to TA.
16
Economic minerals included coal, graphite, and mica (among others). The report listed gold, silver, copper, and
iron under “Geology.” North Carolina State Board of Agriculture, North Carolina and Its Resources (Winston: M.I.
& J.C. Stewart, Public Printers and Binders, 1896), iii-iv.
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the north and west.” In 1881, Dr. G. H. Sadelson, Southern Pine’s first resident, described his
initial impression of the Sandhills to the State Board of Agriculture: “I found myself half shoe
deep in clean sand and surrounded by a dense pine forest, and breathed an air saturated and made
gratefully fragrant by the balsamic odor of the turpentine pine.” Based on Sadelson’s
recommendation, the State Board of Agriculture charged Immigration Agent John T. Patrick to
purchase 675 acres for a town to “induce immigration and capital into the state.” By the 1890s,
the small town sat poised along the Seaboard Airline Railway to entice northerners passing
through to settle in the Sandhills.17
During the summer of 1895, James Walker Tufts, a retired Bostonian who made a fortune
in the soda fountain industry, was one northerner who hoped to invest in the area to benefit
consumptives. After passing through from a stay in Palm Beach, Florida, Tufts met with Patrick
to explore available land that resembled Sadelson’s earlier description. Although most of the
dense forest suffered extensive lumbering in the preceding fourteen-years, he ultimately decided
to purchase more than 6,000 acres of land six miles from Southern Pines. Like Sadelson, Tufts
saw medicinal benefits in the land. He told the State Board of Agriculture that the “ozonized
oxygen is a powerful antiseptic and disinfectant. Its presence in the atmosphere gives the latter a
remarkably healing quality for diseased throat and lungs.” He believed that the Sandhills would
heal and reinvigorate consumptives, his future guests. According to the State Board, the retired
New Englander was determined to bring “those in whom disease has not progressed so far as to
render recovery immediate” to his good land. He named his village Pinehurst.18
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The concept for the village of Pinehurst ran deeper than Tufts’ single layover in Southern
Pines. A developing leisure class and recreational culture that spanned his lifetime shaped Tufts’
vision for Pinehurst. Across the nineteenth-century, wealthier Americans pursued and assigned
various meanings to their physical pass times. Many saw forms of outdoor recreation as
inherently healthful acts best performed in specific environments. The place of leisure often
mattered as much as the act of leisure. To understand how Tufts viewed the connection between
the environment, health, and leisure, we must turn our attention to the development of New
England’s recreational culture.19
Across the nineteenth-century, newly minted middle-class Americans experimented with
out-of-doors touring, vacationing, and traveling with purpose. They ventured out of cities and
into the so called wild. Clerks from Boston and managers from New York City fanned out across
nearby forests in search of places to escape their modern, industrial cities for a renewed sense of
health and morality. The New England backcountry that became the White Mountain National
Forest and Adirondack Park provided the setting for thousands in a quest for the characteristics
lacking in the offices, factories, and townhomes of a quickly urbanizing and overcrowding New
England.20
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James Tufts observed this but did not participate. He was born on February 11, 1835 in
Charlestown, Massachusetts into a middle-class family, neither prosperous nor pauper. At a
young age, he lost his father and inherited a small piece of property in Charlestown. His distant
cousin Charles Tufts founded Tufts University, but James Tufts attended the Old Training Field
Public School. After leaving formal education, he accepted an apprenticeship as a druggist and
prepared for life in the apothecary. Immediately after finishing a three-year apprenticeship, Tufts
opened his own store. An entrepreneurial man, he soon owned and operated five stores in the
Boston area. His expanding franchise took most of his time. However, as he pursued business
many more sought an escape.21
As early as 1827, New Hampshire’s White Mountains attracted New England tourists to
what historian Dona Brown described as “picturesque valleys of a romantic landscape.” The
Romantic painter Thomas Cole first popularized the region with his work The Notch of the White
Mountains. The painting captured a towering peak and fast approaching thunderstorm
overlooking the Willey family’s cabin hidden among the trees. Cole’s thunderous sky out of the
west quickly encroached upon the valley, as if to suggest bad tithings to come. The Willey
family never saw the painting. A year earlier, Cole’s metaphorical storm hit the Willey cabin in
the form of a rockslide. Boulders tumbled down the mountain face and crushed the entire family
in their cabin.22
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Between the falling of the rocks and the late 1830s, countless Romantic painters, writers,
and poets made their treks into “the Notch.” Cole first captured the essence of the Willey home,
but others soon followed to dramatize the tragic story and wax poetic on the landscape that
surrounded the ruble. In 1835, Nathaniel Hawthorne published a salacious retelling of the event
in the New England Magazine. Hawthorne’s “The Ambitious Guest” positioned the rockslide as
the weight of outside influences corrupting the family’s private life in the isolated White
Mountains. A year later, Ralph Waldo Emerson’s essay “Nature” described the area around
obliterated cabin as “a property in the horizon” that could only be united and interpreted by “a
poet.” These renditions of the landscape where the Willey family lived and died provided the
expectation that the White Mountains offered vast, majestic vistas with soaring peaks, deep
valleys, and few people. Soon, though, visitors lined the White Mountains from crevasse to
mountaintop.23
While writers and artists pushed their audiences to see beyond the property lines that
obscured “nature,” resourceful investors and inn keepers capitalized on the sublime landscapes
ultimately overwhelmed the region. By the 1850s, according to Dona Brown, the White
Mountains, like the Catskills before them, “were transformed by their own success.” What
Brown called “the cult of scenery” turned the awe inspiring into an accessible attraction. What
once offered seclusion soon catered to thousands of tourists. One guidebook recounted the
growing popularity of Mount Washington, New England’s highest peak at 6,288 feet. Five
thousand tourists each summer ascended, commonly on horseback, to a hotel where they could
take in the view with one hundred of their closest friends. By the 1860s, the attraction became
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popular enough to build a road to the summit. Hirable carriages provided prime accessibility to
the views, hotel, and a mountaintop restaurant. The accessibility and wide advertisement of the
White Mountains ensured “a crowd of people of varied social classes, all equally (if
superficially) versed in guide-book acquired scenic conventions.” 24
As the White Mountains grew in popularity, the views themselves as much as being seen
enjoying the views became many tourists’ goal. The scenic hotels and late dinners attracted
socialites that overcrowded those hoping to see beyond the property lines and commune with
nature. Brown argues that less “time-consuming and labor-intensive…forms of conspicuous
consumption” obscured what Cole, Hawthorne, Emerson first saw in the Notch. Like the falling
rocks in Hawthorne’s short story, commercialism overcame the White Mountains. Other areas of
American life once also embraced conspicuous consumption. 25
By the 1860s, James Tufts’ chain of drug stores, like most drug stores in late nineteenthcentury America, included a widening assortment of products none more ubiquitous than the
soda fountain dispenser. In 1862, disgruntled that a backordered Ice Cream Soda Apparatus
failed to arrive at his store, Tufts designed and built his own soda fountain. He named it “The
Artic.” The marble ice box kept syrup in the back of the box until a pulled faucet handle at the
front drew it down tubes through ice blocks. Tufts, an abolitionist, decorated the fountain with a
liberty cap, traditionally bestowed to freedmen upon manumission. By the end of the Civil War,
he began manufacturing the Artic and published a trade catalog with an assortment of items such
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as silver vases and plate ware. Soon after, Tufts turned from druggist to businessman and became
a soda fountain tycoon.26
From the Postbellum era into the Gilded Age, Tufts expanded his manufacturing and
designed increasingly more elaborate fountains to stay ahead of the competition. In 1869, he
added a sloping roof to the marble box to mimic a cottage and started using a variety of colored
marble from Tennessee, Vermont, and New York. He gave the fountains names such as
Emperor, Paragon, and Queen of Worcester. Their popularity spread and their grandeur reached
outlandish proportions. Many were eight feet long or more. Others towered four feet above the
drug store’s counter. Some had engraved landscape scenes. All were expensive. The price for a
single fountain ranged from $375 to several thousand depending on the size and design. In 1876,
Tufts built one fountain for Philadelphia’s Centennial Exhibition, which stole the show since
temperance groups successfully banned alcohol at the celebration. Pharmaceutical Era reported
that consumers believed that soda from an ordinary marble fountain did not taste “as good as it is
when drawn from a large and handsome one.” And stores shelled out thousands to attract more
loyal soda drinkers to their counters. In 1878, one drug store in New York City hoped their
custom designed, $40,000 fountain would be as much of an attraction as the soda they served.27
Not everyone viewed consumerism, at least not constant consumerism, as the remedy to a
modernizing world.
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As the White Mountains and pharmacies succumbed to commercialism, a new breed of
out-of-doors enthusiasts set their sights on the Adirondacks. Rural, mountainous, isolated upstate
New York offered those less interested in simply admiring Cole’s inspiration for The Notch of
the White Mountains with an experience of the scene and an escape from a rapidly urbanizing
New England. In 1869, William H. H. Murray described the Adirondacks region of northeast
New York as so untouched and majestic as “to rival Switzerland.” Would-be-adventures, he
hoped, would leave the sickening cityscape and retreat to the “North Woods” for healthy summer
vacations.28
Murray built upon the argument for awe-inspiring scenery that Romantic artists’ saw in
the White Mountains by pressing the Adirondacks’ rejuvenating characteristics. In his bestselling book Adventures in the Wilderness Murray laid out his reason for visiting the
Adirondacks and why others should, too. Along with beautiful views, he insisted that the region
maintained enormous “health-giving qualities.” He spoke directly “[t]o such as are afflicted with
that dire parent of ills, dyspepsia, or have lurking in their system consumptive tendencies.” Joel
Headley, a New York City minister and victim of a nervous breakdown, pursued an expedition
through New York’s most northern forest and rugged mountains. As historian Karl Jacoby
described, “[t]he Adirondacks’s clean air, tranquil scenery, and remoteness from urban
centers…would [be believed to] provide a tonic for [Headley’s] shattered nerves.” Unlike the
crowded watchtowers on Mount Washington’s summit, Murray’s and Headley’s rejuvenation
involved physical recreations like camping, hiking, and canoeing. Murray “earnestly recommend
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a month’s experience among the pines” to gain the full benefit of the “curative” attributes that he
associated with recreating out-of-doors.29
Beginning in the 1880s, several movements organized to harness the “curative” power of
outdoor recreation for the white American middle-class. Social critics at the time pointed
towards overcivilization, a crisis of masculinity, and commercial industrialism as eroding the
fabric of American communities. The perilous aliments needed swift and direct action. Historian
Silas Chamberlin describes the middle-class’s search for solutions to these problems as a
reaction to their achievement of “some measure of safety and comfort.” He went on to say the
middle-class of late nineteenth-century America “spent considerable time and effort developing
new ways to experience the hardships they had just escaped.” Headley’s jaunt to the
Adirondacks is one earlier example of an individual leaving the comforts of his urban life for the
benefits of a controlled struggle in the “wilderness.” However, the recapitulation, muscular
Christianity, and Country Club movements went further than the individual. Each in its own way
sought to enable middle-class, white Americans to take control of their lives and communities
through physical, outdoor recreation.30
In the last two decades of the nineteenth-century, proponents of recapitulation theory
argued that America’s middle-class and elite children, born into affluence, needed more than
strong patriarchs and maternal mothers to ensure their station in life. Francis Parker, G. Stanley
Hall, and Ernest Thompson Seton, among others, subscribed to “the idea that the individual
child’s maturation repeated…the evolutionary history of the human race.” As a result, middleclass youths needed to confront and overcome the hardships in the “wilderness” in order to reach
29
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what they defined as racial maturity. Hall argued that America’s cities and their associated
commercial luxuries created “temptations, prematurities, sedentary occupations, and passive
stimuli [that] surpassed, perverted, or delayed” a child’s natural development. The success of
previous generations who built industrial civilization created weak, feeble, and overcivilized
young people. If enough white, middle- and upper-class children yielded to the managerial roles
and passivity without maintaining their physical and mental strength, the thinking went, then the
white race as a whole would lose its dominant status in the American social order. Hall posited
that without exposure to rugged environments, unencumbered modern commercialism and
industrialism, the next generation of white Americans would remain in a “premodern frontier,
forever beyond the contours of industrial civilization.” The antidote resembled William H. H.
Murray’s, but to Hall the stakes were much higher. The strength of the nation, he urged,
depended on the health of one segment of the American population. 31
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As recapitulation theorists tried to save the white race, muscular Christianity organized to
save the soul of America. The Progressive reformers advocated for men to increase their physical
activity. Predominantly Protestant congregations targeted elite and middle-class men. The
overciviliation problem that prompted recapitulation paired with declining church attendance.
Church and Progressive organizers sought to reengage their male members in the church and
bolster their physical fitness and health. By the 1890s, according to historian Clifford Putney,
“Progressive Era reformers hurried to endorse artificial exercise, outdoor camping, and other
methods of strengthening America’s elite.” The primary concern for reformers and elites, Putney
argues, was “the prospect of ‘overcivilized’ middle- and upper-class managerial types being
toppled by lower-class workers and muscular immigrants.” The fear sparked an organized
reaction to the changing economic and cultural landscape. The fear materialized in the changing
workplace where the skills antebellum boys learned no longer applied. The “professionalmanagerial revolution” forced a change in the attitudes and skills taught to young men. Putney
describes the shift from antebellum America’s “self-sufficiency [as] a source of national pride”
to the Gilded Age reality as the “midlevel manager [with] little chance of reaching the top.” This
transformation reckoned with white America’s perceived and legal superior status and forced a
reactive transformation designed to maintain that status.32
Towards the end of the nineteenth-century, the Young Men’s Christian Association
(YMCA) hoped to create a self-conscious, visibly dominant middle-class, centered around
muscular Christianity and recapitulation theory, to make sense of the changes occurring in
America. The organization acted as an intermediary between the primarily Protestant sects and
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wider urban America. Historian Thomas Winter argues that urban elites involved themselves in
the YMCA because they “hoped to regulate the attitudes and behavior of the cities’ masses and
to imprint their cultural mark on the nation’s rapidly growing cities.” The organization’s middleclass members, according to Winter, “set out to restore a sense of community and unity under
their leadership, with the goal of gaining a renewed sense of social purpose.” The YMCA’s
middle-class secretaries attempted to bind men across class through a Christian sense of
masculinity, self-sacrifice, and physical activity. In practical terms, the organization’s middle
manager enhanced his assertive leadership while a railroad worker pursued his masculine,
faithful pursuit of work. The project consisted of creating social cohesion as much as
maintaining class difference. In fact, in the organizers’ eyes the former depended on the latter,
especially in public. They stressed that this would deter “political radicalism and labor unrest.”33
At the same time that recapitulation theorists, muscular Christians, and the YMCA
organized to maintain social order, Tufts looked for his own solutions to quell the problems of
the late nineteenth-century. His growing wealth allowed him to invest more into his workforce.
After the consolidation of four major manufacturers, the American Soda Fountain Company
morphed into a sprawling, monopolistic enterprise. Tufts, however, maintained programs begun
at his factory in Boston. In the 1880s, he created a Mutual Aid Society for his employees.
According to the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, the society paid “sick, accident,
and death benefits.” Aid society members could live at the Bunker Hill Terrace company
housing. Tufts described the “houses” as having been “scientifically studied to give the
maximum of health and comfort to the minimum of cost in rental.” The “healthful” housing
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included a “Terrace Club Room” for men to use “as a social resort for reading, smoking, and for
other legitimate purposes of rest and recreation.” Several who contributed to the aid society and
lived at the Terraces participated in North End Union. Tufts contributed personal funds to the
union that established a plumbing school and football team. He also wrote “employee legacies”
into his will. Upon his death, each married male employee would receive $200 if they worked at
the company for at least two years. Either as a righteous cause or investment in human capital,
Tufts’s actions went against the typical Gospel of Wealth apostle. The Massachusetts Bureau of
Statistics of Labor suggested that Tufts’ “Welfare Work” programs represented a small
proportion of businesses providing the bureaucratic structures to assist their employees. Many of
his workmen agreed.34
Tuft’s longtime employees supported the Bureau of Statistics’ report. Harry Walker, one
of Tufts’ Boston factory workers of more than thirteen years, wrote that “[Tufts] credited his
employees with much of his business success.” Small financial gestures validated the sentiment.
According to Walker, Tufts regularly “handed out $10 gold pieces” straight from his pocket to
his employees on the factory floor. Edward A. Horton, the North End Union’s director, praised
Tufts’s active guidance of the union: “His plans had a comprehensiveness, which carried their
outlook and effects over long lines.” His “personal efforts” ensured that the North End Union
maintained a working office close to the American Soda Fountain Company’s factory. Upon
Tufts’ death, former employees requested their $200 legacies with confidence. In one short and
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direct letter, Sidney A. Smith simply informed Leonard Tufts, James tufts’ son and the will’s
executor, “Having worked for the American Soda Fountain Co for the last 10 years, I am entitled
by the will of the late James W. Tufts to a legacy of $200.00.” Others sent requests pages long.
In a lengthy letter from R. M. Goodworth asked Leonard Tufts to “pardon the liberty of asking
that the legacy of 200 dollars to which I am entitled…be paid [to] me as early as you can make it
convenient.” The next day, Leonard Tufts sent the legacy. North End Union Director Horton
argued that the Tufts’ family and their financial contributions contradicted the typical view of
American capitalists.35
While Tufts hoped to blunt the blow of industrialism for his workers and the YMCA
sought social cohesion, other wealthy Bostonians organized to create an exclusive and healthful
recreational club outside the bounds of the urban center. As early as 1882, railroad tycoon James
Murray Forbes brought together economic and social elites from the Boston metropolitan area to
form an athletic club in Brookline, Massachusetts. Throughout the 1880s, industrialists organized
similar clubs across America. As historian Richard Moss describes, they “start[ed] in the living
rooms, dining rooms, and city club meeting rooms of men and women who wish[ed] to establish
a private social and athletic domain.”36 Forbes named his domain the Country Club and
emphasized the club’s out-of-doors qualities. An article in New England Magazine argued that
“‘the Country Club is a point factor in the elimination of morbid nervousness…and is dually
potent in the work of reconstruction; for all who submit to its healthful, pleasing regime are
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surely progressing toward sane, normal, active manhood and womanhood.”37 The men and
women socially connected enough to be invited to join participated in a wide variety of activities.
Traditional English sports such as fox hunting, leisure riding, and sport shooting drew members
from city clubs to the country. In 1888, John Reid of Yonkers, New York formed the first
country club devoted to golf. Whatever the sport, though, Moss contends, members “wanted to
escape such sleepy confines [of the city], to respond to more urgent impulses.”38
Part of that impulse meant leaving the rapidly urbanizing cities, where more immigrants
filed in each year, for more secluded and recognizable spaces. According to Robert Wiebe,
during the last decades of the nineteenth-century, America at large experienced “dislocation and
bewilderment [and] tried desperately to understand the larger world in terms of their small,
familiar environment.” Those with means created formal organization for themselves. Country
clubs combined the expanding health movements with the urban elites’ familiar social structures.
Like most Americans, “they tried…to master an impersonal world through the customs of
personal society.” Many of America’s most affluent families began to reorganize themselves
outside of city centers to preserve their social and cultural strength and bolster their personal
health.39
As outdoor leisure became a larger part of American life, New England’s wealthy
searched for ways to continue recreating through the frigid winter. They created vacation
destinations that would provide the same familiarity with appropriate amenities, social privacy,
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and a distinct location. In most cases, they looked below the Mason-Dixon line. In the 1880s and
1890s, northeastern elites founded private plantation style estates, visited grand hotels, and
embedded themselves in exclusive resorts across the South.40
Thousands of Gilded Age businessmen and their families began a seasonal migration
south in search of warmth, health, and sport. Many claimed cheap estates for private winter
retreats. According to Julia Brock and Daniel Vivian, the Red Hills region of Georgia and
Florida and the Carolina Lowcountry represented “the two most significant instances where
wealthy sporting enthusiasts developed large, elegantly styled ‘plantations’” for personal use.
Among those purchasing and building grand retreats in these regions included Standard Oil
executive H. M. Hanna, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, Isaac E. Emerson, and financier Bernard
M. Baruch. Each of their and others’ estates included thousands, even tens of thousands, of acres
mixed between former agricultural plantations and undeveloped lands. Brock and Vivian couch
the expansion of sport hunting and “sporting plantations” after the Reconstruction in terms of the
“social and cultural upheavals of the Gilded Age.” With the dramatic expansion of marketcapitalism—creating new American businesses and wealth—and an association between
urbanization, over-civilization, and moral decline, the benefactors of market-capitalism pursued
out-of-doors activities year-round.41
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The Red Hills and Lowcountry hunting plantations had everything to do with late
nineteenth-century displays of status, exclusivity, and conspicuous consumption. Beginning with
the explicit and purposeful use of the term “plantation,” these new southern landowners used
their estates as practical spaces for hunting (the degree to which moral uplift should be applied to
this action can be debated) and as status symbols. The search for health redirected the purpose of
several Antebellum properties. With quail covers opposed to cotton production or duck blinds
overtaking rice cultivation, these new “plantations” buttressed associations between plantations
and mono-crop agriculture with maintaining social elitism and recreational spaces. Nostalgia for
an “Ole South” and aristocratic visions turned derelict southern plantations into Gilded Age
playgrounds for New England’s wealthy. Again, to quote Brock and Vivian, “for small numbers
of upper-class Americans, hunting estates provided entrée to an exclusive realm of activity that
paid homage to aristocratic traditions while embracing the contemporary zeal for outdoor
recreation and the status-conscious behaviors of the era.” Estates such as Dean Hall Plantation,
Prospect Hill Plantation, and Cedar Grove Plantation, all located in the Red Hills or Lowcountry,
provided prominent displays of power to invited guests. Unsurprisingly, no paying visitors were
allowed. Similar to New York’s Upper East Side townhomes, elite urban social clubs, and newly
organized suburban country clubs, these spaces helped to promote and reinforce social status
through explicitly exclusive recreation and grandeur.42
For those less interested in owning their own estates, developers began constructing
hotels and resorts to attract middle- and upper-class Bostonians and New Yorkers. Shortly after
Reconstruction, New South boosters attracted northern tourists with disposable income and
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immense leisure time. Towns along the south Atlantic coast, in mountainous western North
Carolina, and among the Red Hills plantation estates catered to the new tourists. Thomasville,
Georgia, Jacksonville, Florida, and Asheville, North Carolina attracted Northerners from urban
centers to quaint, southern hotels for weeks or even months at a time. Depending on the resort,
the “season” lasted for as short of a period as Christmas to Easter or as long as six months—
October through April. While many resort towns advertised to the growing middle-class, the
length of a fashionable stay socially excluded all but the most affluent. 43
Primary motivations for vacationing in these regions initially revolved around the South’s
mild winter weather and healing qualities attached to the southern landscape. For those able,
escaping New England’s frigid, snowy, long winters constituted an understandable draw below
the Mason-Dixon line. However, several in the second half of the nineteenth-century viewed
trans-regional tourism as medically beneficial, not simply warmer. Physicians of the period often
prescribed consumptive patients and those with other respiratory problems extended periods of
time in hotter, milder climates. Murray’s Adventures in the Wilderness reached best-seller status
during Reconstruction, but feet of snow blanketed the Adirondacks area that he prescribed.
Doctors like G. H. Sadelson, the first Southern Pines resident, assigned considerable healing
value to the South’s plentiful pine trees. The Encyclopedia Britannica told readers that parts of
the South’s climate “resembled that of France and Italy…It is favorable to human health.” The
quickly urbanizing northern spaces became associated with physical and mental illnesses, as
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well. During summer months, New England’s middle- and upper-class ill and tired trekked into
the Adirondacks or White Mountains to remedy these urban blights. Many believed that the
aroma of pines and unobstructed fresh air in the South provided all with rejuvenating benefits
through the entire year.44
Before the 1890s, guests largely relied on the infrastructure of southern towns flush with
northern capital, in one form or another. Resorts embedded in New South towns such as
Thomasville, Georgia and Aiken, South Carolina offered little more than hotels in the way of
attractions built specifically for guests. Historian Julia Brock argues that “the dollars of a
northern leisure class,” not southern industrialism, created development in several areas. The
burgeoning travel guide industry demonstrated the expanding southern tourism scene that
benefited local economies and elites. Between 1865 and 1900, Florida, alone, constituted the
subject of 106 single-authored travel guides. Several of these, such as the 1882 Florida for
Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, the 1883 The Eden of the South, and the 1892 Health Resorts of
the South, specifically guided Northern tourists through the growing and increasingly
competitive tourist market aimed at travelers seeking health. George Chapin’s Health Resorts of
the South identified twenty-two destinations, largely isolated to the south Atlantic coast and in
preexisting towns as appropriate for the New England or Midwestern tourist. With the exception
of place specific amenities, such as mineral springs in Asheville or quail hunting in Thomasville,
travel guides assessed resorts on “other conditions.” Travel writers like Chapin highlighted a
resort or town’s ability to provide the same conveniences offered at hotels in New York or
Chicago. However, new northern capital soon descended to create “ideal” winter resorts on
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undeveloped lands with an eye towards increased exclusivity, luxury, and morality. Providing
“other conditions” would come to mean more than offering proper linens or trained waiters.45
In 1886, John Eugene du Bignon founded the Jekyll Island Club as another alternative to
the embedded costal resorts and hunting plantations. Du Bignon hoped to provide a profitable
and exclusive island community without the ostentatious displays of wealth often found at
hunting plantations. To avoid market shifts that plagued embedded resorts, he isolated the Jekyll
Island Club off the coast of Georgia and sold shares of the business and property to only one
hundred American families. The reliance on well established, wealthy patrons for operating costs
helped to ensure the enclave’s longevity even with market swings. The club emphasized
relaxation and recreation. According to Munsey’s Magazine journalist Samuel M. Williams, the
Jekyll Island Club’s motivation “shall be to own and maintain a hunting, fishing, yachting, and
general sporting resort.” Motivations largely glossed over the implicit connections between
health and the southern landscape. Instead, club members emphasized the exclusive nature of
“social intercourse the island enclave provided its one hundred members." However, due to a
limited membership quota, exclusive admittance practices, and limited individual autonomy,
many New Englanders, especially the nouveau rich, opted for the complete control available at a
private hunting plantation.46 Others wished to enjoy the sun bathed shores and luxury hotels of
coastal Florida from the convenience of a public and easily accessible resort.
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Less than a decade after Jekyll Island opened, railroad speculator Henry Morrison Flagler
designed and began to build the Royal Poinciana Hotel on an isolated barrier island roughly
seventy-five miles north of Miami. Few tried to develop this area of Florida before Flagler. He
formed the Florida East Coast Railroad to connect the tract of land to Jacksonville and Miami.
Flagler’s personal fortune and railroad financed the development of Palm Beach. Over the winter
of 1894-1895, he completed the Royal Poinciana Hotel and what historian Larry Youngs calls
“the Newport of the South.”47
The new resort town and hotel spurred a sea change on the sleepy Atlantic coast that
relied on white middle-class ideas of wealth and race. According to one journalist, Palm Beach,
“once a sandy neck of land between Lake Worth and the ocean, … has been made a tropical
Eden.”48 Extravagant may have been the better word choice. Palm Beach catered to the “nouveau
riche,” and gilded luxury, not privacy nor health, drew guests to the Royal Poinciana.49 Harper’s
Weekly featured the hotel in an article titled “A Show Resort in the South.” The author asserted
that “the wealth of one man has converted [the barrier island] into the most beautiful mile or two
of waterfront on any sea.” The short stretch of beach pandered to their middle-class clients’
expectations of wealth, race, and consumption. The Royal Poinciana Hotel and later the Breakers
Hotel showcased the imported coconut palms and undeveloped “wilderness” shoreline with a
transportation device known as an “afromobile.” Similar to the strollers later used on the
Boardwalk at Atlantic City, New Jersey, the afromobiles featured a wicker seat for one or two
passengers atop a three-wheeled cart driven by its namesake. African American men pedaled
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their clients along the shoreline or “Jungle Trail” for a glimpse of Florida’s alligators and snakes.
The hour-long trail began and ended at one of the hotels that prominently featured the coconut
palms that were first brought to Florida in 1879. The curated landscape and hotel bolstered the
burgeoning middle-class’s excitement.50
The entire Jungle Trail, afromobile, and resort experience at Palm Beach hinged on
visibility and conveying status. Seeing and being seen permeated Flagler’s Florida. According to
Larry Youngs, “Flagler hired African American employees to serve in many of the resort’s more
visible occupations.”51 Youngs suggests that owners and northern clients “reinforced their racial
prejudices” through print media, live performances, and recreational services—such as golf
caddying which became increasingly important in the twentieth-century. Bryant Simon argues in
Boardwalk of Dreams that Atlantic City’s use of overtly visible “racial domination, conspicuous
consumption, class leveling, and social climbing,” in a strikingly similar way to Palm Beach’s
Jungle Trail, acted as a “public performance.” Without the public nature of the coconut palm
lined trail, afromobile, and beachfront accommodations, America’s nouveau riche would be
unable to display their newfound status. Without having an “old money” name, after all, what
good was it being rich if no one recognized it? Again, according to Bryant Simon, “mass resorts”
of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century “manufactured and sold an easily consumed
and widely shared fantasy.” The perception of wealth, even more than the perception of health,
permeated the South’s resort marketplace by the end of the century.52
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As du Bignon and Flagler capitalized on the growing popularity of southern vacations,
James Tufts searched for a way to bring those suffering from consumption to the healing South.
He found it in the Invalid Aid Society. In 1891, with his own health failing, Tufts turned control
of the American Soda Fountain Company over to his son and retired. His Charlestown,
Massachusetts doctors urged him “to find a comfortable place for rest and recovery” in his
waning years. Instead, Tufts decided to engage in philanthropy. In 1893, he joined the Invalid
Aid Society, which promoted and created places for “the relief of sufferers from consumption.”
Reverend Edward Everett Hale, the society’s founder and spokesman, insisted that based on
“careful study of climatology” specific regions across the South, South West, and North West
possessed excellent conditions to “restore” consumptives to health. Although a charitable
organization, Hale argued that providing health centers for free “curtails to a large degree the
extent of the Society’s usefulness.” Those who received aid in the society’s New Mexico,
Florida, or California locations were expected to repay the society through work or pay. That
sentiment resembled Tufts’ earlier involvement in the lives of his laborers. The North End
Union, Bunker Hill Terraces, and employee legacies promoted his reputation and fostered
loyalties. The aid society extended that logic beyond his own business.53
In 1894, the Invalid Aid society formed a committee to appoint a new president, and
Tufts made up the short list. Members of the advisory board formed the committee and included
the governor of New Mexico, judges, reverends, and several medical doctors. According to Hale,
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almost immediately after convening they confronted their most active and enthusiastic member.
Impressed with Tufts’s intense interest in the organization and his previous dealings in “various
enterprises for the relief of sick persons” the committee insisted he accept their offer to be
president. The committee assured Tufts “that whatever he wished the society to do should be
done” and that the directors would “vote with him always.” However, Tufts’s response surprised
them.54
After hearing out the committee, he replied: “Mr. Hale, I am much indebted to the
directors and your committee…But you must see that I might want to do a thing on Tuesday
when the meeting of the board could not come until Friday.” He valued his complete autonomy
over the backing of the Invalid Aid Society’s organizational structure. After declining the offer,
the former soda fountain tycoon set out with his personal doctor in pursuit of fulfilling the
society’s purpose on his own.55
In the spring of 1895, Tufts set out to evaluate the South’s healing qualities for himself
and hoped to find a suitable location to create a resort specifically designed for “invalids.”
According to Hale, he traveled with a medical advisor “through all the southern states to study
their climate and other [cultural] conditions.” In reality, they traversed the Atlantic coastline
from Washington D. C. to Miami and along the Florida panhandle through the Red Hills. Tufts
took an extended stay in Palm Beach, Florida before heading north along Flagler’s Florida East
Coast Railroad. The conspicuous consumption swelling in Palm Beach more likely offended than
impressed Tufts. His devotion to his business and lack of vacation until his retirement made him
much more susceptible to the arguments of “Adirondack” Murray and Reverend Hale than
54
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Flagler’s conspicuous and extravagant consumption. If there were a need to vacation, to Tufts,
healing—not luxury—was it. In mid-June, disgruntled he had not found a place for consumptives
or himself, he continued north. He connected to the Seaborn Airline Railroad and stopped in
Southern Pines, North Carolina. There, Tufts and North Carolina’s Immigration Agent John T.
Patrick met for the first time. During his layover in the Sandhills, Patrick showed Tufts around
Southern Pines, and they toured the surrounding landscape. By June 16, 1895, he found a tract of
land six miles from Southern Pines. That Sunday afternoon, he asked the landowner Henry Page
Sr. to meet with him. James Tufts saw the Sandhills as ideal for what he described as a “semiphilanthropic” resort village designed to “benefit invalids” and “attract only a refined and
intelligent class of people.”56
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CHAPTER III
BUILDING ON SHIFTING SANDS: REIMAGING THE SANDHILLS
“The idea of planting a pretty New England village in the most desolate region one could
find after the lumberman had robbed it of the large timber and left only scattered pines and
scrub oaks, where, as a friend remarked, the sand runs down to China, seemed a quixotic idea.”
The Southern Planter, 1908.57
On June 16, 1895, a Sunday, Henry Page Sr. sat in his family’s sturdy farmhouse and heard a
knock. On the other side of the heavy wooden door an African American man brought news that
a Yankee real estate developer waited at Page’s office for a meeting later that afternoon. The
land-rich resident of the North Carolina Sandhills and member of the dynastic Page family—
which included congressmen, industrialists, ambassadors, and lumber barons—yearned for
opportunity. More than ten years had passed since the Pages began logging the old growth
longleaf pines that once characterized the region. In 1881, Allison Francis Page, Henry’s father,
connected the near-by town of Aberdeen to northern lumber markets by rail. The Page property
previously held some of the deepest tracks of longleaf stands, but the trees soon flowed north via
Allison’s rail line. The 4,700 acres in the Sandhills area of southern Moore County yielded
dizzying profits thanks to the increasing need for naval stores building material outside the area
and the new transportation network. Resin, tar, and turpentine predated the lumber wealth of the
Sandhills. But it did not last. Northern markets demanded more board-feet than the Page property
could offer. For over two decades the tight grained, strong trunked conifers fueled a northern
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building craze, yet the Sandhills could not quench the insatiable appetite. As one area of the
country ascended, another flattened. By the early 1890s, in place of the Sandhills’ primeval
forests were a cutover moonscape. As one local observed, after lumber companies and naval
stores “stripped clear practically all pine,” the area’s most sought resource, Sandhills land prices
plummeted. What trees survived had “a rather ghostly aspect.” Some landholders scrambled.
Others waited.58
By 1895, most of the Page family had found life pursuits outside Moore County’s naval
stores industry. Henry Page’s two sisters and four of his brothers sought greener pastures. In
1883, Walter Hines Page left Moore County for Raleigh, North Carolina to start The State
Chronicle, where he eventually supported Woodrow Wilson’s bid for president and became the
United States ambassador to Great Britain. Emma Catherine Page taught at the North Carolina
College for Women for fifty years. Mary Esther Page traveled around the state and country as a
philanthropist. Later, in 1903, Robert Newton Page, a Democrat, won a seat in the United States
House of Representatives, which he held until 1917. Frank Page chaired the burgeoning North
Carolina State Highway Commission and worked as an executive at Wachovia Bank and Trust
Company. Jesse Page became a clergyman in the Methodist Episcopal Church. Most of the Page
children, like the timber industry, had left or soon would leave Moore County behind.59
Henry and Junius Page, on the other hand, stayed in the southern Moore County area.
Junius managed the family’s railroad, banking, and dwindling lumbering businesses. Henry
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remained on the original Page property and maintained the aging family home. The desolate land
returned little to his ledgers and the few prospective buyers offered little. In the early 1890s,
according to the county seat’s newspaper the Carthage Blade, “worthless [cutover] land…went
begging for twenty five cents per acre.”60 Unusable fields, once shaded by towering trees, littered
most of southern Moore County, North Carolina, not just the sea of rotting stumps that Henry
Page watched over. As the turn of the century neared, the railcars that shipped off the scarce
lumber, tar, and turpentine also took land values with them.61
James Walker Tufts, the Yankee real estate developer and Progressive visionary, knew
little of this family or the region’s environmental and economic interrelationship with the
broader country. His scant understanding of the Sandhills represented the nation’s ignorance.
The millions of New Yorkers that traversed the Brooklyn Bridge, a colossal and modern
undertaking of brick and suspension wires, had not a clue that humble southern longleaf made up
its foundation. Neither did sailors, roofers, nor tradesmen that used tar, pitch, and turpentine
appreciate that southern longleaf once encased those byproducts being cast across the nation and
world. Tufts remained oblivious to the dwindling biodiversity and loss of livelihood. Instead, he
saw only possibilities in the otherwise desolate Sandhills. He understood that low land values,
combined with rail connections to the urban northeast, and the power of nostalgia could bring a
new world to the area.
On June 16, 1895, Page answered the knock on his door and walked to his office to meet
with Tufts. The northerner offered to buy 800 acres of the Page estate to build a resort to
rejuvenate “invalids” and middle-class Americans in a quaint New England village. There is
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little know about this meeting, but it is clear that both parties thought they were getting the better
of the other. Tufts ultimately purchased all of Page’s 4,700-acre estate and another 1,300 acres
from the adjoining plots at a $1.25 an acre. Page later recalled that he only wished to avoid being
“hornswoggled by a sharp Yankee trader.” At a dollar above market value, it appeared to the
Pages that they had been the sharp traders.62 However, from Tufts’ perspective, he had indeed
taken advantage of the former lumberman waiting for an opportunity. The deal freed Page to
focus his attention on state politics. He used a portion of his profits to successfully run for a seat
in the North Carolina State House of Representatives. Tufts had successfully secured an amount
of land he would have only been able to dream of as a young man and at a fraction of land prices
in his home state of Massachusetts. To Tufts, the purchase of 6,000 acres in the Sandhills proved
an opportunity to build both an ode to his childhood New England past and a leisure and health
retreat for America’s growing middle-class future: the Village of Pinehurst.63
Tufts insisted on directly controlling the region’s economic, cultural, and environmental
changes needed to bring about Pinehurst. He built his village atop a foundation of assumptions
about these three categories. His ignorance of the local economy, culture, and environment
nearly derailed his New England experiment. To understand the planning, development, and
growth of Pinehurst, we first must turn back to Moore County’s history before Tufts met with
Page in 1895. Why was Page waiting for a buyer? Why had the area not been developed sooner?
Why did Tufts assume he could recast the Sandhills in his image, and how did the initial guests
see the village? Southern Moore County’s settlement history and environmental context plagued
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previous attempts to develop the Sandhills. Without a deep historical picture, it would be easy to
see Tufts’ New England vision as exceptional.
James Tufts was not the first to reimagine the divisive landscape, nor did Tufts
orchestrate a unique approach to construct the environment or make use of its resources. Mart
Stewart put it best when he wrote that “[c]olonists, settlers, hunters, farmers, masters and
mistresses, slaves and free people, lumberman, tourists, gardeners, and botanists used the land
differently, and differently at different times and places.”64 Tufts’s efforts to rearrange Moore
County, North Carolina were simply one frame of a long line of efforts to utilize, exploit, and
improve the Sandhills. For nearly two centuries, various actors with distinct intentions assigned
their own values to the Sandhills and hoped to make something of the barren landscape.
Moore County’s environment must be brought to the foreground for three connected
reasons. First, centering the environment opens an avenue to explore how the relationship
between humans and land before Tufts arrived in the Sandhills shaped the resort. How this
relationship began and evolved over time provides insight into the significant change in the use,
interpretation, and expectation of the Sandhills’ environment, the village of Pinehurst, and golf
itself. Second, it enables us to explore the challenges ownership, designers, and workers faced
when applying Tufts’ New England vision onto a foreign and unique landscape. Guests’
assumptions and ownership’s vision reshaped the land of their resort while the land recast guests’
expectations and owners’ directions. Third, and possibly most importantly, it allows for an
understanding of how golf—its specific recreational culture, manicured environment, and
striking absence of labor—came to be associated with the Village of Pinehurst and surrounding
area in the twentieth-century. The Sandhills environment that Tufts, greenskeepers, and
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agricultural laborers found themselves in significantly conditioned the application of golf while
golf simultaneously naturalized recreation, golf courses, and grass in the Sandhills.65
What made the Sandhills region of North Carolina and southern Moore County unique
began thousands of years in the past and hundreds of feet below the ground. Between seventyfive and twelve thousand years ago, weather systems moving across North America picked up
bits of sand and blew them eastward from the interior, settling across the southeast. Creeks,
streams, and rivers flowing from the Appalachian range towards the Atlantic acted as hydraulic
highways. They channeled tons of sediment to rest between the Piedmont Plateau and the
Coastal Plain. Through these babbling brooks and roaring rivers, coarse sedimentary deposits of
clay, loam, and sand flowed through the Carolina Up Country towards the Low Country. An
ancient coastline, the Orangeburg Scarp formed during the middle Pliocene characterized by
high sea levels, collected these deposits. The Sandhills are that coastline that now divides the
Piedmont to the west from the Coastal Plain to the east. This combination of coarse and fine
clay, loam, and especially sand settled in the Sandhills.66 According to a recent geological study,
the “region is characterized by abundant unconsolidated sand.”67 A combination of Alpin and
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Candor sands cover a Cretaceous strata to an average depth of between two and three meters.
However, in some areas the coarse sand can be as deep as five meters. To call them soil would
be a disservice to the Piedmont’s clays and an insult to the Black Prairie’s dirt. The South's
characteristic ultisol soils are strikingly absent in the Sandhills. That absence meant neither King
Cotton nor the Soil Conservation Service exerted their control. The region avoided the
exhaustive monocrop agriculture and rampant soil erosion that defined the Piedmont’s red clay
soil.68 Instead, the Sandhills’ geologic and soil history, thousands of years in the making,
conditioned the ecosystem from the sand dunes up through the longleaf canopy.
The whole of Moore County, North Carolina sits atop three distinct geologic formations.
The northwestern portion of the county solidly rests on metamorphic slates and schists. In 1906,
the State Geological Survey noted that builders and architects used this stone for ornamental and
exterior building projects such as the county’s courthouse in Carthage. A thin Triassic formation
snakes through the middle of the county. From 1889-90 the sandstone, shale, and coal deposits
underwent considerable quarrying.69 However, to the immediate southeast of these mining
operations lay a stark contrast to the slate and sandstone. Here, the Cretaceous Middendorf
Formation, which stretches from Moore County, North Carolina southwest through South
Carolina and into Georgia, characterizes the landscape and cuts a quarter of Moore County from
its northern three-fourths. Here, the unconsolidated, sandy soil forms slightly rolling hills
punctuated by creeks with steep banks.70 The loosely grained and undulating Sandhills section of
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Moore County lacked the mineral despots and fertility of the near-by Piedmont and the rich soils
of the eastern Coastal Plain. After the ancient ocean levels receded, a unique forest ecosystem
blossomed out of the primordial coastline.71
For the vast majority of its history, the Sandhills’ two most striking features reached in
opposite directions. The towering, pencil straight longleaf pine rose one hundred feet into the air
at maturity. They rooted into more than a dozen feet of loose sand that drained water in minutes
and supported little ground vegetation. The pines and the sand dominated the Sandhills from
deep beneath the ground and high into the sky. Between the two rested a bed of twelve to
eighteenth inch long pine needles. Above the brown, needle-carpet rose bunches of wire grass
and young pines.72 The longleaf pine belt that stretched from Virginia across the southeast to
Texas encompassed the Sandhills. These longleaf woodlands, according to Albert Way, “have a
claim as the most biologically diverse environment in temperate North America.”73 However, the
Sandhills lack the “gently rolling terrain and red clay soils” and the “lush grasses and legumes”
that contributed to the diversity of the wider longleaf woodlands.74 The Sandhills longleaf forest
resembled other longleaf woodlands but lacked their diversity.
That limited diversity deterred settlement. The earliest humans to know these forests
spoke the Siouan language and belonged to the Catawba peoples. Few lived in the Sandhills
compared to the surrounding geophysical areas in the Carolinas. This is partly due to the lack of
building materials pre-contact native Americans used to create living spaces. In 1701, John
Lawson, the English explorer, traveled through the area on his trek from Charleston, South
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Carolina north to the Pamlico River. He noted the use of the wattle-and-daub building technique
to create dwellings. This technique consisted of combining latticed wooden strips (wattle) with
clay, sand, and straw (daub) to construct rigid, semi-permeant structures. Often, tree bark formed
a wattle-and-daub roof. Lawson noted the prevalence of natives along the Catawba River to the
west, where the proper combination of daub could be formed, molded, and held in place. The
clay proved especially important to this process, because it retained moisture. In the Sandhills,
the deep tracts of sand dried so quickly as to make daub nearly impossible to form. People
avoided the Sandhills because they found limited building materials and few edible floras. As a
result, indigenous tribes largely avoided the area. This meant the few people traversed, utilized,
or lived in the Sandhills before the eighteenth-century. Soon, though, European building
techniques and shifting political alignments forced the Catawbas to reevaluate the Sandhills
forests.75
Scottish Highlanders’ migration to the region in the 1740s and the Catawba Nation’s
political shift in the 1770s ensured that native influence over the Sandhills dwindled further.
Scottish Highlanders, after observing German and Scandinavian migrants in the mid-Atlantic
colonies, used the abundant and strong longleaf pines to create log cabins. Their increased
presence during the 1750s soon outstripped a distant Catawbas influence over the Sandhills. The
America Revolution further distanced the Siouan speaking peoples from their traditional lands
along the South Carolina-North Carolina border, which included the Sandhills. At the start of the
American Revolution, the Catawbas ended a weakening alliance with the British in favor of the
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newly formed United States. In 1780, as war ripped through the Carolinas, British General Lord
Cornwallis commanded British forces to flatten the wattle-and-daub and sent the Catawba Nation
fleeing north to the town of Pinetree Hill. Upon returning to the area the following year, the
Catawbas took up the building of log structures instead of replicating their old homes. The
immigration in and around Catawba lands before the war and their time spent in Pinetree Hill
during the war provided sources of new construction practices. This influx of knowledge left an
immediate and powerful effect on the Catawbas and their lands. In 1791, a Methodist Reverend
hoping to establish a school described the Catawbas’ living conditions as “not uncomfortable—
far superior to the mud-houses in which the poorest of the people in Ireland dwell.”76 A recent
archeological study of the Catawbas from 1759-1820 argues that the Catawba Nation adopted
horizontal log structures as a way to “downplay some outwardly visible aspects of their Native
identity even as they maintained much of their domestic practices.”77 By the beginning of the
nineteenth-century, the Catawbas that remained in central North Carolina had melded the
“Euroamerican” “notched-log construction” with “traditional Catawba domestic practices.” After
decades of migration and colonial war, they made use of the Sandhills. 78 Soon, though, the trees
came to define more than the homes of those remaining in the region.
Beginning in the 1740s, Scottish Highlanders traveled up the Cape Fear River to the fall
line, the Orangeburg Scarp, which marked the end of their river journey and came to divide the
Carolinas in two. Here, they established the town of Fayetteville, North Carolina. Much like
Richmond, Virginia, Macon, Georgia, and Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Fayetteville’s placement along
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the fall line positioned the early trading post to blossom into a bustling center of exchange
between the frontier Piedmont and international markets of the Low Country. However, the fall
line did more than demarcate resource from market. Between the two distinct regions ran the
narrow but deep Sandhills, the ancient seashore. The Scottish Highlanders who immigrated
through Wilmington used Fayetteville as a launching-off point to settle the fifty to 150-milewide Sandhills’ “pine barrens” that proved a challenging geographic division between east and
west. This gap between Low Country and Up Country proved exceedingly difficult to cross.
According to Robert Meriwether, the thousands of small, unnavigable, rivers and creeks dug
valleys between hills that made overland travel preferable. Although, “land transportation in turn
faced great obstacles, for roads paralleling the rivers crossed many creeks, some deep and nearly
all with steep banks.” Therefore, moving commercial goods from the Carolina Up County
through the Sandhills to Fayetteville remained tenuous.79
By the middle of the eighteenth-century, the impenetrable nature of the frontier-beach
head meant that most of the Scots-Irish who settled the interior Piedmont took the Great Wagon
Road south from Philadelphia. The Cumberland Valley, Valley of Virginia, and finally the
Shenandoah Valley bottlenecked most early settlement of the interior. German, Welsh, and
English immigrants claimed most of these valleys before the French and Indian War. The ScotsIrish, on the other hand, moved south through these valleys and spanned out across the Carolina
Piedmont that sat between the Blue Ridge to the west and Sandhills to the east.80
Beginning in the 1760s, the early displacement and later forced removal of the Cherokee
opened more lands to white settlement west of the Sandhills. Again, Scots-Irish made up the
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majority of the new inhabitants, and many of them trickled down through the valleys from
Pennsylvania. Others, though, rushed north from the growing port city of Charleston, South
Carolina. They sailed directly from Ulster, Ireland to Charleston in hopes of settling the colonial
frontier with the promise of gaining farm equipment and a hundred acres upon arrival. These
immigrants, like most “colonial farmers,” according to Timothy Silver, populating the Carolinas
“shied away from sandy soils.”81 Heading northwest from Charleston provided another route to
the interior that avoided the arduous overland journey from Pennsylvania and the widest points
of the Sandhills near Fayetteville.82
In the face of relative growth of the Up Country and Low Country, the Sandhills and
especially southern Moore County remained disconnected. Overland migration routes
circumvented the area and few natural resources unique to the region drew new residents.
Subsistence agriculture dominated farming in Moore County, and especially the southeastern
Sandhills section. “Poor old Moore County,” as William Haynes, a northern visitor described,
struggled to produce crops for markets. He continued with an old adage about the region: “you
can hear the cotton grunting trying to make a living in the poor soil.”83 Despite this, in 1840,
every Moore County resident marked their occupation as farmer for the US Census. Through the
first half of the nineteenth-century, manufacturing and commerce were virtually nonexistent.
Nonetheless, the Scottish Highlanders in the area did engage in the naval stores industry to a
limited extent. They taped pines for turpentine, fired pine branches for tar, and boiled tar for
pitch. They sold these products in Fayetteville as part of their subsistence, agriculture based,
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lifestyle. Turning the highly valued longleaf pines into timber required the capital and labor only
a large plantation could provide. Poor soils meant few if any estates of that size existed.
However, the naval stores remained a limited industry for Sandhills residents for years as pines
closer to the coast supplied turpentine and lumber through the 1840s. As a result, the memory of
the forest that Allison Page exploited and Tufts bought remained long after the stumps rotted and
Pinehurst cottages rose out of the sands. Those who called the Sandhills home before Page and
Tufts embraced the remoteness. 84
The Sandhills’ cultural distinction mirrored this geographic isolation, which persisted
well into the second half of the nineteenth-century. The Scottish Highlanders remained in a
tightly knit community that resisted intrusion. Their churches in the Sandhills maintained
services in Gaelic. According to historian Allen Tullos, generations of outsiders considered the
Sandhills as “legendary for its barrenness and for being home to scrub oak, jack pine, and hovels
of Carolina poor whites.” The descendants of Scottish Highlanders, by the middle of the
nineteenth-century known as “Sandhillers,” came under particular scrutiny from a wide variety
of critics. 85
Across the nineteenth-century, outsiders commented on the Sandhillers with a mix of
sorrow, disdain, and repulsion. In the antebellum period, the abolitionist newspaper the Liberator
argued that the ignorant and impoverished “condition of these Sand-hillers illustrates the effect
of slavery in its extreme.” The author asserted that the descendants of Scottish Highlanders “are
as distinct a race as the Indian.” “In some respects,” the article went on, “they are not unlike
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them” for they both enjoyed to “fish and hunt,” “frolic,” and “roam the woods.” However, their
lack of social and economic mobility, according to the Liberator, separated them from the
Catawbas or Cherokees. The author largely blamed the condition of Sandhill residents on the
institution of slavery that forced them to “cluster together in the poorest” lands.86 Slaveholder
and Diarist Mary Boykin Chestnut, on the other hand, recalled that the inherently poor,
uneducated, and backwards “sand tackies” lacked manners, decorum, and proper hygiene. Most
repugnant to Chestnut, they refused to support the Confederacy and called the fight “a rich man’s
war.” Standing on either side of an issue that largely defined the first half of the nineteenthcentury, the abolitionist mouthpiece and Southern aristocrat agreed that Sandhills residents
embodied the worst of poor whites.87
Around the turn of the twentieth-century, the growing Temperance movement and
advocates of public health found new explanations for the disgraced Sandhillers. In 1895,
Leslie’s Weekly published an exposé titled “Northern Capital in the South” that described “the
old native pine belt Carolinian” as “pretty nearly as happy and as lazy as the negro.” “Without
much thought to the morrow,” the profile exclaimed, the Sandhills residents disregarded local
prohibition laws and consumed “liberal libations of corn whiskey.”88 In the first decade of the
twentieth-century a rampant hookworm infection across the Sandhills added to the perception of
ignorance, lack of hygiene, and alcoholism. The hookworms, identified by the United States
Public Health Service, persuaded John D. Rockefeller that he had found “the explanation for
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Southern laziness and backwardness.” To Rockefeller, Sandhillers were not so much distinct as
representative of the entire South.89
The dreadful descriptions of poor whites could not overshadow the region’s potential
profitability, and in the late antebellum period a rising tide of slaveholders began making their
way into the Sandhills. Slavery existed in Moore County since its founding in 1784, but like
most frontier spaces it looked quite different from the coastal plantations. Of the 3,399 residents
at the first United States Census only 371 were enslaved. In 1790, early slaveholders owned an
average of four enslaved persons and only two men, Thomas H. Perkins and John Overton Sr.,
owned more than twenty.90 The county’s three geographic divisions, Metamorphic, Triassic, and
Cretaceous, split the agricultural production along unsurprising lines. In the northeast
Metamorphic region tobacco was the primary commodity crop, though starkly. Through the
Triassic line, corn and patches of cotton grew, also limited. Those in the Cretaceous area of
southern Moore County that sat squarely in the Sandhills raised free ranging razorback hogs,
cattle, and tapped pines. None of the county’s large landholders successfully adopted mono-crop
agriculture that defined most of the South.91 However, beginning in the late 1840s, new
incoming slaveholders began tapping the longleaf pines for turpentine and recasting the county
in industry. Finding value inside the area’s most striking feature, longleaf pine, the cultural,
economic, and environmental connections in the country transformed.92
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The increasing demand for naval stores drove industrial slavery further and further inland
searching for virgin forests.93 In 1850, Moore County’s sprawling and largely untouched longleaf
forests hosted eleven turpentine distilleries and six sawmills.94 North Carolina as whole led the
colonies then the country as an exporter of naval stores. The state’s ever-expanding slave
economy certainly aided in this matter.95 In the forests, work began after the first frost with
“boxing” or cutting a hole at the tree’s base. This lasted until late February or early March. After
this, “cornering” followed. This amended the original boxes and directed the flow of gum, which
was then “dipped” or collected. Once gum crystalized, the boxes needed to be “chipped” or
reopened. The corning, dipping, and chipping happened in a rotation from March until the first
frost the following November. At that point, the new season and labor-intensive boxing began
again. Raw turpentine only flows when the weather warms and runs when it is hot. Therefore,
the most profitable time ranged from July to August, but the laborious tasks preparing for that
period stayed on an annual rotation. The ongoing search for new trees to box, corner, dip, and
chip brought the industry from the Carolina coast’s Albemarle Sound region in the 1790s
westward to the longleaf rich Sandhills by the 1850s.96 By 1860, twenty-two percent of Moore
County’s population was enslaved; they labored in the forests, distilleries, and sawmills year
round.97
The Scottish Highlanders’ new neighbors, bondsmen and businessmen alike, began to
reshape the foundations of Moore County and the Sandhills. The Sandhills became the land of
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turpentine extraction. The industrial naval stores recast the value and purpose of the once
worthless Sandhills. On the eve of the Civil War, a new plantation system reorganized the
thousands of acres of longleaf into half-acre squares. The task system, opposed to the gang
system, officially organized labor, but the shifting, seasonal, and isolating nature of work in the
forests defined turpentine production and a laborer’s life. This contrasted the rice and cotton
plantations that thrived in the Carolina Tide Water, Coastal Plain, and later Piedmont. More
commonly than in the customary plantation settings, hired slaves and poor whites often worked
alongside one another and enslaved naval stores workers. According to historian Robert B.
Outland III, “employers generally sought to extract as much work as possible from hired slaves
and give little attention to their welfare.”98 This meant fewer rations, longer hours, and harsher
punishments. For owned and hired slaves, temporary lean-tos constituted housing and the forest
floor resembled a maze. The constant relocation made permanent structures impractical and
changing surroundings unfamiliar. Although many used this to their advantage to escape, losing
one’s direction and turning up a week later was not uncommon. Human chattel, with the fear of
punishment and expectation of neglect, bled the mighty longleaf in the last decades of American
slavery. 99
After the Civil War and the end of slavery, New South boosters overwhelmed the
established naval stores industry with destructive lumbering. By 1870, Malcolm Blue, one of a
few large land holders, added logging to his turpentine production and open range cattle
operation. Blue, a primary exception to the overwhelming subsistence lifestyle of most Sandhills
Scots, foreshadowed a new change in the county.100 Instead of tapping pines for multiple years,
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the naval stores turned into the timber industry. Clearcutting meant single use. However, the lack
of railroads curtailed widespread cutover landscapes that destroyed the foundation of the
Sandhills’ primary industry. Soon, though, the tide began to turn. In 1880, Allison Francis Page
moved his family from the Raleigh, North Carolina area to the isolated forests in Moore County.
Within a year, he founded the town of Aberdeen and built a rail line that connected the new town
to Asheboro, North Carolina. With this infrastructure in place, Sandhills landowners like Page
and Blue could export the milled longleaf pines and afford to import more goods.101 This opened
the flood gates for lumber barons to make quick profits in the continually shifting business. In
1880, the year before rail, 281,934 acres of Moore County’s 294,922 acres of unimproved
farmland constituted woodlands. Within twenty years the axe reduced the woodlands to less than
200,000 acres. By 1910, 174,817 acres remained, almost entirely on the northern end of the
county.102 An 1896 bulletin from a short-lived North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
pointed out that “there are hundreds of thousands of acres of sandy lands formerly covered with
heavy pine timber, which has fallen before the axe of the lumberman.” The sandy soils that once
turned colonial farms and Antebellum cotton planters away now attracted New South
businessmen. Although, not all were lumber barons.103
In the winter and early summer of 1895, as Henry Page Sr. and the rest of southern
Moore County looked out to a manmade desert, James Tufts had trouble enjoying his retirement.
Despite failing health and business consolidations, the aging soda fountain tycoon found passive
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leisure unfulfilling. Instead of resigning to a beach resort in South Florida or casually touring
Europe, the family patriarch searched for something else to build. Philanthropy, health, and
nostalgia gave him the vision for a better winter retreat for America’s growing middle-class and,
for a short time, consumptives. Though, this changed before the end of the century. After
retiring, his experience in the Invalid Aid Society led him to tour the southern states in search of
a healthier climate. Traveling back north along the Seaborn Airline Railroad in June 1895 he
passed the once bustling lumber town of Aberdeen then, a few short miles later, stopped at
Southern Pines, North Carolina for the night. The small town, closer to the size of a hamlet, had
hosted weary travelers for more than a decade and inspired Tufts to enjoy his retirement by
starting a new enterprise.104
Tufts met John Tyrant Patrick, the founder of Southern Pines, for the first time during his
stay. Yet, Tufts surely new of Patrick and his work as a New South booster and head of the
North Carolina Department of Immigration. At this point, immigration included and even
embraced tourism to attract a transient population. Since 1883, Patrick used his position in that
department to attract tourists, northern investment and permanent relocation to what he described
as North Carolina’s “land which has for years been dead weit [sic] upon our state.” Swamplands
in the east, mountains in the west, and the central Sandhills were prime targets. In order to do
this, he identified unoccupied areas across North Carolina and set up permanent real estate
agencies in Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachusetts. He also attended northern festivals. At
the Grangers Fair in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania he brought “a very fine display of the field
crops and woods from [North Carolina].” Massachusetts Governor Jarvis sang the praises of the
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burgeoning tourist state at the New England Manufacturers and Manufacturers Exposition. His
efforts paid off and attracted small groups from New England’s urban centers.105
In 1884, Patrick purchased 675 acres to build Southern Pines and establish fruit orchards
for the new tourists. A partnership with the Seaborn Airline Railway secured reduced rates from
Baltimore and Philadelphia. While in the Sandhills Patrick and railroad executives hoped that
affluent northerners would invest in land parcels stretching along the line and in turn increase
Seaborn Airline profits in freight returning north. According to historian William Bryan,
“tourism was less important as an end in itself than as a strategy to promote other kinds of
development.” Often boosters tied tourism to other derivatives of the New South Creed, such as
“industrial development, ‘progressive’ agriculture, and commercial development.” Nonetheless,
Southern Pines received praise as a health resort.106 In 1886, a visiting physician noted that the
“cutover forest provided an environment that was not conducive to disease.”107 Another insisted
that “latitude, perfect drainage, sandy soil, pure water and curative ozone” produced a natural
healing space for visitors and residents alike.108 Tufts’ travels along the Seaboard Airline
Railway, early interest in Southern tourism, and interest in health resorts—specifically not naval
stores and industrial lumbering—would have placed Patrick, Southern Pines, and the Sandhills
on his radar before exiting his Pullman in June 1895.
The New South Booster and developer showed Tufts properties and put him in touch with
landowners across the county during his stay. Patrick commonly did this for aspiring
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landowners, but Tufts represented a distinct clientele. As opposed to a northerner looking for
forty acres to grew grape vines and peaches along the railroad, Tufts sought hundreds and
possibly thousands of acres to build a rival to Southern Pines that avoided the influence of the
State’s Immigration Department and the Seaborn Airline Railway. Tufts hoped to rely on his
business savvy and individual wealth, not bureaucratic aid or corporate partnership. His hold
over the American Soda Fountain Company’s Mutual Benefit Association, North End Union,
and Bunker Hill Terraces flew in the face of government inference. The refusal to accept the
Invalid Aid Society’s presidency for fear of bureaucratic sloth echoed his distrust of governing
organizations. Instead of establishing a minor hotel or peach orchard along the railroad where he
would have come under Seaboard Airline’s and the Immigration Department’s influence Tufts
looked miles from either Southern Pines or Aberdeen.109
The 6,000 acres that Tufts ultimately purchased at the end of his stay fell off the beaten
path of tourist traffic. An area atop a knoll with a few remaining, though tapped-out, pines sat six
miles from Southern Pines and seven miles from Aberdeen. This would be the site for the
Village of Pinehurst. Tufts described the one hundred acres devoted to the future village as “flat
and uninteresting, [with] some scrub oak trees, and a few pines.” In June 1895, only poorly
maintained dirt roads led from the rail line into the cutover land, though an electric tramway
soon connected the construction site to Southern Pines. He intended to build a wood-framed
hotel with ten rooms and twenty cottages for guests and another six houses for workers. Unlike
many of the resort hotels and towns found across the South around the turn of the century, the
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Village of Pinehurst did not rely on any preexisting infrastructure. Instead, Tufts drew on a
specific cultural understanding of community.110
On June 20, 1895, four days after initially meeting Henry Page Sr., Tufts began
discussing a New England village lay out with the famed landscape architect Frederick Law
Olmsted. Olmsted noted in their early correspondences that he needed to spell out the
“conditions of the problem” that Tufts brought him. That problem, isolation from existing towns,
meant the new village needed not just places for guests and workers to stay but a way to generate
power, collect water, and dispose of waste. Essentially, Olmsted and his associates anticipated
the needs of a fully functional town. On July 3, Olmsted’s firm Olmsted, Olmsted, and Eliot
began to design a New England style village complete with a power plant, sewage system, and
water well. In subsequent months, the firm also planned for a dairy, greenhouse, and livery
stables, along with a mechanic shop, sawmill, and general store. By the beginning of August, a
mere two months after purchasing the barren land, workers completed the Holly Inn and
surrounding shops. Henry E. Knox, Jr., a Charlotte based engineer, designated the placement of
the water tower at the rear of the hotel. Nine hundred feet away, twenty-thousand gallons of
water waited. Knox anticipated the village’s scarce electrical power and advised that “when
lights are on at night do your pumping at the same time.”111 Tufts found other ways to reduce
costs and instill value in the village. Carefully selected Jersey and Holstein dairy cattle
eliminated the need for dairy products brought by expensive refrigerated freight cars and
provided fresh milk, cheese, and cream. In this instance, unlike the night-only electricity, Tufts
marketed the local Pinehurst dairy as an asset, unspoiled by modernization. The “carefully
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selected cows” later formed the basis of the resort’s golf courses, but that was a few years off.112
The resort generated its own electricity, pumped its own water, grew its own produce, and milled
its own lumber. The general store sustained the dozens of workers building and maintaining the
village. All of this supporting infrastructure made Pinehurst functional and largely selfcontained. The village’s aesthetic design and layout complemented the emphasis on selfsufficiency that made Pinehurst distinct. 113
Tufts chose the landscape architect firm for its ability to infuse landscape features into
artificial spaces to romantic effect—for all that followed park rules. Frederick Law Olmsted
(founder of Olmsted, Olmsted, and Eliot) designed hundreds of urban parks, college campuses,
and towns. Each of these constituted a form of a planned community. Pinehurst was no different.
Olmsted sought to design beyond the nineteenth-century industrial city and provide a release for
its inhabitants. According to Witold Rybczynski, to Olmsted and his longtime collaborator
Calvert Vaux, “green spaces [within cities] were not a mere ornament but a crucial antidote to
the nervous, inhospitable city.” Opposed to the fenced urban gardens in Europe, accessible only
by the upper class, these American parks provided “large chunks of healthy natural landscape” to
all residents. Unlike the English and French private gardens, the American parks sprawled as
cities did. Parks such as New York City’s Central Park, Montreal’s Mount Royal, and
Brooklyn’s Prospect Park accounted for hundreds of acres that embraced the disconnection
between urban and countryside. Pinehurst, on the other hand, embraced the countryside at the
expense of the urban. Instead of hundreds of acres, Pinehurst rested among six thousand
uninhabited acres. Within this blank canvas, Olmsted could design a setting for all of Tufts’s
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purportedly diverse guests. Yet, the remoteness that restricted early settlement would discourage
those of limited means.114
Olmsted simultaneously held, as sociologist Dorceta E. Taylor argues, “disdain for the
working class” but championed their inclusion in public green spaces and challenged city laws
excluding them from city parks.115 In 1880, he publicly identified a backlash against lower
classes’ presence in parks as the “fallacy of cowardly conservatism.”116 Reflecting on his own
work, Olmsted argued he contrasted “the restraining and confining conditions of the town” from
the “beauty of the fields, the meadow, [and] the prairie.” Olmsted distinguished between streets,
viewed as urban, and roads, understood as rural.117 In an essay published a year after his 1880
speech condemning reactionary conservatism, he characterized American parks as part of the
“public trust” for “counteracting and alleviating these evils” of overcrowding and over
civilization that plagued industrial cities.118 However, the romantic aspects of community and
landscape also addressed those hoping to visit and live in park-like settings. Villages and
townships offered the opportunity to design spaces theoretically accessible to all but
economically and geographically restrictive. Pinehurst, of course, was not the only development
with that mix of restrictive accessibility.
Olmsted ventured beyond city limits and designed suburban communities with this cityrural divide in mind. He sought to instill “contemplativeness and happy tranquility” through
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curvilinear roads and pathways that echoed village design. As early as 1868, Olmsted (then
partner of Olmsted, Vaux & Co.) laid out the city plan for Riverside, Illinois, a suburb of
Chicago. With the exception of two parkways paralleling a railroad tracks, roads meandered
between 2,450 residential lots and strategically placed trees, footpaths, and green spaces. To
drown out Illinois’s monotonous prairie land Olmsted added a combined eighty-six thousand
evergreen trees, deciduous trees, and shrubs. The damned Des Plaines River offered residents
scenery and pleasure boating. Decades later, after the elms and cedars towered over Riverside’s
roads, Howard K. Menhinick insisted that “if a stranger were blindfolded, whisked to the heart of
Riverside, Illinois…the stranger would doubtless believe that he was in a New England
Village.”119 In 1893, Olmsted asserted that suburbs, presumably those that he designed or
influenced, combined the “ruralistic beauty of a loosely built New England Village with a certain
degree of the material and social advantages of a town.”120
Witold Rybczynski argued that Riverside embodied this combination. He went on to
describe the “American ideal” as “a compromise between private and public, between
domesticity and community, between the city and the country.”121 James Howard Kunstler puts a
finer point on these middle grounds. When discussing Riverside’s layout, Kunstler notes that
“the formality of the trees connected the sprawled properties at the same time that they provided
a sense of shelter on the street.” The street design encouraged pedestrians to walk and “woody
little squares” acted as ports of congregation that promoted a sense of community. Compared to
Llewellyn Park outside New York City, the laurels of Riverside rested on community. Olmsted
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created “public space…[that] was ample, easy to walk to, and of high quality.” Llewellyn Park,
on the other hand, catered to privacy and exclusion more than community in a romantic
landscape. Kunstler describes Llewellyn as “the English manor democratized: instead of one
mansion in a park… here were a lot of mansions in a park.” But Riverside and Llewelyn’s
proximity to urban centers, Chicago and New York, and placement along rail lines ultimately
connected them more to cities than divided them. The suburban “American ideal” that
Rybczynski described with such charm baffles Kunstler. Despite an infinity for Riverside,
Kunstler mocks the New England inventors of suburbia by saying that they “gravitated…to
manufacturing…[and] could buy country villas in proximity to their seat of business in the city
and pretend that they were squires, complete with hobby farms and gardens.”122 Those that
played English manor Lords on weekends relied on their work as business executives during the
week. For Kunstler, they fabricated an image of English pastoral prosperity that necessarily
placed them closer to the private, domestic, and city ends of the divides that Rybczynski laid out.
Pinehurst, similarly, drew on middle-class aspirations for a personal kingdom. However, instead
of crushing the bonds markets during the week and tending a hobby farm on the weekends,
Pinehurst offered a seasonal approach that immersed visitors in a village surrounded by
countryside for a week or even months.123
The collaboration between Tufts and Olmsted from June 1895 and February 1896
rejected Llewelyn’s mansion silos, built upon Riverside’s community layout, and inverted the
orientation away from the urban toward the rural. At the outset, multiple housing options and
cut-rate prices seemingly allowed for a wider range of guests compared to Henry Flagler’s
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extravagant hotels in Florida and the private hunting retreats scattered across the Red Hills and
Low Country. Tufts attempted to extract his village from the resort market in order to lower costs
and attract more guests. At least for the first winter season, he rented out cottages “at 10%
percent of cost of building and furniture.” This meant a family could stay in a private cottage for
twelve weeks at Pinehurst for $85. “Suites” at the hotel ran for $50 for the same time.124 Tufts
kept these rates far less than what historian Larry Youngs describes as Flagler’s “exorbitant
prices” at his hotel The Breakers.125 Tufts aimed his cottages at burgeoning middle-class
professionals such as those in the printing industry. A proofreader, the highest paid worker in the
industry in 1897, made an average of $28.87 a week. A week’s stay, a partial season, constituted
only a fraction of his yearly salary.126 Plus, Tufts hoped the relative closeness, when compared to
Florida, would make his New England oasis attractive to respectable white-collar men and their
families. It took them twice as long to sail down the Seaborn Airline Railway to Palm Beach as it
did to Pinehurst. With the land purchased and a village design drafted, Tufts needed to make
Pinehurst a reality and overcome what two centuries of prospective settlers faced, the Sandhills
environment.127
Warren Manning, an Olmstead, Olmsted, and Eliot associate assigned to the Pinehurst
account, addressed the difficulties of landscaping Pinehurst. In December 1897, he summed up
the Sandhills struggle to the Pinehurst Outlook readership:
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To provide a healthful, convenient and attractive town in which home-like
accommodations and varied means of recreation could be secured at a moderate
cost, in a region having superior climate, but where much of the landscape had
been made unattractive by fire, the axe and the poverty of the soil, was the
problem presented to the landscape architects of Pinehurst.
The ridges and valleys that halted settlement earlier in the century also stunted plant growth in
the winter, precisely when guests hoped to enjoy the floral designs. The town site, one hundred
acres in what Manning called the “dry upland,” drastically contrasted the few “moist rich green
valleys.” Along with the “fire, the axe, and the poverty of the soil” that scared the landscape, the
“nearly bare sand” and “scrubby and stunted oaks” resisted Olmsted’s designs. Manning also
recounted the naval stores industry and later the lumber barons remains, which laid across the
entire town site and beyond. “[A] ghastly ruin of fallen trunks, blackened stumps, and decayed
branches” littered the sandy forest floor. The few pines that remained were “dead and all with
woefully scarred trunks.” Due to the chosen location atop a hill, the denuded soil, and scarred
landscape, Manning insisted that only artificial means could produce the desired effect of an
“attractive, evergreen landscape” with “an abundance of flowers.” The unforgiving environment
presented seemingly endless challenges, which played out in real time as Manning wrote his
article and visitor read it.128
The Boston proof reader on holiday read that the Sandhills presented “a problem of
which there were no precedents.” To overcome the unique project, Manning helped the village
establish a nursery to cultivate a variety of flora. He and Otto Katzenstein, a German botanist,
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directed Pinehurst workers to plant a variety of native and nonnative plants. Familiar trees such
as 23,850 flowering dogwoods and lesser known shrubs like the 10,025 lyonia marianas and
15,615 leucotheo walteris paralleled the curvilinear roads. Flowing herbaceous plants such as
1,250 Irises, 1,000 beetleweeds, and 4,000 moss phlox lined the village buildings and acted as
ground cover. Hydrangeas, hibiscuses, cacti scattered through the resort. Manning and
Katzenstein also sowed Texas Bluegrass across the sandy patches in front of the Holly Inn, the
first hotel, and the cottages. Over the fall and early winter of 1897, more than 225,000 plants
from 152 different flora species brought the village to life for its first winter. Olmsted meant for
the plant diversity to create a “park-like oasis.” However, after the second winter, the village
looked more like a failed botanical garden. Few nonnative plants survived. Those that did
dwindled in the fast approaching summer heat. The Texas Bluegrass dried up, once again leaving
bare sand. Much like the Sandhill Scots’ agricultural pursuits a century earlier, Olmsted’s design
and Manning’s botanical rendering faded quickly. 129
Around the same time that Manning’s landscaping succumbed to winter, Pinehurst’s
original purpose to mitigate the effects of consumption forced a sudden change. During the
resort’s initial premiere, public health officials began to advice that the condition was not
hereditary and needed preventative treatments. The medical understanding that consumptive
patients were highly contagious erased the Invalid Aid Society’s already tenuous influence at the
resort. Leisure and relaxation in healthful environments, medical doctors noted, did little to
prevent and less to cure the disease. For years after the revelation, advertisements insisted that
the Pinehurst was “the only village in the country where consumptives are excluded.” In spite of
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this and Manning’s sparse growth, Pinehurst advocates continued to boast of a healthy
environment.130
In the first years of the resort’s opening, B. A. Goodridge, a New South booster,
presented the village itself and the surrounding environment in nearly the opposite light. As
workers planted shrubs and winter set in, Goodridge visited the new village. A November 1896
article in the New England Magazine provided “the North” with a description of the Sandhills
and a profile of Pinehurst. He highlighted the healing aspects:
The sanitary qualities of the climate and soil, and the remarkable healing property
of the long-leaf pine had been demonstrated by the experience of hundreds of
invalids who had gone to Southern Pines and its vicinity…It was only necessary
to take advantage of what nature had so freely bestowed. This Mr. Tufts
determined to do.
Part of that determination, according to Goodridge, revolved around “doing all [Tufts] can to
repair the damages” of the naval stores. The industry merely overshadowed an inherent value in
the land that Tufts selected for Pinehurst. The area allowed for ample opportunity for outdoor
recreation. Goodridge described the “Village Green” as the perfect site for “scientific croquet”
and tennis. However, simply being in the Sandhills benefited ailing visitors. “There are
inestimable treasures here,” Goodridge insisted, “which ought to be jealously guarded.” Soon,
guests understood those treasures to be best gathered through outdoor recreation.131
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From the outset, James Tufts then Leonard Tufts, who succeeded his father, promoted
recreational activities as the best way to enjoy the Sandhills landscape. Beginning in the
inaugural season, visitors enjoyed the tennis, croquet, and rogue on courts near the village green.
Pinehurst also maintained a fully equipped staff for field sports. Hunting, riding, and trap
shooting took Boston publishers and Philadelphia executives into Tufts’ undeveloped land. The
entire family could gather together to watch horse racing at the racetrack or participate in show
jumping at the stables. A sense of cultural familiarity ran through the otherwise foreign
environment. 132
Involving guests in the operations of Pinehurst’s working farm in the Sandhills also acted
as its own recreation. The visitors could observe the local Sandhillers hard at work near their
cabins. According to one article, Tufts encouraged guests to explore the outlying fields and
“primitive homes of the people, white and black.” However, observation alone did not complete
the activity. In 1897, another article insisted that “[n]orthern guests [could] pick Cotton, Dig
Peanuts and Smoke Tobacco Grown on the Place.” Tufts hoped the working farm, complete with
fruit trees, vegetables, cotton, tobacco, a nursery, and a dairy, would complement Olmsted’s
village rendering to make the resort self-sustaining and authentic.133
In the fall of 1897, several guests took it upon themselves to add another sport to
Pinehurst’s offerings. With golf clubs in hand, they scaled the fences surrounding a bristly
pasture for the resort’s dairy herd. The pasture hosted the limited grass available for golf. They
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routed a few holes of a golf course, began playing, and set Pinehurst on a path toward golfing
excellence. The apocryphal tale of resort-goers taking it upon themselves to storm cow yards for
their own enjoyment and create the “cradle of American golf” persists in the resort’s lore.
However, the act of golfing in the pastures was farfetched. Golf had become popular in New
England, and visitors hoped to bring the game with them on vacation. Eager to satisfy his guests
and free his prized Jersey and Holstein dairy cattle from unwanted visitors, Tufts commissioned
a golf course. He charged Dr. Leroy Culver, a guest and self-described golf expert, to design a
golf course on Pinehurst’s undeveloped land. Unlike Manning’s attempt and relative
transparency to cultivate thousands of plant species around the environmentally problematic
village, Culver confidently boasted of immediate success. On February 18, 1898, in the village
newspaper the Pinehurst Outlook, Culver announced that “There are no links in the South to be
compared with those at Pinehurst, and they will prove the greatest magnet of attraction to lovers
of the game.” He assured golfers that the fairways were “covered with [a] thick growth of rye”
grass. His self-assured proclamation could not erase the problems that Manning nor more than a
hundred years of attempted development confronted. The nine-hole golf course gained little
attention outside the village. Nonetheless, within three years of opening Pinehurst, the new game
of golf, equal parts sport and leisure, fueled a growing contingent at the resort.134
By the spring of 1898, golf thrust itself upon the infant resort. The newly built village
soon began to accept a wealthier clientele, institute new land use practices, and reorganize labor
to fit the needs of golf. Its cultural and social effects quickly overwhelmed and eventually
defined Pinehurst. This occurred in several resort towns and suburban country clubs in the early
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twentieth-century, but the Sandhills environment proved exceedingly difficult for golf to
physically take root. Culver’s fairways may have been sowed with rye grass at the time of his
article’s debut, but like Manning’s Texas Bluegrass the Culver’s rye quickly died off, leaving
sixty acres of bare sand. This left ownership and guests, agricultural experts, golf professionals,
and laborers to cultivate the landscape that repelled early colonial settlement and that Warren
Manning described as “a problem of which there were no precedents.”135
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CHAPTER IV
THE GUILDED CLUB HOUSE: GOLF TAKES ROOT INSIDE
In the Autumn of 1899, two years after middle-class, white Bostonians and New Yorkers first
played a round of golf in the dairy pasture, Pinehurst added a new luxury to make their New
England visitors feel more at home on the resort’s golf course. The game’s popularity had risen,
and players expected a proper field house. The two-story club house, though fully equipped with
men’s and women’s locker rooms and space for members’ golf clubs, acted more as a cultural
hub than an equipment shed. A November 9, 1900 Pinehurst Outlook article described the space
as “well furnished” and providing “everything necessary for the comfort and pleasure of the
players.” On the lower level, seating surrounded a hearth full of “blazing logs of pitch-pine [that]
diffuse[d] a cherry warmth and light” on brisk mornings. Floor to ceiling windows framed the
open fireplace and sitting area that ran the length of the building. Members accessed their
lockers, $1.00 for the season, through doors on either side of the fire. Men and women dressed
and socialized in their respective changing rooms, but these spaces provided more than utilitarian
dressing rooms. They were gentile sitting areas with polished furniture and wait staff that served
refreshments. On nice days, resort-goers waited for tee-times, watched their friends on the
course, and settled friendly wagers on the outdoor decks. Pinehurst advertisements reminded
potential guests that most days were nice. After sunset, the gatherings turned to the second floor.
There, men often shared a glass of whiskey or rum with their friends. Many who frequented the
club house belonged to country clubs in their home cities north of the Mason-Dixon line. The
70

majority hailed from Massachusetts. When signing into Pinehurst’s Carolina Hotel, guests noted
their “home affiliation.”136 Clubs such as Essex Golf and Country Club, Brookhaven
Commonwealth Country Club, and Oakley Country Club, all near Boston, appeared early and
often in the Inn’s ledger. Those club members expected the same exclusive, plush setting on
vacation as at home. The members of these private northern clubs, along with a new owner,
made the Pinehurst club house their own and golf Pinehurst’s main recreational function. Over
the first two decades of the twentieth-century, golf recast the social and cultural nature of
Pinehurst to reflect exclusive environments of northern country clubs.137
In 1902, Pinehurst’s direction noticeably shifted from a middle-class health retreat to an
exclusive recreational resort. Less than a decade had passed since the head of the North Carolina
Department of Immigration John Tyrant Patrick convinced James Tufts to purchase cutover
Sandhills land. Much had already changed. Along with the new club house, Tufts hired a
professional golfer, John Dunn Tucker, to teach lessons and work with his son, Leonard Tufts, to
expand the first nine-hole course to eighteen and layout a separate nine hole course.138 They
named these courses Pinehurst No. 1 and No. 2, a naming scheme that remains at the resort.
Tucker’s lessons proved especially popular and the extra holes allowed for more people to play
the new game. Within a year of his presence, enough guests played the game to set up regular
tournaments and establish handicaps, a numeric estimate of a golfer’s ability. The growing
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popularity led Leonard Tufts to convince his father to hire another professional, one focusing on
the construction and development of new courses. Donald Ross, a recent Scottish immigrant,
trained in Scotland and first worked at the Oakley Country Club in Massachusetts where many
Pinehurst regulars and the Tufts family lawyer belonged. Although Ross repaired golf clubs,
taught lessons, and played professionally, he specialized in designing golf courses. Within two
years of working at Pinehurst, Ross added more length, undulation, and hazards to the No. 1 and
No. 2 courses. By the opening of the 1900 season, Pinehurst employed enough caddies to hire a
“Caddie Master.” That white foreman managed the African American caddies, ensured they
received annual medical exams, and sold them rationed food. The following year, Ross
supervised the new Greens Committee, giving him almost complete control of the resort’s
growing golf apparatus. However, village patriarch James Tufts retained the ultimate decisionmaking power until his death on February 2, 1902.139
Despite, or perhaps because of the recent growth of the club and its new and successful
focus on golf, Tufts’s death raised questions about the future of the resort. James Tufts called his
village a “semi-philanthropic” enterprise, and indeed, the Progressive experiment relied more on
the industrialist’s soda fountain wealth than the guest receipts. In the early years, the village
expenses far out weighted its profits. According to financial records, Tufts regularly lost two to
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three thousand dollars a month between September and March. In 1901, the village liabilities
overshadowed assets nearly two to one. Cut-rate pricing ensured the cottages and hotels filled,
but it did not generate enough revenue to maintain and expand the resort as James Tufts had in
his last years. Prominent architects from the Boston area designed more than twelve more
cottages and two new hotels opened before Tufts’ death, including the Carolina Hotel. In early
1901, he hired an accountant and an auditor to overhaul the village’s bookkeeping, a sign of
fledgling finances. Through their correspondences, it became clear that Tufts relied more and
more on funneled capital from his large net worth, valued at exactly $2,869,946.49 on May 1,
1901. By the end of that year, if not sooner, Tufts even directly paid some of the village’s
bills.140
James Tufts left his son Leonard $100,000, a fraction of his estate, and the Village of
Pinehurst, then a greater liability than an asset. That much money might have seemed like a
fortune in 1902, but it was a dismal amount if the new village patriarch hoped to run Pinehurst in
his father’s image. According to historian Richard Moss, within ten days of his father’s death,
Leonard Tufts “assure[d] the villagers that he would take control and that his father’s policies
would remain intact.”141 In this context, the “villagers” meant both the employees and visitors.
And for several years, the younger Tufts kept his word. Foremen and employee contracts did not
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change and the club maintained the attractions his guests had come to enjoy. Shooting, hunting,
and the harness track remained important activities. Similarly, the village orchestra, bowling
alley, and cake walks still provided for indoor socializing.142 Tufts knew, however, that the
village and resort needed to be financially self-sustaining if it had any chance of lasting.
After inheriting a town on the brink of bankruptcy and a limited amount of capital,
Leonard Tufts decided to make a bet on the one aspect of the resort that its visitors seemed never
to tire of, the burgeoning game growing rapidly at Pinehurst and across America. Tufts doubled
down on golf’s rapid expansion across the United States and especially the northeast, where most
of Pinehurst’s clients called home.143 Like his father’s decision to purchase cut-over land in the
Sandhills, Leonard Tufts’s insistence that golf would put Pinehurst on the map must have been
seen by many as an uncertain one at best and foolhardy at worst. The game had to entrench itself
in America, and it had come and gone before.
Like many origin stories, North American golf traced its beginnings to multiple points. In
its earliest form, the game migrated with Scottish immigrants to the South Carolina and Georgia
low countries. During the 1770s, some high society planters played the game. By 1786,
according to amateur historian Charles Price, Charleston and Savanna residents organized golf
clubs along the seashore. Most, however, discount this claim and argue that the clubs constituted
social clubs disconnected from physical golf courses.144 Even if clubs did exist for the purpose of
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playing golf in livestock pastures and not designated courses outside of town, as was most likely
the case, they did not continue play into the nineteenth-century. In the late 1820s New Yorkers
might have organized a golf course, but this is also uncertain. Scottish employees of the
Hudson’s Bay Company and Northwest Company, according to historian Elizabeth Jewett, hit “a
ball or two while on their travels through the wilds of Rupert’s Land.” However, Canadians did
not establish a permanent golf course until the late nineteenth-century. In 1873, a group of uppermiddle-class whites with “strong connections to Britain” organized the Royal Montreal Golf
Club. A year later, British residents of Quebec City opened the Royal Quebec Golf Club.
Courses and clubs along the Lawrence River soon followed. By 1876, the game spread to
Toronto, again with British-Canadians leading the charge. Eight years passed before Americans
took up the game in any organized way. 145
In February 1888, John Reid and John B. Upham made use of a gifted set of golf clubs
delivered from Scotland to Reid’s home, Yonkers-on-the-Hudson. In one of Reid’s cow pastures
the two men displayed the clubs and their novel golfing skills to four friends. After a spring,
summer, and autumn of hitting around the pasture and a near-by twenty-acre meadow, the six
men organized the St. Andrew’s Golf Club. In no uncertain terms, the name paid homage to
Scotland’s Royal and Ancient Club at St. Andrews in Scotland. In 1892, the club moved its
course to a near-by apple orchard after the town of Yonkers, New York extended Palisade
Avenue through the original course. “The Apple Tree Gang” as the group began calling
themselves grew in the next few years and sought a larger space to play the game and a club
house to socialize afterward.146
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On April 14, 1894, St. Andrew’s Golf Club incorporated. Shortly after, they purchased
former farmland in Westchester County, New York, hired a Scottish golf professional, and
established a member uniform. According to the club’s constitution, St. Andrew’s Golf Club
intended a place for members “to play the game of golf and provide proper ground for so
doing.”147 However, the club did much more than promote the sport. Incorporation meant that
members became shareholders in a private organization with a stake in those admitted to the club
and Westchester County’s development. According to Richard Moss, St. Andrew’s “began to
display the signs of tribalism…the sense that a social entity—in this case a club—has a set of
qualities that distinguishes it from all others.”148 Clothing, specifically red coats, distinguished
St. Andrew’s from the other golf clubs popping up across New England at the time. The red coat,
complete with brass buttons, a tattersall waistcoat, and royal blue-collar mimicked fox hunting
attire, another elite sport with British roots. Moss argues that the “complex, traditional uniform”
unabashedly set members apart “from the rest of society and established their group as unique in
purpose and style.”149 The uniform’s pomp and circumstance mirrored the club’s plans for their
new golf course and club house.
The New York Times described the new facility as a155-acre “golf farm” that the
Lawrence family had tilled since the American Revolution. Club Shareholders viewed the land
as ideal for golf’s putting greens and fairways due to the “clayey [soil], intermixed with
sand…having been cultivated continuously for many years.” More than a century of mixed
husbandry enriched the soil, which greatly helped the new club grew dense, thick, emerald green
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grass. However, the members found the Lawrence farmhouse wanting. The, then, 166-year-old
farm house proved less than ideal for a golf club house at the turn of the century in size and
function.150 Isaac Lawrence, an original tenant of Phillipse’s manor before the Revolution, built
the house in 1729 with what the New York Times described as “every indication of that age.”
Small rooms, wide planked ash wood flooring, and handmade nails fascinated as well as
disgruntled St. Andrew’s members. The author reported that Lawrence built the fireplace to
accommodate half a tree for heating the home in the dreaded New York winters. The house
provided novelty more than function. Despite the hearth’s grand size, small rooms, in both width
and height, most troubled the members. Space for male dominated and exclusive grand dining
rooms, plush locker rooms, and the must have “nineteenth-hole” post-play tavern evaded the
small farmhouse. The share-holding members meant to give the quaint house a Gilded Age face
lift.151
In late August 1897, after three years of expensive renovations, St. Andrew’s Golf Club
opened its newly designed links and club house. The club’s new location marked the high-water
mark for private golf in America up to that point. The membership grew to three hundred after
the opening and included banking giant J. P. Morgan, copper mining tycoon William E. Dodge,
and sugar refinery industrialist Theadore A. Havemeyer. Havemeyer also served as the first
president of the United States Golf Association, further tying St. Andrew’s to seats of power.
The wealthy membership poured money into their old farmhouse and enriched land. Their
elaborate uniforms fit perfectly into the formal dining rooms, picturesque fireplaces, and grand
locker rooms that had been decorated with the finest furniture and accessories. The course’s
150
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putting greens, the prize of the finest links and eye sore of the lowest, cost an exorbitant amount
to construct. A single sixty-square-foot turf putting green cost $900, an unthinkable sum for the
overwhelming majority of Americans, but petty cash for the wealthiest in 1897.152
Unlike St. Andrew’s, the vast majority of early courses consisted of holes strung across
largely unaltered landscapes without an adjoining clubhouse, prominent membership list, or
required uniform.153 By the mid 1890s, the “Yonkers movement” resulted in seventy-four golf
courses across nineteen states. As the nation recovered from the 1890s depression, Americans
throughout the country established hundreds of golf facilities with at least one in each state. In
1900, 982 golf courses covered small swaths of the United States. However, the game certainly
did not represent a national pass time. Sixty-one percent remained north of the Mason-Dixon line
and east of the Ohio River. Massachusetts and New York retained thirty percent of the facilities.
Few resembled St. Andrew's but exceptions existed. Long Island’s Shinnecock Hills Golf Club
and Wheaton, Illinois’s Chicago Golf Club, both established in 1895, catered to similar if not the
same members of St. Andrew’s. The other courses and even country clubs that incorporated golf
in the 1890s served local middle-class communities, not Gilded Age tycoons. Outside of the
northeast, golf’s popularity spread to growing centers of middle-class wealth. Several emerged
toward the end of the nineteenth-century around Columbus, Cleveland, and Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Detroit, and Chicago, and Denver, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Universities and colleges
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also began constructing courses for students and faculty. However, many colleges, such as
Wellesley College, established golf clubs without official golf courses. In 1893, Wellesley
students, for example, organized their club, but seven years passed before the college designated
land for a course. Before that, holes ran through campus and between buildings. Nonetheless,
golf’s associations with suburbs and colleges only added to the game’s perception as an elite
sport, as did its connection to exclusive social clubs. Golf’s installment at colleges exposed
America’s soon to be middle-class to the game. Once graduated from Columbia, Ohio State, or
Virginia, or Harvard, Yale, or Pennsylvania, young men joined existing clubs, established new
courses, and sought out vacation destinations equipped with golf facilities.154
At the same time as wealthy industrialists, suburban communities, and college campuses
created clubs, winter resorts across the South and summer hotels in the north routed rudimentary
courses. Places like Thomasville, Georgia in the heart of the longleaf pine belt, St. Augustine
Florida along the Atlantic coast, and Aiken, South Carolina among peach orchards, established
the first resort courses in the South. All along rail lines, each catered to outdoor recreation in
general, which golf made up but one part. Quail hunting, beach access, and equestrian sports
primarily drew visitors to the Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina resort towns. Soon, though,
self-contained resorts such as Jekyll Island, Palm Beach, and Pinehurst added golf to their
numerous attractions “in response to” what historian Larry Youngs describes as “mounting
demands.” The Wentworth Hotel and summer resort in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, legend has
it, leased thirty acres for a golf course after one guest shortened his stay from three months to
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one week because the hotel offered no course. According to Richard Moss, “something like this
occurred at a number of hotels and resorts.”155
Leonard Tufts hoped professionalizing Pinehurst’s golf staff, expanding the golf
facilities, and marketing its image would attract more clients from the north to Pinehurst and
away from competing resorts. Although golf existed at Pinehurst before James Tufts’s death,
Leonard Tufts actively sought to establish Pinehurst as the destination for winter golf. By the
time of his father’s death, Leonard Tufts had completed the first two tasks, professionalization
and expansion. John Dunn Tucker and Donald Ross generated devotees to the game and
expanded the places it could be played at Pinehurst. The initial two courses looked, played, and
operated quit differently from what contemporary golfers expect. Perfectly square putting
surfaces made of rolled sand fell out of favor. However, this geometric style mimicked the most
prestigious courses in the United States and used one of Pinehurst’s most noticeable features,
sand. The St. Andrew’s club sported square grass greens and paid handsomely for them. Most
southern courses echoed St. Andrew’s but used sand instead of grass since turf did not grow well
in the South. In the Sandhills, grass hardly grew at all. In 1900, the geometric style and sand
material represented the standard southern putting green. The magazine Golf praised the design
of Pinehurst no. 1, writing, “The greens are sixty feet square, perfectly smooth, level, and even,
and are coated daily with a thin covering of fine sand…the best possible condition.”156 With
facilities and professionals in place and the golfing community beginning to take notice,
Pinehurst was becoming a location for winter golf. After establishing the sport at the resort, Tufts
needed wider exposure to attract more clients.
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A visit from a British professional golfer touring the United States drew added attention
to the small village. In March 1900, Henry Vardon, an English golfer and three-time winner of
the British Open, visited Pinehurst and played four exhibition rounds. Before his arrival in New
York in February, Vardon negotiated a $10,000 endorsement from Albert G. Spalding, owner of
the sporting goods manufacturer Spalding and Brothers and a former baseball star. During his
year-long trip around the United States, Vardon promoted the “Vardon Flyer;” the new golf ball
promised longer drives and a more accurate short game. Country clubs and resorts paid $200 to
$250 for Vardon to play their courses. According to golf historian George Kirsch, “the American
press in general and the golfing community in particular welcomed him as a celebrity…they
treated him to rave reviews and lavish parties and dinners.” The New York Times followed him
closely. After docking in New York in early February he sailed south to Miami and made his
way up the eastern seaboard. He stopped in Jacksonville, Aiken, and then Pinehurst before
traveling to the northeastern suburbs of Philadelphia, Boston, and New York. He ended a with
jaunt to the midwestern cities of Cleveland and Detroit before heading back across the pond. He
landed in Liverpool on December 27, 1900. The yearlong tour endeared him to the American
golfing community, and, according to Richard Moss, helped him solidify “many converts to the
game.” Although Pinehurst counted itself one among several courses visited, the early
investment in the game positioned it well to capitalize on golf’s growing popularity. 157
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Leonard Tufts wanted to directly bolster the resort’s reputation for excellent golf, with
courses that could attract everyone from foreign professionals to wealthy industrialists to middleclass Americans. Under Tufts’ leadership, articles in the Pinehurst Outlook, the village
newspaper, began boasting of superb golf courses. In November 9, 1900, The Pinehurst Outlook
showcased the resort’s golfing prowess when compared to others winter retreats:

Each year the question of the facilities afforded for golf becomes a more potent factor
with many Northern people in making their choice of a winter home in the South. Indeed,
large numbers of golfers make an annual pilgrimage to the Southern States for the sole
purpose of enjoying their favorite game, and the properties of many resorts have thus
been led to provide for this class of people. But at no place in the South can the
enthusiastic golfer find such excellent facilities for gratifying his love for this healthful
sport as in Pinehurst, where the large, conveniently arranged and well-kept links,
combined with the mild climate and invigorating air, afford ideal conditions for indulging
in this fascinating game.

The newspaper, owned by the Tufts family and operated by the village’s printing office, acted as
a mouthpiece for the resort. The paper informed visitors of the happenings in the village and
future plans for the resort’s amenities and attractions. The anonymous article, and several others
like it, constituted a self-serving message aimed at retaining existing guests who might persuade
close friends and acquaintances back home to travel south for the following winter. However, the
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relatively limited readership stifled expansion, and Tufts soon called upon a returning guest in
the burgeoning advertising field for help.158
In 1903, Tufts hired Frank Presbrey to create a national advertising campaign for
Pinehurst. The move represented a significant shift from James Tufts’ 1895 call to physicians to
suggest Pinehurst to the aligning Boston middle-class. Without the Tufts family's independent
wealth and dedication to reduced rates for accommodations, the new owner needed to expand the
resort’s reach from Boston’s tired white-collar workers to a wealthier class of executives,
bankers, and industrialists across the Northeast and Midwest. Instead of relying on word of
mouth and personal letters to specific doctors, as James Tufts did, Presbrey pursued a national
campaign. Professionalization and expansion went beyond the golf course.159
Frank Presbrey took on Pinehurst as a client for personal and professional reasons. He
had frequented the resort since its founding. During the summer, or off season, he championed
the game of golf in his home, New York City. His personal connection to the game and resort
must have provided an added appeal. Nonetheless, the Pinehurst account added substantially to
his agency, Frank Presbrey Co. General Advertising Agents. In June 1905, Tufts directly paid
Presbrey $2,505.49 to balance the previous year’s account. By the end of World War I,
Pinehurst’s monthly advertising bill more than doubled that initial payment. The importance of
advertising at Pinehurst and resorts like it soared in the first decades of the twentieth-century. In
1905, Presbrey tightly linked the advertising industry and golf when he founded the American
Golf Association of Advertising Interests. The group visited Pinehurst often and tied Presbrey’s
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personal and professional interests—advertising, golf, and Pinehurst. He also organized
tournaments such as the North and South Amateur Golf Tournament to give wealthy tourists a
reason to trek south, specifically to Pinehurst. The tournament, and others like it, went a step
beyond print advertisements to expose visitors to the culture of Pinehurst.160
Belonging, not visiting, characterized the potential appeal of Pinehurst. During this
period from 1903 to the beginning of the 1920s, Presbrey and his agency crafted an image of the
village that appealed to affluent Americans from the burgeoning metropolitan cities in the
Northeast and Midwest. The message hoped to reflect a refined and financially independent
patron who wished to be treated as a guest, not a tourist. At this place and in this sport, patrons
could find a community that reflected their lives in Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. One early
full-page advertisement, which appeared in magazines such as Town and Country and Scribner’s
Magazine, featured a well-dressed, fit, and self-assured man complete with a golfing bag over his
shoulder and wide stance. With his back turned, his muscular forearm holding a golf club
reached to the left of the page while his gaze turned to the right. Another advertisement from the
same year showcased an elegant woman in a flowing dress at the height of a golf swing. Unlike
the male figure’s stout stature, the female figure sported a billowy blouse that tampered to a
petite waist. The flowing dress fanned from the navel to the floor, revealing only half of an
oxford dress shoe. The graphite illustrations dominated the right column of the page while a
mixture of large and small text, in excess when compared to today’s ads, filled the left side of the
page. Atop the text, emboldened font described Pinehurst as “THE IDEAL RESORT OF THE
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SOUTH.” Running down the page the copy highlighted the amenities available. Four hotels and
fifty cottages, enough to form a small town, shined through. The ads listed recreational activities
such as hunting and horse riding, but the emphasis landed on the guests’ weekly tennis and golf
tournaments. Those who took a “Pullman service” down from Chicago or New York could enjoy
the “private estate.” Just as prominent as the cottages, the “Two Excellent Golf Courses” formed
the core of the village. They were, “by common accord, the best in the South.” Presbrey and
Tufts sought patrons that belonged to similar communities in the Northeast and Midwest, could
afford to vacation out of state for extended periods of time, and enjoyed outdoor recreation,
especially golf. (figure 1)161
In the first two decades of the twentieth-century, Presbrey’s agency expanded Pinehurst’s
advertising reach considerably. Although Pinehurst advertisements appeared in Town and
Country as early as 1901 to showcase the opening of the recently finished Carolina Hotel, James
Tufts relied predominately on word of mouth and personal letters published in Boston area
newspapers. Presbrey, on the other hand, designed advertisements with carefully calculated
messages for a specific demographic in various cities. They were more appeals than
announcements. The agency bought space in magazines, local newspapers, and printed their own
pamphlets. By 1919, Presbrey had advertising space in eight New York City newspapers alone.
Other cities included Pittsburgh, Washington, and Detroit. Even readers of the Montreal Star, a
city with an early golf history, saw the stout gentleman and elegant lady with their golf clubs. A
common pamphlet, available upon request, displayed how far various cities were by train to
Pinehurst. A short 906-mile train ride separated Toronto residents from Pinehurst’s winter golf
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courses. New York City was only 641 miles. And Richmond, Virginia, the most southern city
listed, was merely 240 miles from the “IDEAL RESORT” and “best” golf courses.162

Figure 1

Advertisements like these often appeared in magazines such as Town and Country.
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Tufts and Presbrey’s campaign to use the golfing lady and gentleman to attract guests ran
while the public critics debated the merits and folly of the Scottish import. The recent spread of
the game had not reflected outright acceptance, and some remained unconvinced of golf’s value.
One commenter demeaned it as a classist endeavor. Other critical observers shrouded golf in
drunkenness and depravity. Some associated it with broader changes in the America at the turn
of the twentieth-century. Whatever the opinion, golf made its way onto the pages of American
media and the Pinehurst guests certainly would have encountered the public commentary.
In 1902 William Garrot Brown, a historian and writer, published an article in The Atlantic
Monthly that placed golf alongside American expansion and corporate growth. He argued that
golf constituted one of three subjects that “reasonably alert and reasonably well-to-do
Americas,” the demographic that Pinehurst courted, would concern themselves with. The other
two topics, empire and trusts, were ‘the new things in American life.” The obsession with global
ambitions and individual work, Brown insisted, led to an equally “passionate absorption in play.”
All three, he also noted, had widely appeared in the previous decade. Indeed, colonial war with
Spain, corporate mergers, and muscular Christianity did expand American interests dramatically
between 1892 and 1902. Those affluent Americans actively involved in empire, trusts, and golf,
as Brown pointed out, consisted of what historian Larry Youngs calls “the professional and
business class.” In his assessment, they made up “the last segments of urban society to embrace
outdoor sport.” Golf, he argues, was the most acceptable and increasingly available sport for
American businessmen. Brown concluded his article by appealing to “the future historian” to
“not rate golf…as the least of the three new things which came with the end of the century.” Golf
along with empire, the other British import, were to herald American triumph into the twentieth-
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century. In this manner, Brown advocated for golf as a social and national benefit. His optimist
and forceful tone sang into a sound box of criticism, though.163
One of the most skeptical references to golf come through a New York Times column
commenting on how the “wild woman” embraced the game. On November 22, 1891, Eliza Lynn
Linton opened “When the Wild Women Becomes Athletic” with on a comment on certain
women’s insistence on fraternizing with men. “The desire to assimilate their lives to those of
men run through the whole day’s work of the wild women.” For Linton, the British novelist and
first salaried British female journalist, recreation took on a distinct meaning. “Not content with
croquet and lawn tennis, the one of which affords ample opportunity for flirting—for the wild
women are not always above that little pastime—and the other for exercise even more violent
than is good for the average women,” she continued, “they have taken to golf and cricket, where
they are hindrances for the one part, and make themselves ‘sights' for the other.” Linton’s tone
straddled satirical and chastisement; the end of the column settled the divide. “Her” participation
in sports, lawn tennis, cricket, or golf, forced her to lose “all that makes her lovely for the
uncomely roughness of pastimes wherein she cannot excel and of which it was never intended
she should be a partaker.” To Linton, the “absurd endeavor to be like men” by playing games
such as golf meant sacrificing ideal womanhood.164 This cultural critic reserved the early years
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of American golf for men and acknowledged the game’s growing popularity. Others looked upon
men’s involvement in the new game with an equally problematic tone.
In 1897, the same year Leroy Culver started constructing Pinehurst’s first golf course,
John Kendrick Bangs published a fiction article entitled “The Golfiacs: A Farce.” The Harper’s
Mostly Magazine short story followed the antics of a gang of golfing maniacs, “golfiacs,” after
they left the links and attended a cocktail party. Drunkenness and irresponsibility, according to
Bangs, were the chief qualities that the game instilled and characterized the main antagonists.
Once at the party, continued boozing and hope for an extended day on the links led to an
impromptu display of skill. Without the request from the other party guests, the “golfiacs”
erupted into an exhibition that links separate rooms to create an indoor course. The recreational
tour traversed the entire house and contended with a grand piano as a prominent hazard. Nongolfing partygoers, of course, remained unimpressed. Bangs tied the rapidly expanding sport to
the far-reaching Temperance movement. A not so subtle call to curtail the “golfiacs” centered
around the game’s association with alcohol. “The game could never gain a foothold,” one nongolfer said to another, “in a prohibition country.” The irony of Bangs’s ending is that the call for
prohibition to discourage golf took place at a cocktail party by someone sipping away. In some
circles, including Pinehurst’s club house, the game had become associated with distilled spirits at
least as much as elitism.165
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The following year, in 1898, prominent editor and writer Rossiter Johnson expanded on
elitism in a short story in “The Whispering Gallery” department of the Overland Monthly.166
Wealth, and its representation in sport, centered the story. The tale followed a talk between three
friends while they peered over a lake as a boat passed by with a set of golf clubs in the stern.
After a brief explanation of the game and its differences from “shinny” or hockey—both being
played with sticks of different sorts—the eldest discussant made known her disapproval for golf.
Miss Ravaline, the leader of the group, clarified her disapproval to the other two. She observed
that “it appears to me to be one of those amusements that have been made unnecessarily costly
for the purpose of confining their enjoyment to the wealthy and contributing toward the
establishment of a tangible and permanent distinction between the rich and poor.” She described
that both the upper class’s attempts to “distinguish” themselves through the pomp and
circumstance of the game, and others like golf, and the poor’s “strain” in trying to cross the
“demarcation” as “foolish.” The narrator and third discussant compared Miss Ravaline’s
characterization of golf to horse racing. On the track as well as in the fairway, he explained, also
demarcated riches from rags. The series’ title, “The Whispering Gallery,” alluded to the
potentially unpopular conclusions reached in their talks. However, the narrator assured the
readers that “when we aim at any folly, of making sure to put in powder enough to carry the
shot.” The well-argued and forcefully presented opinion, especially if unpopular, could combat
injustice, the assumption went. In 1898, to Rossiter Johnson, golf reflected America’s wealth
disparity represented in country clubs across American and resort towns like Pinehurst. His
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article took full aim and encouraged others to do the same. America’s wealthy, who could afford
to vacation for months on end, sought out places to enjoy the “season” with likeminded, equally
affluent families. Despite Johnson’s critique, Tufts hoped Pinehurst would be their destination.167
The Pinehurst advertisements did not combat that sentiment. Instead, Presbrey and Tufts
implicitly approved of the discrepancy, presenting their resort as a retreat for America’s wealthy
that resisted mixing socio-economic classes. They did not want the average, newly middle-class,
or recent immigrants—no matter how wealthy. Another common advertisement, first appearing
in 1904, presented the vestiges of Anglophile wealth and leisure (Figure 2). Again, the cottages
and golf courses came through front and center in the text, but this copy showcased a wider
range of the resort’s attractions in the illustration. The grand Carolina Hotel, heralded as the
largest wooden structure in North Carolina and an attraction in itself, loomed large over a lady
side-saddled upon a horse, an Irish Setter trailing along behind, and a sprawling estate reaching
to the horizon in the background. Two other riders trotted up the promenade from the hotel,
presumably heading to join in the mounted hunt. A serious golfer carrying his clubs and pulling
out one on his way to tee-off blended in seamlessly to the English riders and Olmsted-designed
landscape.168 The advertisement displayed limited access to the gigantic inn, private hunt, and
Donald Ross links. Instead of throngs of visitors flocking the beaches in Palm Beach or crowding
the Boardwalk in Atlantic City, only four guests, three horses, and one hound calmly and
respectfully enjoyed their stay in a home away from home. Exclusivity, not mass appeal,
characterized the resort. To Pinehurst’s benefit, it gave a picture to Miss Ravaline’s words.169
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Figure 2

Even when golf was not the primary focus, the advertisements strongly featured
golf in the text and included more subtle images, even when golf was not the
primary focus.
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Behind closed doors the actual guests, not illustrated figures featured in advertisements,
turned the Pinehurst club house into a home. Tufts also built more cottages and new hotels to
accommodate the subsequent thousands of visitors each year. Olmsted’s design funneled guests
from their cottages and hotels to the village green and common buildings along meandering,
curvilinear roads. Social life and communal settings for likeminded men and women thrived in
the halls of the Carolina Hotel, village casino, and club house. The culture of golf present in the
national advertising campaign and fiction and nonfiction articles drew an ever-increasing number
of people from the Northeast and Midwest down the Seaboard Airline Railroad and into a new
New England in the New South. Though, they did not embrace everyone with open arms. 170
Once in the village and enjoying the resort’s amenities, Affluent white New Englanders
took it upon themselves to create an exclusive association centered around the club house and
golf course. One of most prominent social clubs organized at Pinehurst included the exclusively
male Tin Whistles club. During the 1904 season, twenty-eight men chartered the Tin Whistles.
Marshall C. Parshall, the first club captain and Pennsylvania real estate executive, characterized
the club’s origins: “If ever an organization came out of the neck of a rum bottle,” Parshall
asserted, “it was the illustrious Tin Whistles.”171 Although the Tufts family did not list drinking
as an acceptable pastime in their brochures, guests certainly took it upon themselves to indulge
while on vacation. They also took it upon themselves to decide who should and should not be
admitted to the village and its social clubs. The Tin Whistles took their name from a gang found
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in Alfred Henry Lewis’s 1903 political novel The Boss: And How He Came to Rule New York.
Lewis’s Tin Whistles gang acted as the physical force for the boss. The boss narrator insisted
that the Tin Whistles “were the source of my power” in New York, especially “in that muscular
quarter.” The boss formally held power, but the Tin Whistles did the dirty work.172 The men
from Boston, Philadelphia, and New York who organized the Tin Whistles at Pinehurst also
acted as “muscle” for the resort. They used their positions as social elites, finance executives,
and advertising moguls to promote and present an exclusive community at the resort. They cast
doubt on Tufts’ hint of philanthropic and Progressive agenda and represented the exclusive
nature and local autonomy of Pinehurst.173
The organization of an exclusive, racist, and antisemitic island community began to form
within the first decade of Pinehurst’s history. Nationally, the nineteenth-century community that
sought independence and, as Robert Wiebe described, “managed the lives of its members”
largely eroded across the country but found a haven in Tufts’ village. At Pinehurst, the
community maintained “the belief among its members that the community had such powers.”174
Boston’s newly middle-class such as proof readers in the publishing industry able to bring down
their families for a long weekend soon found themselves specifically not invited back to the
resort.175 The Jim Crow era banned all African Americans from the resort except as out of sight
workers. Guest committees excluded those with “suspiciously Hebraic names” from renting
cottages and hotel rooms.176 Class, racial, and religious prejudice and legal segregation
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curtailed the resort’s diversity and promoted an isolated village life. This created a homogeneous
group of social elites that might have lived in the siloed developments such as Llewelyn Park or
Riverside, planned neighborhoods in New Jersey and Illinois, but wintered in the close quarters
of Pinehurst.
By the 1910s, the Village of Pinehurst took on a life of its own that grew beyond the
reach of a single Tufts patriarch, James or Leonard. The physical layout placed village guests
within close proximity to each other while the single department store, general store, and club
house forced guests into interaction on a daily basis while on the grounds. A sense of exclusive
community developed among resort-goers that returned for the “season” year after year.
Historian Larry Youngs describes Pinehurst as a “lifestyle enclave” where those “with the proper
heritage, pigmentation and wealth…could join a homogeneous population that shared a
commitment to participating in a particular lifestyle”177
Exclusivity applied to Pinehurst in similar ways it did to the Georgia Red Hills plantation
retreats, hunting camps along the South Carolina Coast, and opulent Florida resort hotels. James
Tufts told the public as much at the outset when Pinehurst first opened. He sought “a refined and
intelligent class of people” with financial means to make up his clientele. However, his wealthier
patrons smashed his vision of proving a space for up and coming middle-class Americans to
vacation. His early promise that “the expense of living at Pinehurst for two persons is not greater
than it would cost elsewhere with similar conditions for a single person” died with him in
Leonard Tufts’s curtailed inheritance contributed to that but so did existing guests’ social
grip.178

177 Youngs, “Lifestyle Enclaves,” 29.
178 Tufts, “To physicians,” 1895, TA: Box 303, Folder 1.
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The exclusive lifestyle enclave at Pinehurst recast the class and social dynamics Tufts
originally envisioned when he organized the village in the summer of 1895. America’s social
elites pushed out truly middle-class Americans and replaced them with exclusive social clubs
that created further hierarchy at the resort. And the primary recreation that the new oligarchs of
Pinehurst indulged in, aside from drinking, took place away from the village and outside the
hotel. In the crisp Sandhills mornings and in the warmth of the club house, late at night, the
guests from America’s burgeoning metropolitan centers redefined the resort. Increasingly more
than any other activity, golf provided the physical space for guests to perform their vacation
lifestyle and ownership wanted to display that performance. Together ownership and guests
presented the image directly to potential visitors. E. L. Merrow, a guest and contemporary of
Frank Presbrey, painted a series of watercolor landscape pictures of the Pinehurst club house and
golf course. The images appeared on the backs of postcards. The resort general office mailed the
cards to those who asked for promotional material, but existing guests sent them home to friends
they hoped would join them the following season. Both instances placed Pinehurst in direct
communication with the social elites of Chicago, Detroit, and Philadelphia, thus bolstering their
advertisements in magazines and newspapers.
The way someone found and learned about Pinehurst a century ago filtered potential
guests. Towards the bottom of most early Pinehurst advertisements read “An exquisite book with
fac-similes [sic] of water-color sketches similar to the above [illustrations]…will be sent upon
application.” Anyone recently scrolling down Town and Country’s magazine or strolling through
the halls of the Carolina Hotel, cannot request those booklets anymore. They no longer exist.
Digital photography printed on glossy brochures and featured in online tours have replaced them.
Nor must interested parties apply to receive promotional material. Instead, anyone can walk into
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Tufts’s one hundred-twenty-year-old hotel and browse the historical photographs, maps, and—of
course—advertisements. With the advent of the internet, almost anyone can find many of those
same alluring images, enticing contemporary golf enthusiasts. However, in the early twentiethcentury, Pinehurst ownership held far more control over not only who visited their golf courses
and hotels but who obtained information about them. Then, intrigued readers of Town and
Country submitted written requests, not guaranteed to be fulfilled, for prints of an artist’s
rendering, directed by Tufts and Presbrey, of the Sandhills landscape. Though the booklets sent
north to acceptable applicants do not remain, the prints do. This series of postcards brought color
to the Sandhills and into northern homes. E. L. Merrow, the Pinehurst watercolorist, infused
pastoral beauty into the imagined Pinehurst landscape, which effectively cloaked Moore
County’s barren Sandhills. The Pinehurst general office sent desired guests these “fac-similes
[sic] of water-color sketches” to entice. The featured pastoral landscape provided the space for
accepted applicants to play golf and play-out their cultural motif.
In the first two decades of the twentieth-century, Pinehurst ownership and returning
guests nestled their village, club house, and more than 100 acres of golf courses in a part of
America antithetical to New England village life, exclusive membership, and pastoral leisure.
Instead, Pinehurst and its auxiliaries sat atop a landscape with a deep environmental and cultural
history. Before James Tufts built his village, Donald Ross his golf courses, and Frank Presbrey
his club, outsiders viewed the Sandhills as barren, desolate, and impoverished. The value of the
Sandhills land plots depended on timber quality and ease of extraction. After lumber companies
clear-cut southern Moore County, the land prices fell, but to James Tufts the value rose. He
never envisioned golf being part of his village, but his guests quickly did. And the watercolor
“fac-similes” [sic] presented a landscape ideal for village life, exclusive membership, and
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pastoral leisure. Through the color prints, Pinehurst sold an image of what the Sandhills could be
and what Pinehurst membership hoped it would become: “The Cradle of American Golf.”
E. L. Merrow incorporated pastoral landscapes into his watercolors to infuse cultural
meaning and guide his audiences’ expectations of Pinehurst. According to Benjamin Cohen,
Pastoralism is the philosophy that “leisure is life” conducted on a “a middle ground along a
spectrum from wilderness to civilization.” Although not entirely cleaved from nature, the
postcards presented a managed environment that is both flush with vibrant greenery yet
maintained for northern suburbanites to enjoy. Neither overgrown nor barren, wrapping
Pinehurst in pastoralism snatched the village out of the Sandhills, away from its previous
associations, and into a space as carefully crafted as the club house locker rooms and village
homogeneity.179
These images, along with the print advertisements, primed audiences to anticipate a
particular type of environmental planning and cultural atmosphere distinct from the turn of the
century industrial agrarianism, Progressive conservationism, and typical New South
boosterism—all reflections of modernity in one form or another.180 By the turn of the century,
many affluent and Protestant middle-class Americans feared overcivilization and sought
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authentic experiences through recapitulation and muscular Christianity.181 Pinehurst’s island
community and management (private, consumer driven, and recreation based) empowered it to
create a prominent and exclusive golf resort that was neither southern nor modern yet embedded
in the New South. Key organizers within the village placed golf at the heart of its physical and
cultural development. E. L. Merrow’s watercolors displayed that development and connection
between Pinehurst’s transient community of northern resort-goers and imagined landscape.
After two decades, Pinehurst had amassed a loyal and large following and eliminated
“undesirable” patrons through targeted advertisements, direct marketing, and a growing
reputation around America’s metropolitan cities.182 The membership numbers and diversity,
some guests felt, grew too much. In 1919, Pinehurst began to cull its 8,035-member guest list.
Ethel M. Gray, a hired secretary or self-appointed guest manger, maintained the resort’s “card
list” for several years. According to Richard Moss, “as each season approached, [she] began
assembling the season’s schedule and preparing mailings to solicit the attendance of previous
and potential guests.” On July 18, 1919, Gray notified Tufts that she removed “44% of the
whole” 8,035 from the mailing list. Those dropped included families and individuals that had not
visited since the 1914-15 season or stayed longer than a long weekend. More importantly to
Gray, however, were the “the -steins and -bergs and Weils, Isaacs and Solomons.” Those
“suspiciously Hebraic names,” she insisted to Tufts, “are to be passed by.”183 Gray was not
alone. Boston attorney Joseph Proctor Jr. sent Tufts, through an intermediary “HBE,” a memo to
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make him aware that regular guests disapproved of the Jewish influence. The rumor must have
been overstated, though, since Proctor remarked that “so few…Hebrews” enjoyed the resort
when he stayed for the 1919-20 season.184 It’s difficult to stay how much Gray’s influence,
alone, reduced their numbers. The resort “has reached the place where,” according to Gray, “it
can much better afford not to solicit a good prospect than give any Hebrew the right to say that
Pinehurst has solicited his patronage.” Through a combination of modern advertising, strategic
business practices, and anti-Semitism, Tufts approved Gray to a purge the “card list.” By 1919,
despite the potential loss of profit, Pinehurst actively denied unwanted guests in order to create
their exclusive winter retreat. 185
Invested guests and ownership recreated a culture of golf thriving in the north, honed an
image through advertisements, and made Pinehurst synonymous with golf on a national stage.
The resort’s watercolors allowed the Pinehurst general office and guests to send direct
advertisements to prospective visitors for the following year. The advertisements and
illustrations, along with a personal note on the back of a postcard, might have enticed new
families to drive down from New York or take the train from Chicago. It was the culture of golf
that Leonard Tufts sold, Frank Presbrey promoted, and the Tin Whistles embodied that kept them
coming back. Ultimately, the lure of Pinehurst’s golf club rested in its social club and village
setting. The culture surrounding Pinehurst could be found along its Olmsted designed streets, on
the top floor of its club house, and in the dining rooms at the Carolina Hotel. The brightly
colored pastoral images that attracted long time golfers and new sporting types to the game
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foregrounded the healthfulness, camaraderie, and familiarity found in country clubs outside of
Boston and in the Sandhills alike.
Guests and ownership, together, recast the image of Southern Moore County from barren
Sandhills to a golfing Mecca. However, the advertisements misrepresented the setting for that
culture. The golf courses depicted in Merrow’s paintings fabricated an image that Tufts and
Ross, and greenskeeper Frank Maples, along with a host of laborers, strove to reflect onto the
Sandhills landscape. Their attempts to transform Pinehurst’s surrounding environment met a
harsh reality. Southern Moore County grew little and even less grass. However, what primarily
attracted the midwestern industrialists and northeastern bankers equally relied on the Pinehurst
club house’s cultural lore and the physical space of golf. Without the courses, the Tin Whistles
lacked the defining tenet of their constitution, to promote golf. The relative ease of establishing
the culture of golf starkly contrasted the immense struggle to construct and maintain physical
golf courses with emerald fairways, stunning vistas, and turf putting greens. A disconnect
between the Pinehurst Country Club’s club culture and golf courses persisted at least throughout
the first two decades of the twentieth-century. Golf had consumed the village and its occupants,
but it had yet to transform the environment surrounding Pinehurst.
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CHAPTER V
NEW TECHNIQUES, SAME RESULTS: GOLF AND AGRICULTURE ON “WRETCHEDLY
POOR SAND HILL LAND”
“There are nine miles of golf links sodded with Bermuda Grass.”
The Southern Planter, 1908186
“The grass got slowly better, it was far from satisfactory.”
Leonard Tufts, 1921187
In the early spring of 1912, the Ormond Golf Club in Ormond Beach, Florida, a Pinehurst
competitor, “got the right mixture of sand and fertilizer and water to make putting green turf.” Or
so Ormond’s club professional George Merritt professed to Town and Country. Until that point,
no southern links featured grass greens. The inherently fickle ending to a golf hole experienced
tremendous wear and tear. The grass needed to be short and dense enough to roll a golf ball
across it and handle the repeated foot traffic. It was no easy task. The magazine praised the
Ormond Golf Club’s “collective mind” to do away with the “browns”—sand and dirt putting
surfaces—in favor of Bermuda grass putting greens or what the magazine called “the real thing.”
Although, the author hesitated to praise the greens themselves. The true test of the turf greens,
the article insisted, would be the upcoming tournament held every March and the associated
deterioration. If successful, Merritt would “establish a new standard” in the South. The turf
greens came at a price. Ormond members had spent $100,000 “converting a bit of Florida jungle
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full of swamps and reptiles into a beautiful undulating golf course with smooth fair[ways] and
real putting greens.” The author smirked that “it would be almost as cheap to make your putting
greens by pasting dollar bills together and laying them over the sand.” Nonetheless, golfers that
frequented the winter resorts watched in anticipation to see if Ormond’s gamble would pay off,
while competing resorts paid even closer attention. Eventually, Merritt met golfers’ expectations
for turf putting greens, but his initial attempt forced greenskeepers at private golf clubs and
winter resorts across the South to push golf’s transformation of reluctant environments.188 Over
the nine years that followed Merritt’s innovation, Pinehurst greenskeeper Frank Maples, one
onlooker, quietly blended his own mixture of old approaches and emerging techniques, new
strands of grass, and evermore fertilizer to attempt to carpet the Sandhill’s with turf and establish
the physical component of golf at Pinehurst.
Between the first round of play in the Pinehurst dairy pasture in 1897 and 1921, the sport
that created a distinct island community in the club house also began to transform the physical
space surrounding the village. Tufts’ sand swept golf courses hardly resembled either St.
Andrews in Yonkers, New York or Scotland. While these classic courses did not look exactly
alike, they shared once fundamental aspect: grass. The green, leafy blades that formed the
foundation of the perfect “lie,” or position of the ball, and undulating fairways resisted the
Sandhills’ relentless environment. Leonard Tufts charged Frank Maples with the task of forcing

a foreign standard of golf upon an unrelenting land that resisted cultivation for more than a
century. The transformation of Pinehurst’s links, the landscape that the public came to most
associate with the resort, assumed no one template nor one trajectory. Guests expected carpets of
turf, but for at least two decades they saw bristly patches at best and bare sand at worst.
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Nonetheless, Maples attempted to enrich denuded soils and raise Bermuda fairways. His attempts
succeeded more at joining agronomy and leisure than cultivating an artificial meadow. While the
expanding Tin Whistles members fraternized in the club house, Frank Maples and a host of
agricultural scientists largely failed to meet their environmental expectations. By 1921, the
culture of golf swelled at Pinehurst, but its bed of grass struggled to take root.
From 1897-1899, the first two years of golf course management at Pinehurst moved
quickly from what might have resembled proto-landscape conservation to farming. The first golf
course at Pinehurst, like most early courses in the United States, formed little more than a
designated starting point, a small hole in the ground, with a few hundred yards separating them.
Little if any earth moving, brush clearing, or maintenance occurred between the starting tee box
and the finishing putting hole. In the summer of 1897, Dr. Leroy Culver, a Pinehurst guest,
repeated this model nine times and “routed” Pinehurst’s first golf course. The course followed
contemporary natural trails running through the remains of a forest more than a burgeoning
golfing destination. As landscape architect Warren Manning observed, “nearly bare sand…dead
pines…and blackened stumps” littered the Pinehurst property in the late nineteenth-century. The
new recreational space, sixty acres, was hardly an aesthetic attraction. After all, James Tufts did
not intend for the newly routed links to attract tourists and characterize the resort. He hoped the
designated playing fields would divert the new game’s enthusiasts out of the livestock pasture

and away from his prized Holstein and Jersey dairy herd. Culver, however, the self-proclaimed
golf aficionado, took steps to entice northerners by delivering what they expected in a golf
course.189
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Over the 1897-1898 winter, Culver began to alter his routed course to resemble the links
style courses prominent in Scotland. In the Pinehurst Outlook, he announced that “thoroughly
cleared land, well fenced-in, and covered with thick growth of rye” formed the new links. To
further mimic the game’s Scottish origins, the new course would “be kept short by a flock of
more than a hundred sheep.”190 A workforce of local African Americans cleared the bramble and
scrub oak, led teams of horses to extract the longleaf stumps then plowed under any remaining
wiregrass obstructing the fairways. Finally, with direction from the club’s newly arrived golf
professional John Dunn Tucker, the workforce sowed new rye grass seeds. Few if any lasted to
spring. The official chronology of Pinehurst, housed at the Tufts Archive, indicates that the
plowed land added a second nine holes separate from the original routed course. In reality, only
nine playable holes remained, forming one “long” course while a second “short” course used
existing holes from the complete nine-hole course. According to historian Richard Moss, “the
short course was actually holes one, two, six, seven, eight and nine of the long course.”
Organizing the sixty acres in such a way allowed the novice to wade into the game by trying a
course shorter in length and time that would prepare them for the longer course later in the
season. This also meant Pinehurst only needed to maintain the original sixty acres. An area once
towering with longleaf pines, then sparsely covered with scrub oak and wiregrass, was reduced
further to dying rye grass and sand. The course lacked nearly all biodiversity. A massive roller,

pulled by horses, tamped down new unwanted growth, such as wiregrass, on the fairways. The
region’s scruffy wiregrass lined the fairways and designated the out-of-bounds line. The
landscape on those sixty acres underwent its first dramatic changes at the hands of Pinehurst
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employees, officials, and guests before the turn of the century. And contrary to the Pinehurst
Outlook description of the new course, little if any rye covered the fairways.191
Still, the game’s popularity exploded. In April 1898, the Pinehurst Outlook predicted that
golf “will be the most popular game here in future seasons…better scores are being made every
day.”192 The embrace was not limited to Pinehurst. Men and women from across the country
picked up clubs and took to the Scottish import in the late 1890s. Five country clubs organized
the United States Golf Association in 1894. In the second half of the decade many Americans
began reading The Golfer and Golf Bulletin, two widely circulated periodicals.193 By the end of
the decade, each state in the union had at least one golf course, and 982 facilities dotted the
landscape. Most outside of the Northeast, where the game found a considerable following, were
in resort towns like Pinehurst.194
Over the next eight years, as more Pinehurst visitors took up golf, Leonard Tufts realized
that he needed a designated employee to manage the golf courses. In 1905, he initially hired
Frank Maples, a Moore County local, to dig ditches. However, when Donald Ross, the resort’s
second golf professional and first designated golf course architect, arrived he saw Maples’ “skill
with soil.” Ross convinced Tufts to promote Maples to greenskeeper, a vocation younger than
Ross’s own position.195 The greenskeeper held little power but significant responsibility. In many
places, such as Ormond Beach, the greenskeeper and club professional were one in the same. 196

Golf course architects held more in common with landscape architects and focused on the course
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design, aesthetics, and playability. Like most golf course architects, Ross took the existing
landscape and designed a course to highlight the most dramatic features, such as undulations,
waterways, and tree lines, to create an enjoyable yet challenging round of golf. The architect then
charged the greenskeeper with bringing the designs to life. Ross remained involved in the design
of the Pinehurst golf courses until his death in 1948, but in 1905 the local North Carolinian
Maples took the management reins.197
The divide between design and design implementation strained the relationship between a
course architect and greenskeeper. Ross often prescribed methods to construct or renovate
aspects of a course. He assigned specifications for creating greens that called for six inches of a
clay, sand, and manure mixture and two inches of a compost top dressing for all greens across
the resort.198 Maples, on the other hand, carried out those directives within environmental
constraints, manpower shortages, and budgetary restrictions (a restriction did not always follow).
Often, the location of a green did not begin level and, therefore, needed extra clay, sand, and
manure to build up a side. These added materials, use of equipment, and man hours drained the
financial resources. The same principle applied to the fairways, which received most of Maples
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attention for his first twenty years at the resort. He often edited Ross’s directions, crossing out a
number here and adding a note there. In one striking example, Ross prescribed fifty pounds of
bone phosphate, a fertilizer, to be spread on the fairways, but Maples, more in touch with the
actual conditions of the ground, struck through Ross’s number and wrote eight hundred. Ross
could solve the sandy fairways at his drafting table. Maples, on the other hand, needed a more
material approach.199
Given their relationships with the course, it is no surprise that Ross and Maples often
viewed the same landscape differently. In a chapter of Ross’s memoir titled “Location, Location,
Location,” he insisted that “a sandy loam is by far the very best golfing soil.” Loam sand
provided excellent drainage and potential to form hazards (portions of the course designed to
penalize poor play such as sand bunkers). The memoir chapter mentioned Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, Long Island, New York, and Waterbury, Connecticut as areas that produced
nearly exemplary golf courses. However, to Ross, they did not quit hit the mark. Writing after
World War II, at the end of a long career designing more than four hundred golf courses, he
captioned a photograph of Pinehurst with “Of all the land I’ve surveyed for courses, none
compares to the sand barrens around Pinehurst, N.C.” For Ross, the Sandhills region and Tufts’s
Pinehurst in particular constituted the pinnacle of golf’s potential because of its geography and
geology, namely its loam sand soil.

The Sandhills quite literally had meters-deep loam, but Maples understood the difficulties
of establishing turf in an area without indigenous grasses. Having grown up through Moore
County’s naval stores era he knew too well that the region’s biodiversity dwindled during his
lifetime and had never hosted turf grasses of any sort. They both assumed that to establish grass
199
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in the Sandhills involved fertilizing and watering. Ross offered a passing comment on how to
achieve his lofty designs: “With the introduction of humus or compost, such soil provides
delightful conditions.” It was Maples job to figure out how much compost to introduce to the
land and where to get it from. His task got that much more difficult when Ross completed the
design for a second course, the now famous Pinehurst No. 2 course. In 1906, Maples began to
fatten the Sandhills’ soils and develop a process to grow grass in a barren land.200
As the 1905-1906 winter drew to a close, the guests returned north, and Tufts reflected on
the Pinehurst under his control, Frank Maples looked toward the coming growing season with
reassurance after a visit to the resort dairy. He needed a way to implement Ross’s call for turf
from each tee box to putting green and wide fairways for ease of play. Strategically placed sand
bunkers and undulations rewarded well-placed shots and penalized poor ones. Workmen and
horses could move earth and shape bunkers, but the turf carpeting the surrounding space
appeared only on the drafting table. Maples searched the resort for resources to cultivate the golf
course’s grass, which took him to the dairy pasture. The herd of more than one hundred cows
occupied a small strip of land west of the village. Tufts boasted that the “modern, up-to-date
dairy” matched the best dairies of the North. Guests viewed the operation as the means to
accessing fresh milk, cream, and cheese while on vacation. Maples, on the other hand, strolled
through the secluded pasture and observed that after ten years grass had begun to sprout. This

grass slowly spread and formed a patch work of turf across the sandy landscape. Although a far
stretch from resembling a meadow, the emerging monocots grew in a matted turf. It drastically
contrasted the native wiregrass that resembled a scrawny bush more than a leafy blade. The new
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greenskeeper found inspiration to replicate the dairy’s unanticipated achievement in mixed
husbandry.201
Advice from soil and agricultural scientists supported Maples’ approach. Letters from
professor W. C. Massey, formerly head of the Southern Pines Agricultural Experiment Station,
implied that the crop, dairy, and golf production functioned in sync with one another. After one
visit early in the first decade of the twentieth-century, Massey suggested crop rotation methods,
appropriate amounts of cotton seed meal for higher yields, and grass species for the golf courses.
Massey’s visit coincided with Maples’ initial hire. The grasses that Massey suggested (Canada
Blue Grass, Texas Blue Grass, Bermuda grass, and carpet grass) would theoretically provide
year-round turf coverage. The golfers, ideally, would enjoy the Blue Grasses in the winter and
the dairy cows would graze the Bermuda and carpet in the off season. Manure, collected from the
barns or spread by the cows themselves, tied the entire operation together. Regardless of what
type of grass or crop raised, Massey argued that manure would enrich the “land up to a good
state of cultivation.” Maples supplemented Massey’s direct advice with United States
Department of Agriculture bulletins that focused on soil moisture, fertility, and productivity.
Maples sought an answer to his turf problems in agricultural science.202
On April 13, 1906, Maples released a “Memoranda for Treatment of the Golf Links
during the Summer” that explained how he intended to grow grass in the sand barrens that Ross

praised. The memo laid out a plan of action for nine of the new eighteen. Either due to lack of
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resources or time constraints, Maples planned to work on only half of Ross’s new design of the
Pinehurst No. 2 course. The selected nine holes laid end to end and could be strung together to
create a distinct nine-hole course for use in the late fall. However, impending access alone did
not sway his selection or his actions on each hole. He assigned specific amounts of fertilizer for
certain holes, furrow widths for others, and lime for some. Half of hole six, the closest hole to the
dairy barn, acted as a cow yard for the dairy heifers while the other half housed the resort’s sheep
herd. Both herds received feed since only sparse grass existed to graze. Maples instructed his
groundcrew cut some fairways “as short as a lawn is kept in the North” while others were only
cut every six weeks. The memo reads more like an agricultural experiment than routine
directions for a groundcrew.203 Greenskeepers across America needed to know what combination
of seeding, manuring, and cutting would produce the best turf on their particular course. Maples
was no different. Across the board, the Holstein and Jersey manure played a vital role, as Massey
predicted. Thousands of pounds of manure from livestock, either directly applied by heifers and
sheep in the case of hole six or plowed under with horses, blanketed the one hundred acres
southwest of the Village of Pinehurst. Maples intermingled the cattle and future golf course with
the assumption that both relied on the other. This, of course, would be the case once the Red
Top, Kentucky Bluegrass, and Bermuda seeds took root. However, only the Bermuda germinated
and produced the slightest turf. Until the grass sprouted and spread, the heifers and sheep relied

on cotton seed meal and cow pea hay, which Tufts purchased off site and had hauled in to sustain
the supply of what Pinehurst advertised as “perfectly pure milk, butter, cream.” Maples hoped
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the strategic manure use, livestock placement, and plowing would grow a space for golf as guests
anticipated.204
In October 1906, the resort-goers that traveled twelve to twenty hours by train to
Pinehurst expected to play the recently designed and newly constructed golf course. Over the
second half of the season, five tournaments were scheduled at the new course, including the
United North South Open Championship that attracted golfers from across the country.205
Competitors would have to wait to test their skills on grass, though. The manure, seed, and
harrow method that Maples employed in the summer of 1906 failed to produce the thick, lush
turf that Massey predicted and golfers expected. Instead, the tournaments were played on largely
bare sand. The strategy to grow grass would take more time. Years, not months, and tons, not
pounds, of manure were needed to enrich the soil for Bermuda turf.206 By the end of 1906,
Maples had yet to establish grass on the No. 2 course, but this did not stop Tufts from releasing
an advertisement with golf as the main attraction.
The following year, Leonard Tufts and his team of advertisers published an extensive
pamphlet that showcased what Pinehurst offered, especially its “absolutely perfect” golf courses.
It impressed on preapproved readers that the village of Pinehurst, its resort amenities, and
surrounding landscape would provide guests with everything desired. Some aspects pertained to
luxury, such as en suite baths, telephones, and steam heating. The village school, public library,

and post office fulfilled civic needs. Two of the four hotels hosted orchestras. Billiards and
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bowling occupied the guests after hours. But the majority of the pamphlet concerned the “out-ofdoor” life available at Pinehurst. It boasted that guests could enjoy trap shooting, horseback
riding, and auto-driving through the resort’s 6,000-acres and additional 35,000-acre leased game
preserve. Visitors could hire hunting dogs, Virginia horses, and knowledgeable guides “upon
reasonable charges.” Tufts, however, believed that the golf courses attracted the nearly 2,000
guests annually. While the shooting, bowling alley, and library pamphlet sections made up a
single paragraph each, the golf courses spanned two full pages of text listed as the first amenity
under “Sports and Amusements.” Those that made the long trip south along the Seaborn Airline
Railway to the Southern Pines station then took the electric trolley to Pinehurst held great
expectations of the Pinehurst links. The pamphlet suggested that the Sandhills climate was
“conducive to good golf” and largely produced “fair greens.”207
The Pinehurst climate, according to Tufts, characterized every aspect of the resort but
particularly benefitted the winter golf courses for the “brain-weary” and “nerve-worn.” The
“ozone” that longleaf pines produced restored health and the sandy soil retained heat, making for
a warm and welcoming environment. Tufts asserted that Pinehurst maintained warmer winter
temperatures than any location north or south of the village and more healthful than “any place
east of the Rocky Mountains.” All of this, the pamphlet insisted, helped keep the nine-hole and
eighteen-hole golf courses in the “pink [sic] of condition.” The same sand that maintained

moderate winter temperatures laid a foundation for the “best course in the country where winter
golf is possible.” Climate, weather, and sand alone did not create the courses, but the pamphlet
led readers to believe that those three components provided the raw materials for architects and
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greenskeepers—who remained nameless—to produce Tufts’ self-proclaimed ideal golf
courses.208
Tufts remarked on the “Skilled labor” used to create a golf course from climate, weather,
and sand. The soil, by 1907, had a legendary reputation for infertility. Upon traveling to Aiken,
South Carolina, Tufts spoke with a former Confederate colonel who claimed that, during the
Civil War he saw “the poorest land in North Carolina and I believe in the whole world…twelve
miles south of a little town called Carthage.” Ross’s links were almost exactly twelve miles due
south of Carthage. To overcome the Sandhills stigma and denuded soil, Maples needed more
expertise and science to transform the least fertile soil into tenable land. Tuft’s reference to
“skilled labor” emphasized skill over labor and alluded to course architect Ross, greenskeeper
Maples, and agricultural specialists such as Massey. Tufts underscored the expertise by revealing
that “over $5,000 has been spent during the last summer in planting Burmuda [sic] grass roots
and in manuring the course.” The cost resembled what St. Andrew’s Golf Club spent in 1897 to
build only its turf putting greens. Still, the $5,000 would have paid for a team of day laborers
many times over. Most of the expense went to Ross and Maples’ salaries and securing Bermuda
roots from Georgia. Bermuda grass signified that Pinehurst took great care to develop the land
for golf because, at the time, most in the South understood Bermuda to be a weed and scourge to
row crops. Albert Way has argued that “C. dactylon [Bermuda grass] was at once propitious and

pernicious.” Many farmers saw Bermuda as overrated, others ruinous. Conversely, agrostologists
praised the monocot for its ability to thrive in heat, resist drought, and recover after frost. USDA
chief botanist George Vasey understood Bermuda to be a key piece to transforming southern
agriculture. In 1907, William Spillman, a USDA agrostologist, called Bermuda grass “the great
208
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pasture-grass of subtropical and warm temperate regions throughout the world.” Although the
vast majority of resort-goers had little if any understanding of these arguments, they understood
that “skilled” meant scientific and Burmuda [sic] grass roots” took the land out of crop
production and assigned it to the Pinehurst Country Club Department to create an “absolutely
perfect” course.209
By 1907, what exemplified an “absolutely perfect” golf course varied, but the sport’s
leading publications had been sketching an ideal design. This directed what golfers hoped to see
on the links. According to The Golf Bulletin, a perfect course meant one of proper length. Six
thousand yards or more constituted an acceptable “yardage.”210 The United States Golf
Association clearly stated that turf grass must be present on anything resembling a golf course
and must be established by “Nature.” Knowing the environmental conditions of an area would
create the ideal “verdant, elastic, resistant and permanent turf.” With local knowledge, the USGA
insisted, it would take only one year to cultivate turf that could turn a field into a proper golf
course. Most of the USGA’s member clubs were in the northeast, and one of its leading figures,
Charles Blair MacDonald, stringently believed nature and tradition went hand in glove. His
expression of an ideal course, the National Golf Links, used the Long Island coastline to imitate
Scotland’s “championship links abroad.”211 Walter J. Travis, a professional golfer and editor of
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The American Golfer, insisted that the putting greens represented “the very heart and soul of a
links.” To him, properly seeded and maintained turf putting surfaces created the cornerstone of a
great golf course.212 Length, grassy fairways, and emerald putting surfaces, based in nature and
tradition, formed the guidelines for resort developers and greenskeepers, alike. However,
Pinehurst found itself in a compromising position when it released its 1907 pamphlet. The resort
certainly had sprawling space to create the desired yardage, but Maples’ efforts to seed the
fairways and Ross’s sand putting surface design subverted the growing consensus that an
acceptable, not to mention an “absolutely perfect,” golf course needed grass from tee to pin.
Maples’ work in his first years failed to meet this expectation. However, the affluent
stockbrokers and real estate speculators gathering at the resort did not maintain a tightly defined
standard for the best golf course during this time, even if they did take these three aspects
(length, grass coverage, and putting surface) into account. The USGA, which Pinehurst belonged
to, did not have the authority to restrict member clubs from calling any land a “golf course” or a
sand putting surface a “green.” The terms were and remain unregulated. 213 Maples’ continued
efforts to blanket the Sandhills with grass reflected guests’ hope for grass fairways, but Ross’s
continued use of sand greens showed a developing double standard. When the USGA first
published the Bulletin of Green Section, a turf management periodical, greenskeepers and owners
from several clubs spanning Los Angeles to Georgia wrote articles on creating sand putting

greens.214 The USGA even urged clubs with sand greens that they, too, could benefit from the
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periodical. They urged readers to not take “too narrow a view of the functions of a Green
Committee,” typically made up of dues paying members and country club staff. At Pinehurst and
similar resorts, unlike private suburban country clubs, transient guests left most course
improvements up to the permanent greenskeeper and architect. A 1907 article in the Pinehurst
Outlook described the resort golf courses as “not only supreme, but complete, representing every
worthy phase of the game…From all sections of the land its friends come, and the vast army of
golfers which constitute the cosmopolitan assembly gathered here…a condition which is, like the
village, complete, perfect and unique.” Not all visitors agreed, but, by the end of the decade,
some of the resort’s wealthiest patrons began building private cottages within walking distance
of the club house and village.215
Many, especially a growing contingent of industrialists and bankers, heavily invested in
the Pinehurst area. The resort’s continued growth through the end of the decade spoke to their
acceptance of the Pinehurst golf courses and the cultural atmosphere at the village. Popular
lifestyle and golf magazines echoed the sentiment. Town and Country continued to highlight
Pinehurst as a fashionable winter destination, popular for the debutante balls. In 1909, The
American Golfer featured Pinehurst as the most popular destination for winter golf. Even
Southern Planter noted the undeniable presence of golfers that “crowd there by the thousands in
the winter.”216 In the second decade of the twentieth-century, more returning guests purchased
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cottages they once rented or built their own. They flocked to the resort in the thousands to see
old friends and play golf on Ross’s courses.217
Through the 1910s, Pinehurst continued to expand. Tufts’s experiment in the Sandhills
entered a new phase of development and attracted a new clientele. The village continued to
represent to many the height of modern technology, especially given its rural southern setting.
Affluent families that spent weeks or even months at the resort expected telephones, indoor
plumbing, and electricity. They were no longer novelties. The new resort-goers, wealthier than
the earlier visitors, brought their conspicuous consumption with them. They no longer used the
electric trolley connecting Southern Pines and Pinehurst. Instead, they hired chauffeurs. Soon,
Leonard Tufts, had the trolley tracks paved over. Automobiles changed how the New York
advertisers and Philadelphia bankers reached the New England village. In 1911, Tufts, a doctor,
and a black servant trekked up to Washington D.C. by car. They pitched tents and the servant
cooked over an open fire. It took two weeks to traverse rutted paths, muddy trails, and few paved
roads. The trip acted as both a scouting mission for a future road project and publicity. They
hoped guests would soon no longer be reliant on the train schedules and instead be able to
reliably and comfortably access the resort by automobiles. Indeed, by 1915, the region became
known as the “’Hub’ of southern good roads.” This funneled more visitors to Pinehurst able to
participate in the golfing culture.218

Once at the resort, either by way of train, trolley, or car, visitors stepped into a maturing
village. The setting for social life grew into its own through the 1910s. Men could join the Tin
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Whistles and women the Silvers Foils, two exclusive and invitation-only golfing clubs. The
resort club house, devoted primarily to golf, underwent two major renovations. An enclosed
second floor and first floor addition accommodated the new golf club members. Other social
spaces grew in importance, as well. The casino, made for social gatherings not gambling, hosted
afternoon congenial conversations along its open front porch and “Cake Walks,” a racist and
dehumanizing competition where white guests ranked infant African Americans, in its great
room. Bustling village shops, a mechanic’s garage, and a village school welcomed long term
guests and supported a growing local economy. The Holly Inn and Carolina Hotel, two enormous
wooden buildings received fresh coats of paint and repairs after years of use. Two new hotels,
the Berkshire and the Harvard, welcomed 100 guests each for month-long visits.219
In 1915, Golf recognized why so many Northerners and increasingly Midwesterners
traveled by train and car to the Sandhills each year. The article proclaimed
Pinehurst is, to be brief, the most complete and perfectly equipped fall, winter and
spring resort in the world, an ideal village… Possessing exceptional opportunities
for outdoor life, it also offers the best conditions for living in every sense of the
word… As the winter golf center of the two hemispheres, Pinehurst is now
thoroughly established…

Along with the tennis, trap shooting, equestrian sports, and more than 40,000 acres of owned or
leased land, the resort’s three eighteen-hole golf courses amounting to 18,000 yards provided
guests with ample outdoor recreation. Despite the wide variety of attractions, golf had become
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the most visible and well known. Golf praised the courses that were “perfectly maintained and
laid out in accordance with modern standards.” The author credited the earlier experiments with
mixed husbandry, manuring, and harrowing for “solv[ing] the problem of fairgreen construction,
maintenance and perfection.” By 1915, perfection for a southern course meant “thick, fine
matted turf” specifically noticeable on the tenth and eighth fairways of the No. 2 course. Sand
greens still prevailed. “Careful attention” paid to the other thirty-four holes framed the two
perfect holes.220
In the late 1910s, Maples delved further into agricultural science and intensified his
efforts to improve the land. Dairy cows proved integral to turf cultivation as sheep fell out
rotation. Once the guests went north for the summer, Maples fenced off sections of a fairway to
form a yard for twenty head of cattle. After the success of the initial pen at hole six, Maples
spread the practice through the resort. According to Tufts, “two or three applications during the
summer of cotton seed meal and fish scrap, alternate, holds the turf fairly well, but making a caw
(sic) yard does better.” Through the summers, Maples rotated Jerseys and Holsteins across the
resort to prepare the soil for grass. The Bermuda turf, which thrived in the summer heat, went
dormant after the first cold snap, an auspicious time when the first visitors arrived. By
November, Tufts recalled, “crab grass took everything and the crab grass dying in the winter
would leave bare sand spots.” Again, the guests headed north after the season and cattle made

their way to their sandy lots ready to start the process over. To break the cycle, Maples began
conducting experiments with C.V. Piper, an agrostologist for the Bureau of Plant Industry. Piper
had studied Bermuda grass around Montgomery, Alabama. In that time, he observed excellent
Bermuda turf along the roadsides, as lawns, and on golf courses. He noted that “the plant
220
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responds to the use of lime.” “The soils in Montgomery” he reminded Maples, “are rich in lime.”
In July 1916, Maples spread two tons of ground lime per acre across half a fairway. Piper
instructed him to “watch carefully its behavior in comparison with the unlimed part alongside.”
He also instructed that Bermuda thrived in dense “clayey types of soil” and that Pinehurst needed
to spread clay, lime, then seed. According to Tufts, the liming and imported clay slightly
improved grass coverage, but “it was far from satisfactory.” 221
Still, the guests flocked to the Sandhills. Many more built homes and took up seasonal
residences. Despite Tufts’ disappointment with the courses’ turf coverage, several high-profile
Americans embraced the culture of Pinehurst. During 1916 and 1917, some of America’s
wealthiest families built cottages. Houses two or even four times the size of the rented cottages
began to fill in 100 acres northwest of the Carolina Hotel. An article in the Pinehurst Outlook
praised the new developments. It argued that the new seasonal residents ushered in “a period of
persistent progress and unprecedented prosperity.” The twenty-seven new buildings, most
residential, housed members of America’s millionaire class. The new owners included
stockbroker C. L. Bausher, Brooklyn City Railroad vice president Henry Frothingham Noyes and
an original investor in Ford Motor Company, Horace Rackham. The cottages were colonial
revival and shingle clad styles but of enormous size. Walter Hines Page, the famous journalistturned-ambassador and a member of the family that had sold 6,000 acres to James Tufts in 1895,

also had a cottage built. Leonard Tufts followed suit and had Pinehurst’s crew of masons and
carpenters erect a fifteen-bedroom mansion overlooking hole three of the No. 2 course. Unlike
the earlier cottage building spree, Pinehurst’s new seasonal residents brought untold excesses of
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wealth. The company of each other and ability to create ostentatious displays of wealth, and
opportunity to participate in the maturing golf culture attracted them to the Sandhills. America’s
entry into World War I stifled building, but, by 1920, millionaires added thirty additional
cottages to the growing golf colony. The new homes, sense of place, and social patterns revolved
around golf. Their presence provided a tacit acceptance of the village itself and the surrounding
golf courses.222
Despite the burgeoning semi-permanent millionaire community, Maples frustratingly still
had yet to completely cover the sandy landscape with green turf. On some fairways, Maples
resorted to leveling the sand with forty-six-inch-wide steel rollers instead of continuing to
cultivate Bermuda. Horses and riding lawnmowers without cutting blades pulled the heavy
rollers across the forsaken fairways to smooth the sand and create a solid and consistent surface
to hit a golf ball from. These Toro and Coldwell machines, smaller than tractors, had light
gasoline engines and were capable of roughly cutting three feet wide. However, except in limited
areas, Maples primarily used them to pull the rollers. In 1918, the resort purchased a new
lawnmower, this time entirely without the cutting decks. A letter from the Pinehurst General
Office explained the “Light Motor Lawn Mower,” a Coldwell Lawn Mower, would be “for use
on the links here as a roller [only].” The purchase represented the dire situation facing
Pinehurst.223

While Maples fought with the Sandhills, (made the best of the Sandhills,) the resort as a
whole blossomed. Growing greenery and towering trees added to the village’s maturing
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appearance. The hollies and boxwoods that Frederick Law Olmsted originally called for in 1895
were beginning to reach maturity. Maple and oak branches reached across the curvilinear
roadways, creating shady and cool tunnels that led from cottages to the shops, restaurants, and
meeting places. The village green, a semicircular communal space that began as a desolate lot,
reached new heights with strategically planted pines and a blanket of pine needles. In the 1920s,
guests watched the pines, some longleaf and many more loblolly, sore into the Carolina sky. As
the years passed, the conifers grew to shade the village green that had begun to sprout grass.
After twenty-five years, Pinehurst began to resemble the Sandhills’ former forest before lumber
barons decimated it. However, the Detroit automobile executives and New York investors did
not travel south to see second-growth trees.224
By the early 1920s, several winter resorts from California to Georgia joined Pinehurst as
prominent lifestyle enclaves. Hot Springs, Arkansas, Santa Barbara, California, and Clearwater,
Florida hosted competing venues with golf courses. The American Golfer published a series of
articles in 1923 highlighting the most popular and prominent golf resorts of the South. Pinehurst
did not make the list. Each of the emerging vacation destinations included spaces for golf, one of
the fastest growing recreations in North America through the 1910s and into the 1920s. The
game became a mainstay of nearly every resort. Standardization, not novelty, tied these
destinations together, which meant the sand that Maples’ groundcrew rolled did not hold up to

close inspection. Simply put, by 1920, Tufts’s earlier statement that Pinehurst maintained
“absolutely perfect,” golf courses could not hold up to scrutiny. As more resorts commissioned
golf course architects and greenskeepers to design, construct, and cultivate golf courses on
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landscapes more conducive to growing turf grass, Pinehurst’s sand greens and sparse fairways
stood out. If Pinehurst were to compete, something needed to change. 225
At the end of the 1910s, Pinehurst found itself in a situation both advantageous and
precarious. Some of America’s wealthiest families had built their own private cottages in the
Sandhills and invested in the resort. They ensured a client base. Their wealth and the community
they promoted through the formal Tin Whistles club and informal interactions around the village
hall and club house helped golf prosper in spite of the struggling golf courses. The Pinehurst
links, ironically, inhibited the resort’s growth. The environment restricted the resort from
recruiting new golfers. After World War I, the game exploded in America. According to Richard
Moss, “golf grew luxuriously.” Millions played the game. Its “temple was the country club, its
priest was the professional, and its patron saint was the businessman.” Moss, and many players,
overlook the essential role of each golf course’s contractor. At Pinehurst, Frank Maples built and
rebuilt the temple. Each time, he took two steps forward and one step back. To keep people
teeing off at Pinehurst, Maples needed to harness the fickle Sandhills environment. The quirky
rolled fairways and patchy grass pleased those already tied to the resort, but it did little attract the
millions of new golfers.226
In 1921, the United States Golf Association (USGA) partnered with the United States
Department of Agriculture to publish turf research for North American golf clubs searching to
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improve their courses. Unlike the American Golfer or Golf Illustrated that published articles on
the culture of golf and how to play the game, the USGA’s new periodical focused on
construction and cultivation of a golf course. The Bulletin of Green Section of the United Golf
Association, a highly specialized trade journal, promoted the study and cultivation of turf grasses
in North America. The USGA’s executive secretary, W.B. Lydenberg, appealed to Tufts’ need to
align his golf courses with the USGA’s “Green Committee” standard. Membership and
participation, Lyndberg noted, “depend[ed] on cooperation, and the broader our field of
cooperation the greater returns to member-clubs.” A club first needed to subscribe the USGA’s
turf periodical and urge other clubs to do the same.227 The appeal worked. Upon reading the first
issue, Tufts wrote the vice chairman R.A. Oakley informing him that the issue “interested [him]
very much” and then directed an article on composting to Maples. Tufts assured Oakley that
greenskeepers, not owners, needed the Bulletin to best perform their duties. Tufts wrote three
separate letters to confirm that Maples directly received the periodicals.228
The Bulletin reaffirmed much of Maples’ previous cultivation techniques. One article by
C. V. Piper and R. A. Oakley in the inaugural issue argued that “fine grass seeds” created “firstclass results.” Maples knew this and had even sought Piper’s advice a few years earlier on the
matter. Another article instructed greenskeepers to perform experiments that applied “a single
substance…[to] one-half of a green” and compare the results to “the other half left untouched.”

Maples had organized experiments in the past. Finally, a third article prescribed that
greenskeepers “fertilize in the form of well-rotted barn manure…at the rate of about four tons to
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the acre.”229 In a conversation with Tufts, Maples complimented the authors’ efforts, saying
“There are a lot of articles in [the periodical] that help me put in practice theories that I have
had.”230 In reality, most of the articles confirmed his use of cow yards, experiments, and seed
choices, but his process still lacked the much sought after results. This prompted Tufts, as owner
and spokesman for Pinehurst, to publish Maples’ methods.
In December 1921, approximately 600 subscribing golf clubs read about the struggle to
grow grass at Pinehurst. In “Producing Turf on Poor Land at Pinehurst, North Carolina,” in the
Bulletin of Green Section, Tufts described the land surrounding his village as “wretchedly poor
sand-hill land…not made for growing turf grasses.” Flying in the face of Ross’s praise for the
Sandhills, the opening paragraph shrouded golf in the Sandhills in a struggle that persisted
through the article’s publication. Denuded soil and lack of native turf grasses, according to Tufts,
prevented Pinehurst from meeting the developing golf course standard. As the game swept across
the expanding suburban spaces and burgeoning vacation destinations in the 1910s, its
practitioners envisioned a standard and transferable space for play that Maples was unable to
provide. Tufts touted the summer cow yards that led to winter fairways as a major
accomplishment; though, he did overstate the rate of success. Where it took Maples more than
five years of manuring and harrowing to cultivate marginal Bermuda turf, Tufts asserted that
only two years had yielded “excellent turf.” Maples mixed husbandry approach reaped a limited

victory, but it did provide a basis for future work. The journal’s niche theme and specialized
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audience allowed Tufts to speak freely about the problems that Maples confronted—perhaps
other greenskeepers experienced similar conundrums. The article revolved around the struggle to
grow turf grasses at the resort and the various, mostly failed, efforts to achieve the desired turf
coverage.231
By the time Tufts published his article, the golf course, a space with specific material
attributes, mattered at least as much as the culture of golf. As a result, emphasis on the
uniqueness of where one played drew fewer devotees. Stubborn land suggested that the area
would not create a good course, despite gilded locker rooms or exclusive clubs. The Tin Whistles
were not enough, nor were the millionaire’s cottages. For nearly two decades, Maples strived to
improve the Sandhills with mixed husbandry but largely failed. The obstinate environment
resisted his efforts to establish more than 100 acres of turf grasses. The novel rolled fairways
hindered rather than expanded growth. Tufts lamented the very land that his father heralded as
unique, healthy and attractive. The nineteenth-century patrons that sought healthful rejuvenation
at reduced rates were replaced by twentieth-century businessmen, millionaires, and golf
enthusiasts. As a result, client expectations shifted dramatically. The well-draining soil that
James Tufts formerly praised because it discouraged malaria overwhelmed the newly arrived
golfers with unfashionable and unattractive hazards. What James Tufts saw as the key to
breathing life back into overworked New Englanders crippled his son’s aspirations to maintain a

profitable resort. Specifically, what patrons expected a golf course to look and play like
subverted what Pinehurst had to offer. In 1921, Pinehurst was still a New England village
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surrounded by the barren, desolate, denuded environment. Golf had yet to transform the
Sandhills into an improved, productive, and good land.
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CHAPTER VI
THE LABOR OF LEISURE: GOLF GREENS THE SANDHILLS
In 1921, Leonard Tufts sat down to reflect on two decades of his many failed attempts, and few
minor successes, at creating golf courses in the barren Sandhills. In an article in the Bulletin of
Green Section of the United States Golf Association, he aligned his own efforts with those who
had owned the “wretchedly poor sand hill land” before him. It had always been hard to make
grass grow there, he claimed, and it still was. There were no easy solutions.232
Tufts’ two-page article discouraged the need for chemical fertilizers, copious amounts of
water, or imported “clay and muck.” Nitrate of soda proved counterproductive, spawning
crabgrass and nut grass, neither of which made for a fairway. Except in excessive drought, added
water was “of no value.” The most productive grasses, as Tufts saw it, were found in the “cow
yards,” where twenty head of cattle wandered the summer fairways ensuring an even distribution
of organic fertilizer. After a week of direct manuring, the use of a “spike-tooth harrow” produced
the best turf, according to Tufts. The greenskeepers and club owners who read the article might
have questioned Tufts’ bovine approach; its unexpected success secured Tufts’ article a space in
the periodical. The USGA’s Green Section sought out novel and inventive techniques for
transforming fallow fields into lush links. After more than two decades of trial and error, golf at
Pinehurst began to make spoiled land good.233
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Over the next fifteen years, golf finalized its transformation of the Sandhills. The once
cutover pine forest and sand dunes that Henry Page Sr. unloaded onto James Tufts in 1895 found
new meaning through golf. The resort’s primary attraction facilitated village life, land use
practices, and consumer expectations. The affluent guests continued to enjoy other sports at
Pinehurst. Horseback riding, hunting, and croquet still attracted visitors to Moore County, but
none of these directed the region’s economy, conditioned its land use, or structured resort labor.
By the 1920s, the village finances, land, and work revolved around golf, and golf infused itself in
each. From 1921 to 1936, the relationship between course design and experimental agriculture,
an exclusive retreat and a working farm, northern capital and a southern environment naturalized
golf at Pinehurst.
Greenskeeper Frank Maples understood that a keystone of golf’s impact on the landscape
of Pinehurst was African American labor. Previous efforts to create abundance on desolate land
had involved black workers. However, through the 1920s and into the 1930s, Maples exceeded
his payroll budget year after year, hiring more men to tirelessly implement Donald Ross’s
designs and manifest guests’ expectations. Reading between the lines of Tufts’ 1921 article and
behind advertising copy in magazines like Town and Country, Maples and a crew of
predominantly black workmen had shaped and reshaped the Sandhills to attract more guests to
the village cottages and hotels. The wealthy, white northern visitors rarely interacted with resort
labor, and when they did the interactions were restricted to particular situations. Pinehurst
limited the opportunities for wealthy, white northern guests to interact with resort labor, despite
labor’s fundamental role in creating the physical environment that guests enjoyed. When resortgoers and African American workers did confront one another, the interaction remained highly
circumscribed as performative labor. The agricultural work needed to cultivate golf courses at
130

Pinehurst remained masked. The jobs that visitors could and could not see divided Pinehurst
labor along racial and regional lines. These divisions brought guests back to the fairways each
winter and discreetly cultivated its fields each summer. The performative black caddy (bag
handler) and masked African American groundcrew conditioned a visitor’s social and
environmental experience. Each golfer reserved their own personal caddy with whom they spent
nearly four hours with on the golf course. They rarely, if ever, saw the groundcrew that
maintained the links they traversed. The two sides of the same coin that black labor occupied
reinforced wealthy white, northern expectations of African Americans as a subservient race and
golf courses as a self-perpetuating, natural environment.
In southern states like North Carolina, the roots of golf’s labor stretched back to slavery.
Nicodemas Taylor, an early Pinehurst employee, was born into slavery in either 1823 or 1824.
During the Civil War, he thwarted being sold from Kentucky lawyer and politician James
Guthrie to a speculator for $1,300 in gold by hiding in a plantation house then leading
bloodhounds on a multiday chase. After the war, Taylor migrated to the Sandhills, possibly in
search of lost relatives. At the height of the region’s naval stores industry, Taylor worked in the
turpentine industry. The process of extracting turpentine form longleaf pines required back
breaking, labor intensive work. Men working in isolation among the seemingly endless longleaf
forest cut boxes into a tree, notched corners to direct the flow of turpentine, then dipped or
collected the product. Throughout the season, which last from March to November, men needed
to “chip” the boxes to create a continuous flow. Taylor worked as a chipper in the turpentine
industry. The average man chipped 10,000 boxes a week. To a Pinehurst Outlook reporter, he
spoke of the 31,000 boxes a week he regularly chipped. For his triple labor, he received three
times a single ration: “four pounds of white meat, one bag of meal and one quart of molasses.”
131

After the longleaf pines dripped their last drops of turpentine, he went to work clearing the driedout pines. One landowner who hired him insisted on paying five cents for each tree felled. Taylor
accepted the rate and put his seven-pound axe to use. After yelling “timber” 100 times in a single
day, the landowner renegotiated the contract. Taylor recounted that the flat rate of one dollar and
rations each day secured “the most wages I ever got.” Soon after his financial highpoint, Taylor
worked for James Tufts at Pinehurst.234
Men and women like Taylor created the conditions for James Tufts to buy land for a
$1.25 an acre and for Frank Maples to maintain the resort’s golf courses. Taylor’s work in the
longleaf forest and on the resort bridged the gap between the Sandhills before and after
Pinehurst’s founding. The treeless land and the New England village could not have been cleared
or built without the man that the Pinehurst Outlook called “Uncle Demas” or the hundreds of
others like him. As with the naval stores, Pinehurst management and ownership employed
African Americans. They worked almost exclusively outside, primarily during the off season,
and often under direct supervision. Even though their work spanned the naval stores-Pinehurst
divide and eased the transition between the two, the affluent whites that traveled to the region in
the early twentieth-century trivialized, exploited, and dehumanized the black labor. Visitors did
not see workers as integral to creating the landscape they enjoyed. Like the steel mills in the
Pittsburgh or the coal mines in Ludlow, workers appeared, if they appeared at all, as cogs in a
machine isolated to the background. Their toil wrung longleaf of turpentine, cleared rotting
forests, and, in their place, built a winter colony equipped with golf courses. However, local
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histories, travel accounts, and advertisements presented resort labor as tertiary, vague, and
ornamental at best. Visitors saw Frederick Law Olmsted, Donald Ross, and James Tufts as the
designers and builders of Pinehurst and believed they extracted value form the Sandhills, not
African American laborers. Men like Nicodemas Taylor made the lumbering and resort
amenities possible and profitable, but golf’s all-consuming grip on Pinehurst obscured their
role.235
For the first four decades of the twentieth-century, the most visible function of black
labor on a golf course would have been as golf caddy, a man responsible for carrying clubs and
advising the golfer along the round. They proved essential to be seen and interacted with, a stark
contrast to all other workers at the resort. In the first decade of twentieth-century, hundreds of
African Americans caddied for Pinehurst golfers. A white “Caddy Master” hired, paid, and
organized the black caddies. He was responsible for guaranteeing that the caddies acted,
appeared, and performed their duties in a supportive but submissive way. In 1908, The Southern
Planter noted that the Caddy Master “250 caddies kept at the handsome clubhouse” served
players along the “nine miles of golf links.”236 To play golf at Pinehurst, or most other country
clubs or resorts at the time, meant employing a caddy for your round of golf. White guests tipped
and consulted their black caddies throughout their round. (This is a tradition that has died at all
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but a few courses in the United States. Still, into the twenty-first-century, Pinehurst Country
Club requires golfers to hire one of their caddies—now predominantly white men—before
playing on Donald Ross’s No. 2 course.) Even if it was not a prerequisite for play, the common
practice prescribed caddies an essential though racial and demeaning role in golf.237
White northerners’ reliance on black caddies maintained exploitive racial interactions,
even when a golfer did seek a caddy’s aid. In the Jim Crow era, the relationship between the
black caddy and the white golfer went beyond servant and master. According to Lane Demas,
“unlike other service duties that called for silence and acquiescence, golf usually encouraged
caddies to offer their opinions and instruction, sometimes directly challenging their employer’s
discretion.” Being “expected to provide blunt input” placed African Americans in an awkward
position of authority and expertise. Golfers typically valued their caddy’s input because they held
intimate knowledge of the course.238 At Pinehurst, their expertise revolved around advising their
patrons to hit difficult shots out of sandy fairways and, after 1936, “reading” the turf greens to
recommend the best line.239 Many caddies enjoyed playing golf. Some caddies later played
professionally in the Professional Golfers’ Association (PGA) before it was formally segregated
in 1934. Despite genuine expertise in the game, according to the reports of the white golfers, the
tone of caddies’ skill remained light, at times comedic and performative. In 1914, one
publication relied on stereotypical black dialect to tell what they thought were a joke about a lefthanded golfer from Chicago. The man asked his black Pinehurst caddy how to improve his
game. The caddy responded “Boss, I ain’t discovered nothin’…’cept de fact you have been
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standin’ on de wrong side of de ball.”240 This revealed how golf placed whites and African
Americans in an intermediate zone, where whites expected acquiescence and blacks reluctantly
gave it. Unlike the black domestic in a white home, the caddy-golfer relationship ideally centered
around the golfer’s incompetence and the caddy’s knowledge. The American Golfer reported on
a man trying golf for the first time who thanked the “charitable inscrutable and expressionless
negro caddy.” However, reports like this reinforced black ignorance and an African American’s
inability to teach white guests.241
In the first half of the twentieth-century, despite their expert knowledge, black caddies
ultimately performed a service that white employers and golfers believed African Americans
were “ideally suited” for.242 The trope of a “happy caddy” that carried golf clubs, instructed, and
read greens positioned them as loyal. Their supposed “temperament” suited African Americans
in a period of racial unrest and embrace of Jim Crow laws. Ultimately, though, they fell into the
category of meagerly paid subordinates subjected to discrimination and abuse at the hands of
their employers and managers. During the roaring twenties, Donald Currie, a white Pinehurst
“Caddy Master,” managed 550 caddies. Fear of physical contact between races meant Currie
needed to administer yearly medical exams to the black caddies for contagious diseases to ensure
they were fit for work for white golfers. Currie also provided food at a “minimum cost.” He
preferred black caddies over white teenagers who he saw as “unreliable” and “ambitious.” Black
caddies, on the other hand, worked for decades, even for life. Boys as young as seven and men as
old as seventy carried bags, some two at a time. Doubling bags secured more wages. Still, during
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the 1920s, Pinehurst caddies earned only as much as three dollars a day. These good days,
though, were rare. They only worked twice a week and averaged two dollars a week. By
comparison, Pinehurst golfers paid their northern chauffeurs a median wage of $34.70 a week.
The average home gardener in Philadelphia earned $28.75 a week. The seasonal nature of
caddying compounded these pay discrepancies. Rounds of golf stopped in April and did not start
up again until October. The low pay and seasonal work ensured a poverty-stricken life in the
Sandhills. Efforts to secure raises met harsh resistance. Donald Ross personally stifled one caddy
strike by attacking a caddy with his own five-iron golf club. Tufts’s New England village was
not immune to the nation’s violent realities. However, as historian Richard Moss pointed out,
despite this act of violence, “paternalism and the clever use of wealth” more accurately
characterized the resort’s dominance over its workforce.243
Wealthy whites all but forced African Americans to engage in several dehumanizing
events that reinforced black subordination and white dominance. Along with caddying, an
essential occupation, a series of contests pitting them against one another provided guests with
entertainment. In Pinehurst’s early years, the visitors oversaw the “Baby Show and Cake Walk.”
In the Baby Show, fifteen African American mothers presented their infants to a panel of white
resort-goers for their inspection. The Pinehurst Outlook reported that “this was the first
opportunity that many of our guests have had to inspect little pickaninnies at short range, and all
seemed anxious to improve the occasion.” The winning baby earned a five-dollar bill and the
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panel gave second place two dollars and fifty cents. “A special prize” of one dollar was given to
all contestants. The Pinehurst Outlook reported that two of the mothers named their newborns
after two of the northern resort-goers and insisted that the contestants enjoyed the exploitive and
invasive contest. Following the newborn inspections, two cake walks, one for children and
another for adults, livened the Pinehurst Casino with song and dance. In this competition, the
panel rewarded couples who “pranced around the hall” and impressed the crowd. A variety of
dancing styles, including “Grecian bend,” “hop, skip, and jump,” and “mincing steps” elated the
judges. Winning couples received a freshly baked cake from the Holly Inn bakery. During the
panel deliberations, black musical acts entertained the onlooking crowd. The local paper boasted
that the “Baby Show and Cake Walk” “was the most successful” event of the season.244
More physical events also preoccupied white onlookers. The five-dollar-drive tested a
caddy’s foot speed and the greased pole a black man’s climbing ability. Beginning in 1905, the
Winter Golf League of Advertising Interests (WGLAI) ended its yearly meeting with a driving
contest, where contestants hit a golf ball as far as possible. Ostensibly an event to thank the
groups’ caddies, the events were actually performances of white wealth and dominance. The
competition began with the WGLAI president teeing up a golf ball on top of a five-dollar solid
gold piece, then hitting the ball down the fairway. Caddies then raced each other to the ball,
fighting to secure it. The caddy who returned the golf ball to the president won the gold piece. As
racist as the five-dollar-drive was for caddies, the greased pole was at least as demeaning. This
event pitted two African American men against each other in the middle of the village square
racing to climb a slick telephone pole. The proper New Englanders congregated around to watch,
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yelling to the “colored brother” racing to the top. The Pinehurst Outlook called the race “some of
the best fun at Pinehurst.” No reported prize except entertainment “for themselves and
onlookers” enticed the participants and crowds.245
The New England village’s white guests saw the racist contests as lighthearted and
harmless, but the African Americans who lived outside of the resort bubble understood that they
fit into a larger context of racial oppression. As dehumanizing as the cake walks and five-dollardrives were, they were little compared to direct white-on-black violence. On March 22, 1900, a
mob lynched George Ritter, a black farm laborer, on the northern end of Moore county, about
twenty miles from Pinehurst. In 1898, white supremacist Democrats and Red Shirts orchestrated
what historian David Zucchino calls a coup to overthrow the legitimately elected biracial
Wilmington, North Carolina government and banish hundreds of African American families.246
These atrocious acts of racial violence, and hundreds more like them, were categorically
different from the baby contests and greased pole. However, the forms of subjugation at
Pinehurst were neither unique nor defensible and terrorized African Americans working at the
resort. Their particular combination evinced the peculiar relationships and social expectations
between a southern black community and northern upper-class whites. The relatively mild
manner of racial subjugation in the New England village reinforced what the lynching forced on
innocent victims; African Americans were inferior to whites. The affluent white guests,
management, and ownership subjugated, exploited, and demeaned the black Pinehurst employees
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in such a way as to appear paternal. They did not lynch. They gave one lucky caddy a five-dollar
gold coin. Their alleged generosity appeared accepting of African Americans and even
progressive when compared to a lynching or coup. But their approach also enabled Pinehurst’s
racial hierarchy and Jim Crow to persist for decades, visibly locking blacks into a low paying
and exploitive, performative life.
Still, the caddies’ high visibility and intimate relationship with clients distinguished them
from other Pinehurst workers. Until well after World War II, caddies remained the only African
Americans at Pinehurst that directly interacted with guests. While black women cooked most
meals and cleaned most laundry, they did not enter guest rooms or serve in the dining rooms.
The resort’s 1907 pamphlet advised against hiring local domestic servants because they “do
not…understand Northern habits and customs.” For several decades, only white working-class
New Englanders served guests off the golf course. Tufts provided the migratory workers train
tickets. These men and women lived and worked in the village, were paid in script, and
purchased their provisions from the Pinehurst department store. Ownership did not try to conceal
their presence. Financially, the arrangement lowered Pinehurst operating costs. Culturally, these
migratory workers represented a familiarity connected to New England class dynamics and the
Frederick Law Olmsted designs. According to Orin Starn, African Americans “were not allowed
the ‘privilege’ of cleaning the rooms until 1960, as if this would violate taboos of pollution and
contamination between the races.” This racial and regional distinction revealed that Pinehurst
was very much a product of the national racism rampant in the Jim Crow era.247
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From 1895, when James Tufts first bought land from Henry Page Sr., through the 1950s,
many have presumed, as Richard Moss points out, that “African Americans were allowed one
role in golf, and that was the job of the caddie, especially in the South.”248 The period certainly
discouraged black participation in the sport, but at Pinehurst their fingerprints are on more than
the golf bags. Unknown to most, they held several roles on the golf courses. They caddied, but
they also tended the dairy herd vital to Pinehurst’s early success. Their axes and rakes cleared the
fairways. They ran mule teams that smoothed the sands and formed the bunkers. Many tended
the cynodon dactylon or African Bermuda grass that Ross and Maples hoped to establish atop the
tee boxes, across the fairways, and eventually on the putting greens. Their role stretched far
beyond instructing white guests on their swings and carrying golf clubs.249
Caddying, the job associated with golf since its Scottish founding, masked the large
numbers of African Americans working at and living close to the resort. Less than a mile from
the Frederick Law Olmsted designed New England village lived hundreds of African American
workers. The forest that Nicodemas Taylor once chipped and felled had cleared the way for
Pinehurst and the adjacent hamlet. James Tufts named the workmen’s hamlet Taylortown after
the resilient and reliable man. Taylor and a group of African Americans, some formerly enslaved
and many more the descendants of slavery, lived in the wood framed houses. The close
proximity to the resort village, less than a mile, positioned workers close enough for them to
access the village but far away enough that they remained out of sight. This group of Pinehurst
staff worked primarily outdoors and rarely in direct contact with resort guests. Caddies
represented the one exception and explained why hundreds of African Americans lived so close
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to the resort built for wealthy northerners. Shortly after the turn of the century, Taylortown
became known as “the home of the caddies.”250 This statement isolating African Americans to a
single job and neighborhood further obscured labor at the resort. Jackson Hamlet and Monroe
Town, two other black residential areas, housed caddies but also cooks, laundresses, and
groundmen.251
Since the construction of the first golf course in 1898, black labor played a fundamental
role. The first course at Pinehurst needed manual labor to scratch it from the Sandhills. The first
reported use of labor on the course simply stated that “a large force of men have been hard at
work on the links.” The February 1898 Pinehurst Outlook article, however, emphasized the use
of sheep to maintain the supposedly “thick growth of rye.” While the author heralded the use of
livestock to maintain the course, the Sandhills required work to support a golf course. The bulk
of construction and labor took place in September and October 1898. Men such as “Mag,”
“Bell,” and “Joe” plowed, harrowed, and seeded the new fairways. They hauled clay, built
bunkers, and repaired fences. Accounting for materials, grass seed, and labor, the course cost
$398.24. For Mag, Bell, and Joe, Pinehurst paid a total of $15.12. 252
As golf increased in popularity between 1898 and 1921, labor became ever more
important. In 1906, once Ross and Maples began constructing the second Pinehurst course, labor
became decidedly more necessary to construction but appeared markedly less apparent to guests.
During the first stages of course development, Ross announced to Pinehurst Outlook readers that
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the new No. 2 course “has been cleared, laid out in detail and seeded,” creating a “more
picturesque and attractive” course. He mentioned neither sheep nor men, as the newspaper had in
1898, but certainly brought up his detailed design. Subtlety, Ross trumpeted his own layout and
downplayed the much-needed physical work.253
Implementing that design, though, required a coordinated effort between multiple
Pinehurst departments, employees and day laborers, and human and nonhuman work. Pinehurst
ledgers intertwined the expenses of the Dairy and the Country Club departments. Unlike Ross,
Maples, and Dunlap, an assistant greenskeeper and foreman at the Dairy, who’s paychecks
appeared as invoiced payroll, contracted work fell into a column titled “Team Hire.”254 The
resort dairy officially employed the men comprising those teams. Subsequently, the Dairy
department charged the Country Club department for the labor. Depending on the task at hand,
horses or men made up the teams. The ledgers clearly distinguished between animal and human
power, stating “Horse Hire” for animals and “Labor,” “Work,” or “Teams” for humans. An early
example of this combined “Horse Hire” and “Work” in the same column for a total of $4.25
charged to the Dairy. Over the 1906-1907 year of construction, the Country Club hired hundreds
of teams. This separation maintained sound accounting but also distinguished between
departments that needed a team of full-time employees to work year-round, such as the Dairy,
and departments expecting to use a crew of laborers only when the resort commissioned
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improvements. In 1906, the Country Club’s expansion of its golf facilities expressed a need to
use workers and livestock for a limited amount of time.255
The sporadic and isolated working periods masked the black labor and necessitated that
full-time employees like Maples source day laborers from other departments. In 1906, Maples’
approach to course construction assigned periodic tasks to workmen ranging from once a year to
twice a summer. For example, in April 1906 after guests returned home, Maples instructed that
teams “spread 2 cords of manure and 4 loads of moat after disking…then disk this composition
into the soil.” Ideally, these would have been at most yearly tasks that initially enriched the soil
for summer grass cultivation. Following the final disking, Maples assigned the same workmen to
sow Bermuda, Kentucky Blue Grass, and Red Top. Initially, Maples expected only moderate
growth and noted that the crew should only “cut the course every 6 weeks.” As an experiment,
he appointed men to keep half of five holes “as short as a lawn is kept in the North.” Because
these tasks occurred infrequently, it made little financial sense to hire permanent laborers to
spread manure once a year and cut grass every six weeks. While Maples’ experiment
theoretically required more regular action, the sparse turf growth further reduced the need for
workmen.256
During the summer of 1906, some dairy employees spent their time as Country Club day
laborers working with livestock on the new golf course. With the help of horses, a crew of
workmen first cleared the scrub oaks and brambles. Horses ripped the rotting longleaf stumps
from the ground. They then harnessed their horsepower to sculpt the sandy hill sides into
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bunkers, putting greens, and fairways. Often, the “teams” of men and livestock worked in unison
plowing, harrowing, and seeding. After thoroughly clearing the new fairways, several day
laborers lined the soon-to-be golf course with temporary fences for the cattle and sheep to
directly fertilize the Sandhills. As Dairy employees, the Country Club day laborers managed the
livestock, rotated them between fairway pastures, and spread manure. The work and excrement
of Holstein and Jersey dairy cattle and draft cross horses, as much as human labor and artful
design, left the new golf course in the fall of 1906 significantly changed. Even without a sea of
Bermuda, the fairways, tee boxes, and putting greens that workers impressed onto the Sandhills
landscape formed a footprint of new golf course. The process for cultivating turf grass at
Pinehurst began in 1906 with the men Maples hired and the animals they managed Once resortgoers arrived in November, the temporary Country Club workers returned to their duties at the
Dairy.257
Over the next decade, Maples continued the process of hiring day laborers and turning
winter fairways into summer pastures. He consulted agrostologists and soil scientists. He tested
synthetic fertilizers but expanded the use of manure. Summer after summer, the Holsteins and
Jerseys replenished and enriched the denuded soils that golfers and their caddies walked across
winter after winter. In the fall, winter, and spring, men employed to watch after the cattle also
hauled their manure from the dairy barns to spread across fairways. In 1915, a journalist from the
American Golfer, impressed with Pinehurst’s golf courses, published an article that summed up
Maples’ process to home grown fertilizer. “250 tons of manure, from steers which are kept for
the purpose,” the author insisted, demonstrated “that commercial fertilizer, for [golf], is mostly
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theory.” Leonard Tufts, interviewed for the article, echoed the author by saying that agricultural
scientists and imported materials did not produce “definite conclusions as to definite results.” He
praised the work of Ross and Maples for having “arrived.” Despite the compliments and Tufts’
alleged arrival, the author quibbled that parts of the course were still “not what they should
be.”258
By 1915, Maples’ process produced some results, but it lacked the necessary resources to
transform the golfing facilities as a whole. Often, other jobs on the courses sucked vital laborers
from Maples. Experiments that C.V. Piper suggested took equipment and manpower away from
the complete course and concentrated it on isolated and small areas. Other times, either too much
rain or not enough limited the work that workers like Mag, Bell, and Joe could carry out. In
1917, an infestation of nut grass, exacerbated by overworking the soil, drained Maples’ pool of
day laborers. Tufts wrote to Piper to share his resort’s experience with the invasive weed.
We spent thousands of dollars putting women and children on their hands and
knees on the courses and dug out each individual root. We dug up the fairway and
had men pick out the nuts by rubbing the soil through their hands. We fenced
geese on the course as we were told they would eat it up.

The exact amount paid to those who dug up the nut grass remains unconfirmed, as does the effect
of the geese, but the unwanted weed forced Maples to react. Nut grass grew rapidly, produced
sizable tubers or “nuts,” and sucked vital nutrients from the soil, effectively drowning out what
Bermuda grass existed. Feeling pressure from golfers, Tufts strongly suggested that Maples
direct his meager crew and their families to expel the unwelcome weeds. The labor intensive and
258
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excessive efforts to eradicate nut grass, unfortunately, could have been avoided. In Tufts’ effort
to share his trials with the weed, he told Piper that “after a while we discovered that if we left it
alone it would die out itself, in a year or two.” In spite of Tufts’ untimely revelation, underpaid
and overworked men, women, and children sifted the Sandhills, one fairway at a time. Through
1921, inclement weather, agricultural experiments, and a misuse of manpower certainly
restricted improvements on the courses. To Maples, the limited labor force and reliance on the
dairy employees also curtailed his ability to maintain Pinehurst’s national reputation.259
During the first few years of the 1920s, Tufts faced an economic problem. The cottage
construction from the 1910s slowed considerably, but the cost to maintain the resort rose.
Pinehurst provided the municipal services at significantly reduced rates for the village and the
144 property owners who lived in Pinehurst for part of the year. According to Richard Moss, part
of the appeal to build a private cottage in Pinehurst was the highly reduced property taxes.
Seasonal residents were not North Carolina taxpayers but Pinehurst taxpayers. During the 1910s,
Moss notes, “Leonard [Tufts] had to be the taxing authority and keep rates low enough to lure
people to the village and high enough to pay the costs of providing all the modern services his
customers wanted.” The seasonal residents largely enjoyed the subsidized public services and
resisted the incorporation of the town. Tufts, on the other hand, essentially provided the water
and electricity, roads, sidewalks, and landscaping at cost. The arrangement squeezed his margins
and reduced his net profits. In the 1910s, the resort never netted more than $30,000, and the
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Country Club barely broke $5,000. He hoped to improve upon that numbers in the next
decade.260
Still, Pinehurst enjoyed a relatively small but loyal following, a slowly expanding village,
and steady profits. The multiplying cottages from the previous decade attested to the resort’s
popularity, but its status as the center of winter golf lagged behind resort destinations in Hot
Springs, Arkansas, coastal Texas, and halfway across the Atlantic in Bermuda. In the midst of
Tufts’ display of course construction techniques in the Bulletin of Green Section, the American
Golfer highlighted three resorts in Florida for their superb accommodations and golf links. Jaunts
to Bellaire, Miami, or Palm Beach promised the best of golf, winter or summer, no cows
necessary and open year-round. Also, their owners did not refer to resort land as “wretchedly
poor.” While a core group of guests returned year after year, some staying through part of the
summer, potential visitors explored these other options. As the 1920s began to roar, new
attractions opened and America’s growing middle-class trekked down to Florida for a long
weekend or over to Bermuda on a cruise. According to Richard Moss, “The rise of Florida as a
competitor was always an issue as Tufts set policy and sought to improve the resort.” However,
Tufts’ competition with the Florida resort scene and his economic woes stifled the maintenance
of the golf courses, the resort’s greatest attraction.261
In the early 1920s, Tufts instituted a parsimonious policy. Margins shrunk thinner and
thinner. Pinehurst’s growth had leveled off and began to dip. Despite the work with
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agrostologists, the United States Department of Agriculture, and the United States Golf
Association, the Pinehurst links trailed behind the accepted standard. Opposed to burying more
money in the patchy fairways, chasing an elusive goal, Tufts hoped to sustain the modest growth
achieved thus far on the golf courses. Pinehurst’s defining characteristic received fewer
resources and a lower operating budget. Opposed to purchasing compost, as the Bulletin of
Green Section advised, Tufts suggested to Maples that “by putting enough hogs on manure and
chasing them from one section to another” they could “get something better than compost at
considerably less expense.”262 I. C. Sledge, Pinehurst treasurer, shopped around for lawn
equipment deals that included free repairs and lower prices.263 He began buying cottonseed meal
and fish scrap in bulk and selling excess to near-by Southern Pines Country Club for a small
profit.264 Ross halted all new work on the golf courses. Tufts insisted that Maples limit his
groundcrew “right down to bed rock; cut down to purely a maintenance force.”265
Despite the direct command to reduce payroll and the resort’s frugality in the early
1920s, Maples clung to and even increased his labor force. He ramped up the number of men
hired from the dairy for limited terms. By the 1920s, Sledge recorded payroll labor for a given
week to track trends and fluctuations. For the week of April 27, 1920, thirty-six men worked on
the golf courses for a total cost of $437. The week of May 4, 1920, Maples hired only twenty-six
men for $372 total. Those same weeks the following year increased to fifty-two at $825 and
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forty-seven men at $640, respectively. This meant that the resort spent hundreds more on labor
each week a year later. Upon reviewing the books, Tufts calculated that during the summer of
1921 payroll costs were “nearly fifty percent higher.” In three separate letters, Tufts reminded
Maples of the payroll hike. In the third, he urged Maples to cut spending again because “We
certainly need to save that money, every cent of it.” The added competition and lowered status
must have greatly shaken Tufts’s confidence in his resort.266
To placate the aging village patriarch, Maples responded to Tufts’ last letter with a
combination of deflection and flattery. “Lots of rain,” Maples suggested, forced him to “hold
[his] crew.” Precipitation of any sort (rain, sleet, snow) potentially drowned bunkers and
muddied fairways. This could create added work on some courses, but in sandy Moore County,
where morning rains drained by early afternoon, few if any extra men were needed for such
tasks. Knowing Tufts’ familiarity with the land surrounding his village, Maples quickly shifted
approaches. A recent trip to Aiken, South Carolina—a resort rival also in the Sandhills
geographic region—allowed him the opportunity to compare the golf retreats. He modestly
stated that Pinehurst “courses are looking fine,” but was “very much surprised to see the
conditions of…the courses at Aiken.” More pointedly, Maples insisted he saw “nothing that will
compare with the courses” at Pinehurst. Tufts wanted him to drastically reduce costs and produce
a respectable golf course, but he also hoped Maples’ management would yield courses better
than Pinehurst competitors to attract more patrons. To that end, he closed his letter with possible
new business. “An awful nice bunch of men,” Maples insisted, would find their way to
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“Pinehurst this [1921-22] winter.”267 The response temporarily smoothed over the disagreement.
Though, for the next three years, Maples continued to increase the number of hired hands and
Tufts continued to make his disapproval known.268
The dissatisfaction for higher payroll stemmed from the confusion between an accepted
cost of building a golf course and the unknown and fluctuating expense of maintaining one. The
No. 4 course, the most recent addition completed in 1919, totaled $12,138.20 to build. This
included Ross’s design and the labor to clear the land and shape the bunkers and greens. The
initial manuring, harrowing, and seeding also factored into the $12,138.20. However, the
continued, nearly constant, maintenance needed to cultivate the one hundred acres that made up
the course came at a seasonally contingent weekly price.269 This increased as Maples slowly
overcame his challenge to grow grass in the Sandhills. The new growth needed to be fed more
nutrients through manure and a new input of fish scrap and cottonseed mill. The grass itself
needed frequent cutting to ensure it did not reseed itself. This meant in the late spring and early
fall the fairways needed to be over reseeded. Effectively, Maples’ success meant that more men
needed to spread more fertilizer, cut more grass more often, and broadcast more seed over more
space. Tufts’ expansion of Pinehurst only compounded the need of additional labor, despite his
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reluctance to pay them. Part of improving spoiled land meant maintaining those improvements.
As golf reached further into the Sandhills, so did the men tasked with cultivating its courses.270
One compromise involved hiring more men but paying them less, but this too met
criticism. By 1922, Maples employed as many as forty-nine men at a total cost of $515.43,
significantly less for roughly the same number of workers the previous year ($640 for fortyseven). From Maples’ perspective, he brought down operating costs and maintained a sufficient
crew. However, their sufficiency came under question. In March 1922, Tufts told Maples “We
shall have to take those boys off the mowers.” He went on to compare the use of animal and
machine power on the courses:
You put experienced drivers on your mule teams and you put anybody on your
machines. It requires a lot more experience and intelligence to operate one of
those rollers than it does to operate a mule. I saw two of them racing the other day
and one of them broke down and I went by him two hours afterward and he was
still tinkering with the machine. This sort of thing doesn’t pay.

A $450 investment in a used International Harvester tractor, intended to replace mule teams,
furthered Tufts’ concerns. If Maples were to at least maintain the courses he needed a full
groundcrew.271
Tufts’ proposed solution, on the other hand, eliminated work crews all together for short
stents. A lack of maintenance would let the courses get slightly overgrown and over worn. If
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Tufts were the greenskeeper, he suggested, he “should let people even complain a little about the
condition of the course for a few days.” In theory, once golfers complained, then Maples could
hire men to cut, manure, and reseed the fairways. According to Tufts, the purpose allowed
Pinehurst to address complaints and “make a showing.”272
Maples’ insistence to keep his men working produced a showing of its own. To him, the
ability to impress rested in a fully staffed groundcrew and well-maintained courses. In August
1923, Ross noted a “wonderful growth of…grass” that foreshadowed Pinehurst’s return to fame.
Thousands from across the country came to recreate on the lush courses. According to the
American Golfer, one day in March “thirteen hundred rounds of golf were played” at Pinehurst.
Five thousand members swelled the ranks of the Pinehurst Country Club. The golf press cited
prominent golfers, such as Walter Hagan, who frequented the resort and the fact that
“hometown” newspapers reported Pinehurst scores as evidence for deeming the resort
fashionable. The title of the article, “With the Crowds at Pinehurst,” also signaled this to the
golfing community. Town and Country, on the other hand, mentioned the “Bermuda grass” and
its “physical advantages” that enabled “Pinehurst to establish an international reputation.” By
December 1923, Pinehurst golfers teed off every few minutes onto a browning yet dense
Bermuda turf. The national golf press reported Pinehurst’s popularity to readers across the
country. The spectacle, attention, and course receipts offered Tufts the showing he sought.273
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In late 1924, Pinehurst management and ownership came to terms with the sudden
popularity of its golf courses and renewed reputation. Financially, Pinehurst Country Club
boomed. For the October 1923-May 1924 season, the golf courses alone generated $15,106.95 of
net profit. Compared to the average $5,536.22 that the courses netted from 1910-1916, the 19231924 season reinforced the financial importance of golf. More importantly, the higher profits
demonstrated the necessity of maintaining, not just building, the courses. The seemingly everincreasing number of laborers that manured and manicured the spreading Bermuda grass
appeared as vital as ever. In September 1924, as Tufts reflected on his resort’s popularity, he
admitted to Sledge that “we should have hardly induced Frank to be economical on that basis” of
labor. The constant attention that Maples and his crew gave to the four golf courses reaped
enormous benefits, and Tufts was not the only one to notice.274
As the Pinehurst fairways blossomed under Maples’ control, other country clubs a few
miles away and even states away recognized the importance of consistent care and the need of an
experienced greenskeeper. Maples began advising, then managing, the near-by Southern Pines
Country Club in the early 1920s. He consulted many country clubs on the design and
development of their golf courses. Tufts estimated that Maples could “get 50% more than we are
paying him” working directly for Ross who designed hundreds of courses across the United
States in the 1920s. It is understandable why Maples might have chosen to work with Ross and
consult greenskeepers taking on Ross designed courses. In the 1920s, the prolific golf course
architect consistently made $40,000 a year designing golf courses, on top of his Pinehurst salary
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of $5,000. Even a quarter of that would have leapt Maples into a solidly middle-class lifestyle
and away from Pinehurst.275
To retain Maples’ expertise as a greenskeeper and, as Donald Ross described him, “tip
top foreman, honest and willing, always do as he sees right,” Tufts needed to incentivize him.
Tufts, Sledge, and a new Pinehurst general office manager Gordan Cameron worked out a deal to
pay Maples a five percent commission on the net profits from the country club, excluding any
profits the country club’s restaurant made. They estimated this would amount to $500-$1000 in
addition to his $6,500 salary. Tufts argued that the commission would motivate Maples to pay
closer attention to Pinehurst and raise net profits to $20,000. At the end of Maples’ first season
as a commissioned employee, a $696.48 bonus rewarded his attention to the links and deliberate
use of labor.276
In 1925, Tom Clark, an African American Pinehurst laborer, and many more like him
also benefitted from Maples’ success. For two decades, the groundmen received decent wages
during the summer but were often laid off by the fall. When new construction began, more were
hired but few remained after a course’s completion. Maples’ emphasis on maintenance meant
those hired remained employed. Tom Clark, a fifty-five-year-old married man, owned a home
valued at $200 in the hamlet of Sand Hill. While many African Americans in the Pinehurst area
listed “golf course” or “golf links” as their industry for the census, Clark wrote “Pinehurst Inc.”
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He worked at the resort for at least a decade for $13 to $15 a week, which helped him purchase
his home. Two boarders, one also a golf course laborer, added additional income to the Clark
household. Twenty-nine-year-old Beechman Alford, another long time Pinehurst country club
laborer, also owned his own home. Alford commuted from the African American west Southern
Pines area to the links each day. Many of Clark and Alford’s neighbors worked in the golf
industry as either caddies or laborers. Most, including Clark and Alford, were illiterate. By the
late 1920s, African Americans potentially worked at multiple country clubs in the area. Maples’
income dwarfed their own. His home value of $10,000 in McNeil displayed the gulf between
Pinehurst foremen and their workers. Nonetheless, course groundcrews, much more than the
caddies or sharecroppers, likely owned their own property in a town and secured a steady
paycheck.277
Clark and Alford carried out the customary manure, seed, and harrow work rotation but
also began to manicure the courses. This involved what seemed to be increasingly menial tasks
such as hand watering to liven browning sections of the fairways. A carpet of green grass
signaled to guests on holiday or spectators at a tournament that the resort’s courses conformed to
golf’s lush aesthetic. Brown spots or bare areas reflected poor maintenance. Returning guests
anticipated a superior course each following season. Tufts hoped to match that expectation, as he
expressed to Maples in 1927, “I don’t want the condition of the golf course to depreciate any—in
fact we should improve them each year.” In the late 1920s, workers relentlessly tried to keep
pace with the rapidly growing turf and expanding resort. In the summer, cattle grazed Bermuda
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fairways. Men like Clark and Alford continued to spread the manure, fish scrap, and cottonseed
meal in the winter. Throughout the year, they consistently mowed the flourishing turf. In October
1928, Tufts relayed the praise of guests to Maples: “I hear great reports from the golf courses.
They say…the grass has never been so good on them.”278
The affect spanned beyond the fairways, though. The oaks, Longleaf, and Loblolly that
framed many of the Pinehurst courses shed leaves, needles, and sometimes limbs during storms.
Maples organized men to discretely rake and remove the debris from the “rough” or sides of a
fairway. The leaves dampened the rough’s grass growth, which ideally grew an inch or even
several inches taller than the fairway turf. Litter in the rough or on the fairway could impede a
golfer’s shot to the green and effectively slowed play, raised scores, and reduced the course’s
overall appearance. For this last reason, workers trimmed any hedges, bushes, and trees that
obstructed the view. However, this type of work divided the crew and meant laborers took on
tasks individually. Maples proceeded cautiously, believing that he and Tufts must “try to keep as
close a check on them as possible.” They needed “to trust their honesty to a certain extent.” As
the courses spanned hundreds of acres, Neither Maples, Tufts, nor Ross could oversee all of their
workmen.279
This success came at a price. Pinehurst paid far more for the services of Tom Clark and
Beechman Alford than they did for the seed, fertilizer, and equipment. During the late 1920s, the
Country Club’s labor costs consistently ran $8,000 to $11,000 more than the agricultural inputs.
Grass alone no longer satisfied the resort-goers traveling hundreds of miles to the Sandhills. The
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watering, racking, and clipping created an aesthetic now associated with golf. Clark and Alford
manicured in the early morning hours ahead of the first golfers and worked on larger
improvements in the summer after most guests headed north. Their masked labor and limited
interaction with visitors meant golfers began to see the manicured affect as natural, absent from
human manipulation. By the end of the 1920s, golf’s organization of labor and the land slowly
naturalized the playing field.280
In 1928, the local newspaper announced, “the visitors to Pinehurst next season will note a
number of improvements in keeping with the rapid growth of the winter resort.” The graveling of
the roadway connecting Pinehurst to the railroad depot in Southern Pines made for easier access
to the resort. A new church, hospital, and high school soon serviced an increasing number of
year-round residents. But a new nine-hole golf course attracted visitors and residents down the
improved road. Unlike the other courses, golf architect Donald Ross insisted that this addition
would not “start or finish at the club house.” Instead, the course would begin adjacent to the
fourteenth hole of the No. 2 course, head east paralleling Midland Road, and end at No. 2’s
thirteenth hole. This new course would connect the Pinehurst resort to two other golf ventures in
the area, Mid-Pines and Pine Needles country clubs, with an intricate web of fairways. The new
infrastructure in the village and the expanding links helped to accommodate an increase in
attendance and changing expectations of resort life. The crowding village needed to spread out,
lest it lose its quaint charm. One fundamental shift revolved around the golf course itself that
maintained a connection between the original settlement and the new clubs expanding east.
Unlike other courses that Pinehurst built or constructed, Ross simply “laid out” this new nine-
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hole links. The author predicted that it was “inevitable that Midland Road will be skirted with
golf courses its entire length in the not so distant future.” The proposed inevitability and assumed
ease of lay out masked the tedious work of Maples, Clark, and Alford and further naturalized
golf in the Sandhills.281
One aspect, though, continued to plague Tufts. Despite the 1928 improvements and
immense strides Maples and his crew had taken, sand—not grass—still comprised Pinehurst
putting greens. Workers layered sawdust, soil, and sand to form some of Pinehurst’s putting
surfaces. On many others, they combined clay, sand, and oil to create a perfectly level and
hardpacked surface. Richard Tufts, the third generation of Tufts men to direct Pinehurst, first
described the types of sand greens in the Bulletin of Green Section. The maintenance on the
sawdust base greens, Richard Tufts insisted, “is about twice what it is with the sand-clay greens.”
The sawdust proved difficult to keep consistently level, which led to more regular dragging.
Either sand green version attracted some visitors. Fred O’Connell, an annual guest from 1912
through the 1950s, championed many of the improvements but partially held the sand greens for
his athletic success. The sand provided its own challenge but one that O’Connell adapted well to.
However, by the late 1920s, most resorts and country clubs had already or were transitioning
their “browns” to “greens.” In 1924, twenty-eight of the forty-two “winter golf courses” listed in
Town and Country offered turf greens. Those that had yet to transition confronted problems
familiar to Maples’. Seven country Clubs in Aiken and Camden, South Carolina and Augusta,
Georgia continued using sand greens. All of those clubs sat within the Sandhills geographic belt
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that stretched from the Pinehurst area in North Carolina southwest into middle Georgia.
According to Richard Moss, through the 1920s, Leonard Tufts remained convinced that his
resort would never be able to feature grass greens. The climate, soil, and North Carolina’s
“severity of frosts” prohibited it. This perception changed, however, once the two country clubs
in Augusta, Georgia boasted of turf putting greens.282
On the night of March 13, 1929, Leonard Tufts put his frustration to paper. He shared his
musing with Ross:
Lying here in bed, I think of more fool schemes than you could shake a stick at. I
am more or less puzzled over the question of why good putting greens are
possible at Augusta and not here. There isn’t much difference in the temperature
but, of course, their soil is better and I presume their climate is less dry.

In this case, “good” referred to grass, and grass putting greens meant a complete golf course that
attracted more patrons. To achieve this goal, Tufts sketched out an experiment. He suggested that
Maples combine equal parts of clay, black band (a byproduct of coaling in northern Moore
County), rotted manure, and “rich, sandy soil”—an oxymoron thirty years earlier—on a small
test plot. The sand provided great drainage, the manure and black band nutrients, and the clay
firm footing. In the succeeding years, Maples and his crew laid out several experiments similar
to Tufts’ on test plots, in the fairways, and on the greens themselves. Of course, the solution
went beyond the climate and soil, which Tufts pointed out in his letter to Ross. Instead, Maples
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quelled Tufts’ anxieties by combining his tested fertilization technique with new grasses, an
irrigation system, and extensive use of labor.283
By the end of 1929, Frank Maples began exploring the use of new grasses at Pinehurst.
Ten feet by eighty feet plots adjacent to the first tee of the No. 2 course allowed him to
experiment with a variety of grasses. Maples and Rassie Wicker, an agricultural scientist, tested
six different strands of Bent grass along with Carpet and Zoysia grass. Workers periodically
covered all of the test plots except one with burlap to prevent the sun from scorching the new
growth. The burlap cover reached six feet high so the crew could water and cut the grasses. The
exposed turf burnt in the sun and quickly died. Only the Carpet and Zoysia grasses lasted for two
years. In 1931, Fred V. Grau, a United States Golf Association leader, sent Maples “African
Bermuda stolens (sic)” to test on a ten feet square area. According to Maples’ report, he
discarded the African Bermuda after the experiment since it “was never satisfactory on account
of not being able to thicken up” enough for a putting green.284
For a second time, Frank Maples took a walk through Pinehurst to search for answers.
Unlike his first cathartic stroll to the dairy barn in 1906 that led to his mixed husbandry
approach, the village had grown considerably. In late 1920s, as Tufts wrestled with the prospect
of turf greens, many more houses had been built and the accompanying yards sprouted new
growth. Several new cottage owners used Italian Rye, an annual grass needing to be reseeded
each year. The winter grass produced a vibrant green from December to March and a thick mat
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of turf. However, the rye wore bare quickly and died with warmer spring temperatures, making
it less than ideal as a single grass species for a putting green. Maples needed to overseed existing
summer Bermuda grass, known to grow in the Sandhills, with winter Italian Rye to produce the
emerald, dense, and durable turf needed for Sandhills putting greens. 285
Late in 1931, Maples began working again with soil scientists, agrostologists, and
agricultural scientists to produce turf putting greens in the Sandhills. L. G. Willis, Rassie Wicker,
and W. H. MacIntire, three accomplished scientists, collaborated with Maples to cultivate Italian
Rye grass for Pinehurst putting greens. They formed temporary grass greens next to all sand
greens on No. 2 for a trial basis to be used only when too much rain drowned the sand greens;
This rarely happened. They then turned their attention to the fairways on the No. 1 course. In
November 1932, Workers applied 400 pounds of lime to the acre, seeded annual Italian Rye, and
spread 1,000 pounds of a manure, cottonseed meal, and fish scrap fertilizer to the acre.
November of the following year, the groundcrew sowed 22,000 pounds of rye across all of the
No. 1 and No. 2 Bermuda fairways. The Rye sprouted by the end of the month and covered the
Bermuda, which already begun to brown by November. They combined to create a dense, matted
turf that held up well to the tromping of golfers and caddies but also gave off a lush appearance.
By the fall of 1934, the team of scientists, the greenskeeper, and a crew of well experienced
workers established the annual Italian Rye in the Sandhills. Beginning in 1935, Maples started to
transition No. 2’s sand putting greens to a Bermuda-Italian Rye turf green.286
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The combination of turf grasses created the durable and vibrant field for a putting
surface, but it also needed more water. As Maples worked to eliminate sand from the Sandhills’
golf courses, the Pinehurst Plumbing and Heating Department worked to extend the village
waterlines to the golf links. As early as May 1929, Ross staked out 4,300 linear feet for a water
line on No. 1 to be piped in 1930. However, the Great Depression delayed this project. Leonard
Tufts had successfully insulated Pinehurst from events beyond his village to that point, but the
Great Depression disrupted business as usual at the winter resort. Pinehurst continued to turn a
profit through the 1930-1931 season, but Tufts put most major improvements on hold. The
irrigation system did not become functional until 1932. Ironically, this same year Pinehurst Inc.
ran a deficit of $18,227.38. The reduced profit led the Pinehurst Plumbing and Heating
Department to use “2’’ black pipe” rather than steel, which Maples argued lasted longer.
Nonetheless, by the fall of 1932, as laborers sowed rye seeds, the Plumbing and Heating
Department laid thousands of feet of pipe. With the irrigation system in place, sprinklers could
water four times as much as two men watering with hoses from eight a.m. to five p.m. From then
on, Maples showered the courses when clouds did not. According to one Pinehurst Outlook
article, “The rye liked it and gratefully rose to the occasion, as pretty a stretch of turf as one
would wish to see.” Golf’s transformation of the Sandhills was nearly complete.287
Throughout the process to establish a new grass species, an irrigation system, and turf
putting greens, Pinehurst laborer Tom Clark worked with Maples. He and dozens more sowed
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seeds, harrowed fairways, and built putting greens. Their work proved instrumental and
irreplaceable. Some dug trenches for irrigation pipes and others ran mule teams. In preparation
for the turf greens, Clark and nine other men spread sixty-six tons of fertilizer. It started in a
compost trough layered with alternating manure, fish scrap, and cottonseed meal. They used two
mule teams and two tractors to collect and haul the compost. Once at the green, they evenly
spread the layered and well-rotted fertilizer with a steel blade attached to the mule teams then
rolled it with a roller pulled by the tractors. The entire process, from hauling to rolling, took
thirty hours across three August days.288
Clark’s work revealed only a small piece of Pinehurst’s labor costs at the height of the
Great Depression. In 1932, labor accounted for $15,408.53 or sixty-six percent of the Pinehurst
Country Club’s expenses. By comparison, the seeds and fertilizer made up only fourteen percent
or $5,224.82. These expenses remained consistent until 1936, when country club labor shrunk to
$12,363.35 and seeds and fertilizer rose to $9,510.28. During the summer of 1936, Clark
enriched the putting green soil and Maples charged him with sowing the Bermuda and Rye
seeds. The price distribution reflected Maples’ preparation for the Professional Golfers
Association Championship. The November 1936 tournament offered Pinehurst Inc. an
opportunity to showcase the landscape that Maples, Clark, and dozens of others built. Instead,
their success masked decades of cultivation.289
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On June 27, 1936, the President of the PGA, George Jacobus, first announced that
Pinehurst would host the 1936 PGA National Championship on Ross’s No. 2 course. The new
greens, several options for lodging, and $12,000 persuaded the PGA to award Pinehurst with the
tournament. The championship lasted from November 15 to November 20, 1936. A few days
before the start, the New York Times predicted immense interest and reminded spectators that “It
is expected that many visitors drawn to the event will be forced to look for accommodations in
neighboring towns.” Thousands flocked to the Sandhills.290
The new Bermuda and Italian Rye greens were on display. Although the spectators and
journalists had little interest in who cultivated them or why they shinned like an emerald, the
“new grass greens” were the center of attention and play. On November 23, 1936, The New York
Times reported that Densmore (Denny) Shute defeated Jimmy Thomson “by superior artistry
around and on the putting greens.” William D. Richardson, the article’s author, mentioned Ross
several times as the designer or architect and the No. 2 course as his “craft.” Town and Country
profiled Ross. The Frank D. Morris article “Par Excellence: The Dean of the World’s Golf
Architects, Still Makes Courses that Make Champions” sketched an image of Ross as a scientist
whose “laboratory” was “emerald-green turf.” Morris argued that Ross’s discerning eye brought
about the “layer-cake green” of Pinehurst’s Bermuda and Italian Rye putting greens that made it
“possible to hold a national tournament (the P.G.A.) at Pinehurst.” Unlike earlier reporting on the
mixed husbandry used to enrich the sandy lands, Richardson simply described Ross’s No. 2
course and his genius. No longer a “Wretchedly poor sand-hill land,” as Leonard Tufts described
in 1921, Richardson declared Pinehurst a “stretch of ideal golf country” and left little reason to
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believe it had not always been. Despite the enormous environmental transformation, reporters,
residents, and golfers ignored the tireless cultivation of the formerly barren land. The turf greens
masked the thirty years of mixed husbandry, intensive labor, and new grass. By the end of 1936,
golf had rewritten the history of the Sandhills.291
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
As sports writers and magazine articles trumpeted Donald Ross’s design and Pinehurst’s new
glow, Ross told a reporter that 1937 marked “the beginning of a new day in Pinehurst golf.” To
him, the turf greens signaled a dramatic change at the resort. It could spur significant growth and
even expansion for years to come. After all, most of Leonard Tufts’s original 6,000 acres had
still not been developed. Outside the village and golf courses, his land remained as vacant as
when his father bought the land the century before. The horizon was the limit, and Ross’s
hopeful remark reflected that. Yet, Ross nor Tufts or anyone could know what the next decade
would bring. 292
Ultimately, the next several years proved difficult for Pinehurst. The rural, tightly knit
Sandhills resort experienced a culmination factors sending it on a downward spiral. The war
effort that led to all Americans’ personal sacrifices hit the golf industry particularly hard.
Spending time and money on a round of golf, much less a month or more at a golf resort, seemed
excessive to many. Tufts argued that the federal taxes brought in through country club receipts
could produce tens of millions for the war effort, but those receipts did not flow into Pinehurst.
For each year of the war, Pinehurst lost money. Federal control directly contributed to fewer
playing the game, as well. The Office of Price Administration eliminated all golf ball
manufacturing. The little white ball accounted for the most important golfing implement,
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considering the likelihood even professional golfers occasionally hit their ball into a water
hazard. Ross repaired old golf balls and held one-dollar raffles for a dozen refurbished balls. The
proceeds benefited the Red Cross.293
Near-by Fort Bragg brought the war to Pinehurst. Unexplained, scheduled blackouts
dotted the calendar. The United States Army held wargames near the village and sent German
prisoners of war to the area to work in the area’s burgeoning peach orchards. The Holly Inn,
Pinehurst’s original hotel, was the site of an experiment on the common cold. The Army made
conscientious objectors the subjects. Some soldiers from Fort Bragg began coming to Pinehurst
for the night. After one maneuver, more than five hundred Army personnel spent an evening in
the village. However, all of this proved difficult for the golf resort. According to Richard Moss,
“the war was hard on golf and anything that was hard on golf hurt Pinehurst.”294
Through the war years, the resort’s cottage colony lost its oldest and most loyal members.
The industrial wealth that once dominated the village began to die off. In the middle of the war,
after playing nine holes with Ross, Henry Howler died; He had been a Tin Whistles member and
regular at the resort since 1917. No new generation came to replace the old guard. This was
especially true when Leonard Tufts, the village patriarch for more than forty years, caught
pneumonia. On February 19, 1945, nearly fifty years after his father purchased the barren,
cutover land, he passed away in Moore County Hospital. The obituary, complete with a
photograph, appeared in the New York Times. The article noted Pinehurst, his many professional
associations, and remaining family. Printed in bold, block letter just below “developer of North
Carolina resort” read “Dairy Cattle Breeder.” Shortly after, the men who worked with the dairy
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cattle on the golf course also died. Tom Clark passed in 1946. The doctor listed “senile
dementia” as the cause of death. That year, Donald Ross retied. Two years later he also died. In
1949, Frank Maples, who Ross considered “the most capable grass man in the South,” left his
improved Sandhills.295
Once Pinehurst emerged from World War II and the remorse of consecutive deaths, the
land remained. It looked, felt, and smelled differently than it did in 1895. The work that Maples
and Clark, plows and tractors, cattle and mules put into the Sandhills drastically transformed the
landscape. Golf’s organization of that agricultural work combined with the seemingly disparate
golf culture that coalesced around the club house, cottages, and hotels. Not all interactions were
pleasant nor considerate. Many such as the Cake Walks and Five-Dollar-Drive were blatant
racism. Ethnic and economic exclusion formed the foundation for the resort’s culture. The game
that permeated the village certainly contributed to that classist and racist atmosphere. However,
golf’s environmental transformation of the Sandhills defied what even Leonard Tufts thought
ecologically possible. As late as 1921, twenty-four years after guests first hit golf balls round the
dairy yard, Tufts wrote that his land was “not made for growing turf grasses.” Maples and
Clark’s persistent use of mixed husbandry and toil, the search for improvement, redefined the
possibilities.296
All the while, environments across the South changed for the worse. Massive soil erosion
across the Plantation crescent swept away the last grains of topsoil, leaving behind enormous
gullies. As Paul Sutter notes, the crescent’s “forest fringes [also] came crashing down. By the
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1920s, the South’s forestlands were in as sorry shape as its agricultural lands. This terrible
conjuncture precipitated the movement of federal conservation into the area.” This “land crisis”
largely passed over the North Carolina Sandhills. That region, like the South as a whole,
contained a deep environmental history and layered land use practices. The lumbering that tied
Pinehurst to the wider deforestation took the Sandhills’ last remaining resource. In its absence,
golf made denuded land good.297
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